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Economic valuation is widely used in OECD countries as a way of assessing
the (usually monetary) value of goods that have no markets. In the rural context,
valuation methods are used to argue for or against projects and policy choices in
areas as diverse as agricultural support policies, local economic development,
land use and biodiversity assessment.

This volume reviews a range of different valuation methodologies – stated 
preferences, cost-benefit, revealed preferences, and others – and looks at how
these different approaches influence choices in rural policy. Its aim is to assess
whether some set of international guidelines or standards could be used to reduce
the subjectivity of the evidentiary information.
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Foreword

This two-day workshop (5-6 June 2000), hosted by the USDA and attended by
around sixty representatives from OECD Agriculture, Rural Development and Envi-
ronment ministries, focused on the contribution that natural and cultural amenities,
including externalities and public goods from agriculture and ecological resources,
make to the development of rural areas, and identified valuation methods and pol-
icy instruments that can help to promote this contribution. In particular, the work-
shop concentrated on two key areas: assessing the merits and limitations of
1) methods of estimating the demand for, and deriving the value of, non-market
amenities, and 2) instruments to encourage the creation of market or market-type
mechanisms to capture the non-marketed benefits of rural amenities, maintain and
enhance supply, and correct potential costs to society in case of market failure. The
workshop had the ultimate aim of assessing whether some set of international
guidelines or standards could be used to reduce the subjectivity of the evidentiary
information.

This workshop built on work undertaken by the OECD in three main areas – ter-
ritorial development (rural policy), agriculture (multifunctionality and agri-
environmental indicators) and environment (economic aspects of biodiversity).

The question of how to harness the potential of amenities for rural develop-
ment has been, for several years, a principal component of the work programme of
the OECD’s Territorial Development Service (TDS) on rural policy. This workshop
will help to connect the conceptual and case study work completed by TDS on rural
amenities (published as Cultivating Rural Amenities: An Economic Development Perspective
– OECD, 1999), with more in-depth policy analysis to be launched in 2000. The
workshop also extends valuation-related work undertaken by the OECD’s Environ-
ment and Agriculture directorates, notably in a seminar entitled Benefit Valuation of
Biodiversity Resources organised by the OECD’s Working Group on Economic Aspects
of Biodiversity in October 1999, and contributions to the OECD project on agri-
environmental indicators, in particular, the publication Environmental Indicators for
Agriculture, Vol. 3; Methods and Results (OECD, January 2001). The outcomes from the
workshop will feed into ongoing work in these two fields. The workshop will also
constitute an important input to debate at the OECD on the multifunctional charac-
ter of agriculture, and ongoing work on agri-environmental policies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

by 
Douglas Macmillan

Department of Agriculture, University of Aberdeen

Methods for valuing non-market environmental benefits have been under
development for many years. Early work in the 1960s and 1970s focused on recre-
ational activities such as hunting and hiking, and later on environmental pollution.
More recently, rural amenity valuation has attracted considerable attention from
economists, particularly in Europe where considerable policy emphasis is placed
on the social, environmental and cultural benefits of agriculture.

Valuation research in the area of rural amenities is now global and plays an
increasingly important role in policy formulation and implementation in many
countries. The overall aim of the workshop was to examine the contribution eco-
nomic valuation methods and economic policy instruments can make to the provi-
sion of rural amenity benefits from agriculture and other ecological resources.

The workshop was divided into two main sessions. On the first day, methods
for assessing demand and deriving value for rural amenities were discussed, with
papers from Ståle Navrud (Agricultural University of Norway), Jose Lima e Santos
(Technical University of Lisbon) and John Foster (University of Lancaster). Discus-
sions on the second day centred on the supply side, and the design of suitable pol-
icies for transforming values into revenues, with papers from Ian Hodge (University
of Cambridge) and Ralph Heimlich (ERS-USDA). The concluding paper was pre-
sented by David Baldock, Director of the Institute for European Environmental Pol-
icy, and gave an overview of the wider policy implications of the issues surrounding
valuing rural amenities.

The meeting was introduced by Professor Kerry Smith of North Carolina State
University, who outlined the state of the art with regard to valuation methods, and
some of the current issues in the debate about valuation and rural policy. These
issues, concerning reliability, general equilibrium effects, benefit transfer, and the
© OECD 2000
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role of monetary benefit estimates in policy development were subsequently
developed in the main workshop papers.

Ståle Navrud provides a brief review of monetary and non-monetary valuation
techniques and describes their limitations and advantages for policy-making. He
suggests that while methods such as multi-criteria analysis which rely on expert
opinion, together with other criteria (e.g., equity considerations, political accept-
ability) have an important role to play, monetary valuation is still necessary if deci-
sions are to remain relevant to economic efficiency.

The advantages and disadvantages of benefit transfer are also presented. Ben-
efit transfer is the term given to methods for transferring benefit estimates from one
geographical area and context to another area and context. Benefit transfer,
although simple in principal, faces problems with data availability, and dealing with
differences between the sites and populations of interest. Thus far in its develop-
ment, benefit transfer has not achieved any significant degree of reliability and
suffers, perhaps a little prematurely, from the reputation of being a rather “quick
and dirty” solution. However, as Navrud suggests, more investment in research
is certainly worthwhile because the rewards to policy development, in terms of
avoiding the need for new valuation studies and more reliable decision-making,
are considerable.

Professor Santos also touches on some of the problems of benefit transfer with
his paper on the problems and potential of valuing multiple outputs from agricul-
ture. Rural land activities such as agriculture and forestry can generate a whole
range of non-market outputs including landscape, biodiversity, recreation and cul-
tural tradition. Santos proves from a theoretical analysis, that policy benefits can be
over-estimated if individual outputs are valued separately and then added
together in a benefit transfer exercise, for example. This effect can be best
explained in terms of substitution and income effects among consumers. Although
corrections can be made to account for this error, the best solution is to value rural
amenities as a package, rather than as separate components of a given policy.

John Foster, a psychologist from Lancaster University, takes a rather more scep-
tical view of valuation in policy development and instrument design. He questions
the validity and moral legitimacy of valuing the environment in monetary terms and
gives examples of projects, such as the site for the third London Airport, where val-
uation and Cost-Benefit Analysis was controversial, and perhaps hindered rather
than helped the decision-making process. Valuation, he argues, is too simplistic
and artificial to capture the richness and complexity of environmental decisions
and may be leading officials to assume a greater degree of public accord with their
approaches than may in fact exist.

Foster concludes by suggesting that a fresh approach to environmental deci-
sion-making may well be needed. Citizen juries and other discussion fora, which
© OECD 2000
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allow a more open expression and interchange of views than existing survey-based
techniques such as Contingent Valuation, are a much richer source of information
for the policy maker. As many economists share these doubts about the suitability
of survey approaches to valuation, (after all who ever purchases anything via a sur-
vey?), there is perhaps a need to introduce more discussion-based approaches to
valuation exercises.

The second session of the workshop was devoted to the question of transform-
ing values into revenues through appropriate policy responses, with papers from
Ian Hodge and Ralph Heimlich. The rationale, strengths and weaknesses of current
policy instruments were outlined by Hodge. He argues that diversity in the charac-
teristics of rural amenities, and the importance of the local historical, environmental
and social context of these amenities require that a complex mix of private and
public delivery mechanisms are developed. An interesting distinction is made
here between “Old” and “New World” approaches to policy. Looking forward, the
main challenges will be problems with measurement and valuation, sensitivity to
local context, and achieving collective action where supply is influenced by spatial
location.

Heimlich provides a detailed account of experience in the United States
with a range of voluntary incentive programmes for rural amenities, including the
Conservation Reserve Program and US wetland policy. The paper discusses the
rationale for incentive programmes and the influence, or rather the lack of influ-
ence, valuation studies have had thus far on the design and implementation of pol-
icy. Valuation studies have not been directly part of programme implementation
due to resource constraints, although it has had a role in helping scope programs
and bringing out what is to be gained or lost as a result. Cost-effectiveness is widely
regarded as a more practicable tool for ex-post appraisal as it is more easily
grasped and understood by program officials, and can deal with the often messy
multiple objective character of real programs as well.

The concluding paper for the workshop reminds us that the term rural ameni-
ties encompasses perhaps a wider group of issues than reflected in the preceding
papers, and covers emerging issues about environmental ethics and farm animal
welfare. Baldock reviews the potential role of valuation in the international arena
level, and describes the beginnings of an intersection between the rural amenity
valuation debate and the well-established and on-going discussions about interna-
tional trade. The crux of this debate, which is reflected in the Workshop papers and
in the Round Table discussions, is whether rural amenity values are a credible and
reliable basis for guiding the evolution of policy support for farmers. This debate
has only just begun, and it is hoped that the papers presented in this volume will
help to inform and encourage further discussions by policy-makers and academics
alike.
© OECD 2000
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Chapter 2

Valuation Techniques and Benefit Transfer Methods: 
Strengths, Weaknesses and Policy Utility

by
Ståle Navrud

Department of Economics and Social Sciences, 
Agricultural University of Norway

1. Whose preferences should count?

Economists have developed a variety of techniques to value non-market envi-
ronmental and cultural amenities consistent with the valuation of marketed goods;
i.e., based on individual preferences. These techniques are based upon either
observed behaviour (revealed preferences; RP) towards some marketed good with
a connection to the non-marketed good of interest, or stated preferences (SP) in
surveys with respect to the non-marketed good; see Table 1, Part I for an overview
of these techniques. While RP and SP techniques are based on individual prefer-
ences, and are rooted in welfare economics, other methods for economic valuation
of environmental and cultural amenities have also been proposed. These methods
are based on the preferences of policy makers, scientific experts or specific interest
groups. I will first review some of these techniques, before focusing on methods
based on individual preferences, which is the basis for most policy uses of environ-
mental valuation techniques, including cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and externality
adders/environmental costing.

Table 1, Part II gives an overview of these alternative techniques to environ-
mental valuation. The method of Implicit Valuation (IV) derives values that are
implicit in policy decisions. IV assumes that the policy makers had complete infor-
mation about the impacts on the environmental goods, and that we are able to sort
out these values from other considerations implicit in the decision; see Carlsen et al.
(1994) for an empirical application of the IV technique. This technique can be
viewed as an indirect, revealed preference method, but reveal policy makers’ pref-
erences rather than individual preferences. (Democratically elected policy makers
© OECD 2000
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could be said to represent individual preferences, but policy makers might pursue
own interests that could conflict with individual preferences). In spite of the poten-
tial biases of IV, the method could serve as a corrective to policy makers by making
them aware of the economic values they implicitly assign to environmental and cul-
tural goods through the decisions they have made. The method can also be used to
make policy makers aware of implicit values from decisions they are about to make,
e.g., by pointing out the values they would implicitly attach to unvalued environ-
mental impacts in a CBA dependent upon the project alternative they choose.

Delphi methods can be used to solicit the opinions of experts. Most Delphi
exercises administer one or more questionnaires interspersed with information to
a group of experts. Typically, the experts are polled one or more times; and
between pollings, information about the opinions of the group of experts as a whole
is disseminated among the group (Ziglio, 1996). In the case of valuing environmen-
tal goods and environmental related health impacts, the experts could be natural
scientists and health experts as in Navrud (1997), or environmental economists as
in Carson et al. (1997). Carson et al. (1997) asked a panel of 30 European environmen-
tal economists familiar with contingent valuation (CV) to estimate the economic
value of a global public good; the Fes Medina in Morocco (which was put on the
UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage list as early as 1980). In this case the
experts were asked not about their own opinion concerning the value of the resto-
ration of the Fes Medina, but rather for their professional judgements as to what
they would expect the estimate of the non-market economic value to be in their
respective countries and in Europe as a whole if a contingent valuation (CV) study
concerning restoration of Fes Medina were to be considered. Thus, in this case
experts provide one number representing public value for a given good when the

Table 1. Classification of environmental valuation techniques

Indirect Direct

I. Methods based on individual preferences

Revealed Preferences (RP) Household Production Function 
(HPF) Approach:

Travel Cost (TC) method
Averting Costs (AC)

Hedonic Price (HP) analysis

Simulated markets
Market prices
Replacement Costs (RC)

Stated Preferences (SP) Contingent Ranking (CR)
Choice Experiments (CE):

Conjoint Analysis

Contingent Valuation (CV)

II. Methods based on decision-makers´/experts´/interest groups´ preferences

Revealed Preferences (RP) Implicit Valuation (IV)
Stated Preferences (SP) Delphi Method Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)
© OECD 2000
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value is measured in a certain way, making the results verifiable in principle. (This
exercise can be viewed as each respondent performing a simple value transfer
exercise in the first phase, but then in the second phase, which is typical of a Delphi
exercise, they are asked whether they will reconsider their values having seen the
results the others gave.) This sort of Delphi study can be viewed as indirectly
reflecting individual preferences, since experts are not asked about their own pref-
erences, but to predict individual preferences.

Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) involves identifying decision criteria (one of
which could be a monetary measure), a scale for each criteria and different alterna-
tives that scores differently for the different criteria. Then, the experts are asked to
choose between the alternatives. A software packages is used to calculate the
implicit weights for each criteria (which their choices imply), the scores for each cri-
teria of the different alternatives are changed, and the experts are asked to make a
new choices. After a number of iterations, a set of criteria weights can be calculated.
This is only one approach of weighting and scoring under MCA. It is also possible to
calculate the implicit tradeoffs between units of each criterion in terms of the units
of a specified criterion. If, for example, the cost of alternative measures to preserve
the agricultural landscape is one of the criteria, this procedure can be used to cal-
culate the willingness-to-pay for changes in the aesthetic beauty of agricultural
landscape (assuming that marginal changes in this environmental good could be
identified and measured in a meaningful way). This specific MCA technique has
much in common with the indirect stated preference methods known as choice
experiments (CE), but elicit preferences of decision makers, experts or interest
groups rather than the preferences of a random sample of the affected individuals.

Wenstøp and Carlsen (1998) used a scenario description of environmental
impacts from a hydroelectric development project, which had previously been
used in a contingent valuation (CV) study of a random sample of the local popula-
tion (Navrud, 1994), in their MCA. They found a mean WTP to avoid the negative
impacts on recreation, ecosystems and cultural heritage among their three panels
of representatives from the departments and agencies of environment and energy,
the developer and a local politician, to be 14 per cent lower than the aggregated
individual WTP in the CV study. Thus, in this specific study the difference between
individual preferences and the preferences of interest groups/decision makers was
small. However, there is no reason to expect that this will always be the case, and
the basic question becomes: Whose preferences should count?

Welfare economics and its applied tool, CBA, are based on individual prefer-
ences, and will ensure that these preferences are taken into account when deci-
sions are made. Experiences from both Europe and USA (Navrud and Pruckner,
1997) have shown that CBA and other uses for environmental valuation techniques
are used as an input in environmental decision-making, but not as a stand-alone deci-
sion- making device. Even though cost effectiveness plays a major role in establish-
© OECD 2000
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ing environmental programmes, the decision-maker also considers other criteria
(e.g., equity considerations, administrative cost, and “political acceptability”). How-
ever, to be consistent with the basic welfare economic principles underlying CBA,
environmental valuation techniques based on individual preferences should be
used. Techniques based on preferences of decision-makers, interest groups or
experts can be used as an alternative or complementary decision tool to CBA.

2. Valuation techniques based on individual preferences

Revealed Preference techniques can be divided into direct and indirect meth-
ods. Direct methods include simulated market exercises (i.e., constructing a real
market for a public good). This is most often not possible to do, and when possible,
it s usually very time-consuming and costly. Some environmental impacts can be
valued using dose-response functions and market prices, e.g., impacts on crops,
forests and building materials (corrosion and soiling) from air pollution. This
approach uses only the physical or biological dose-response relationship to esti-
mate the response to a change in some environmental parameter. The observed
market price of the activity or entity is then multiplied by the magnitude of the
physical or biological response to obtain a monetary measure of damage. Thus, nei-
ther behavioural adaptations nor price responses are taken into account. Simple
multiplication provides an accurate estimate of economic behaviour and value – in
this case changes in gross revenue – only if economic agents are limited in the ways
in which they can adapt to the environmental effect and if the effect is small enough
to have little or no impact on relative prices. This combination of circumstances is
very unlikely. If e.g., crop damages from air pollution is large enough to change
prices, changes in consumer and producer surpluses have to be calculated. If farm-
ers undertake preventive measures, e.g., switching to crops that are less sensitive
to air pollution, the simple multiplication approach will overestimate damage
costs. Thus, other approaches should be use, see Adams and Crocker (1991).

The replacement cost method (also termed restoration cost method) has been
used to estimate economic damages from soil erosion, by using market prices for
soil and fertilisers to calculate what it would cost to replace the lost soils. This
approach has also been used to calculate loss of ecosystem functions. Restoration
costs are, however, just arbitrary values that might bear little relationship to true
social values. Individuals “willingness-to-pay” (WTP) for the restoration of environ-
mental and cultural amenities may be more or less than the cost of replacement.

The greatest advantages of these direct RP methods are that they are relatively
simple to use. But as noted earlier, the methods ignore the behavioural responses
of individuals to changes in the environmental amenities. They also obscure the
distinction between benefits and costs – there is no guarantee that people are actu-
ally willing to pay the estimated cost.
© OECD 2000
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The indirect RP methods entail two main groups of methods; the household
production function approach (including the popular Travel Cost method and
Averting Cost method; and the hedonic price analysis).

The household production function (HPF) approach involves investigating
changes in consumption of commodities that are substitutes or complements for
the environmental attribute. The Travel Cost (TC) method, used widely to measure
the demand for recreation, is a prominent example. The costs of travelling to a rec-
reation site together with participation rates, visitor attributes, and information
about substitute sites are used to derive a measure for the use value of the recre-
ational activity at the site. Travel can be used to infer the demand for recreation,
only if it is a necessary part of the visit, or in economic terms is a weak complement. TC
models builds on a set of strict assumptions, which are seldom fulfilled, and the
results are sensitive to the specification of the TC model, the choice of functional
forms, treatment of travel time and substitute sites, etc. However, they can be rel-
atively cheap to perform (compared to SP methods), and give reasonably reliable
estimates for use values of natural resources (e.g., recreational fishing, hunting and
hiking) for the current quality off a site.

Another example of the use of the household production function approach is
the use of Averting Costs (AC) (also known as defensive or preventive expenditures)
to infer value. Averting inputs include air filters, water purifiers, noise insulation,
and other means of mitigating personal impacts of pollution. Such inputs substitute
for changes in environmental attributes; in effect the quality of a consumer’s per-
sonal environment is a function of the quality of the collective environment and the
use of averting inputs. We measure the value of changes in the collective environ-
ment by examining costs incurred in using averting inputs to make the personal
environment different from the collective environment. A rational consumer will
buy averting inputs to the point where the marginal rate of substitution between
purchased inputs and the collective environment equals the price ratio. By charac-
terising the rate of substitution and knowing the price paid for the substitute, we
can infer the price that consumers would be willing to pay for a change in the envi-
ronment. The common element in household production methods is the use of
changes in the quantities of complements to estimate the value of a change in quality.

The household production function (HPF) method uses actual behaviour as
the basis for valuation, but is limited to use value. Non-use values, that do not entail
direct consumption, cannot be estimated by looking at complements or substi-
tutes. HPF approaches have mostly been used to value recreational activities,
health and material damages.

Hedonic Price (HP) analysis refers to the estimation of implicit prices for indi-
vidual attributes of a market commodity. Some environmental goods and services
can be viewed as attributes of a market commodity, such as real property. For exam-
© OECD 2000
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ple, proximity to noisy streets, noisy airports and polluted waterways; odours from
hog operations, factories, sewage treatment plants and waste disposal sites; expo-
sure to polluted air, and access to parks or scenic vistas are purchased along with
residential property. Part of the variation in property prices is due to differences in
these amenities. Other applications have been to wages for jobs that entail differ-
ent levels of physical risks (termed hedonic wage models), mortality valuation to
estimate the Value of a Statistical Life (VSL). HP data can be quite costly to get, as
there is often no database of residential properties which has data on all attributes,
including environmental amenities that could affect property prices. In addition,
the second stage of the HP analysis is often impossible to do since we lack
socio-economic data on the buyers of residential properties. The HP function is
very sensitive to the specification and functional form, and it is often difficult to find
a measure for the environmental amenity where data exist, and for which the bid-
ders for residential properties can recognise marginal changes in and have com-
plete information about at the time they bid for the property. Two examples:
i) There is often no data on traffic noise levels, but using the annual average number
of vehicles on the nearest road or distance to this road as proxy variables for noise
levels, could easily value all road traffic related externalities (including accident
risks, health impacts from air pollution, barrier effects and soiling); ii) Properties are
shown to potential buyers on Sundays when there is little traffic on the nearby road,
and thus they place their bid on the property with incomplete information about
the road traffic noise level.

While (indirect) RP methods are based on actual behaviour in a market for
goods related to the environmental good in question (and thus the value for the
environmental goods is elicited based on sets of strict assumptions about this rela-
tionship), SP methods measure the value of the environmental good in question by
constructing a hypothetical market for the good. The hypothetical nature is the
main argument against SP methods. However, no strict assumptions about the rela-
tionship between marketed complements or substitutes, or attributes of a mar-
keted good and the environmental good have to be made. SP methods also have
the advantages of being able to measure the Total Economic Value (TEV), including
both use and non-use value (also termed passive use value), derives the “correct”
Hicksian welfare measure, and can measure future changes in environmental quality.

The Stated Preference methods can be divided into direct and indirect
approaches. The direct Contingent Valuation (CV) method is by far the most used
method, but over the past few years the indirect approaches of Contingent
Ranking (CR) and Choice Experiments (CE) have gained popularity. The main dif-
ference between these two approaches is that while the CV method typically is a
two-alternative (referendum) approach, CE employs a series of questions with
more than two alternatives that are designed to elicit responses allowing for esti-
mation of preferences over attributes of an environmental state.
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A Contingent Valuation (CV) survey constructs scenarios that offer different
possible future government actions. Under the simplest and most commonly used
CV question format, the respondent is offered a binary choice between two alterna-
tives, one being the status quo policy, the other alternative policy having a cost
greater than maintaining the status quo. The respondent is told that the govern-
ment will impose the stated cost (e.g., increased taxes, higher prices associated with
regulation, or user fees) if the non status quo alternative is provided. The key ele-
ments here are that the respondent provides a “favour/not favour answer” with
respect to the alternative policy (versus the status quo), what the alternative policy
will provide, how it will be provided, and how much it will cost, and how it will be
charged for (i.e., payment vehicle), have been clearly specified. This way of eliciting
willingness-to-pay is termed binary discrete choice. An alternative elicitation method
is open-ended questions where respondents are asked directly about the most they
would be willing to pay to get the alternative policy (with or without the visual aid
of a payment card, i.e., randomly chosen amounts ranging from zero to some
expected upper amount). One of the main challenges in a CV study is to describe
the change in the environmental or cultural amenity the alternative policy will pro-
vide in a way that is understandable to the respondent and at the same time scien-
tifically correct.

Concerns raised by CV critics over the reliability of the CV approach led the US
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to convene a panel of
eminent experts co-chaired by Nobel Prize winners Kenneth Arrow and
Robert Solow to examine the issue. In January 1993, the Panel, after lengthy public
hearing and reviewing many written submissions, issued a report which concluded
that “CV studies can produce estimates reliable enough to be the starting point for a judicial or
administrative determination of natural resources damages – including lost passive use value”
(Arrow et al., 1993). The Panel suggested guidelines for use in Natural Resource
Damage Assessment (NRDA) legal cases to help ensure the reliability of CV surveys
on passive use values including the use of in-person interviews, a binary discrete
choice question, a careful description of the good and its substitutes, and several
different tests should be included in the report on survey results. Since the Panel
has issued the report, many empirical tests have been conducted and several key
theoretical issues have been clarified. The simplest test corresponds to a
well-known economic maxim, the higher the cost the lower the demand. This price
sensitivity test can easily be tested in the binary discrete choice format, by observ-
ing whether the percentage favouring the project falls as the randomly assigned
cost of the project increases, which rarely fails in empirical applications. The test
that has attracted the most attention in recent years is whether WTP estimates from
CV studies increase in a plausible manner with the quantity or scope of the good
being provided. CV critics often argue that insensitivity to scope results from what
they term “warm-glow”, by which they mean getting moral satisfaction from the act
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of paying for the good independent of the characteristics of the actual environmen-
tal good. There have now been a considerable number of tests of the scope insen-
sitivity hypothesis (also termed “embedding”), and recent review of the empirical
evidence suggests that the hypothesis is rejected in a large majority of the tests
performed (Carson, 1997).

Producing a good CV survey instrument requires substantial development
work; typically including focus groups, in-depth interviews, pre-test and pilot stud-
ies to help determine plausibility and understandability of the good and scenario
being presented. The task of translating technical material into a form understood
by the general public is often a difficult one. Adding to the high costs of CV surveys
is the recommended mode of survey administration being in-person interviews
(Arrow et al., 1993). Mail and telephone surveys are dramatically cheaper, but mail
surveys suffer from sample selection bias (i.e., those returning the survey are typi-
cally more interested in the issue than those who do not) and phone surveys have
severe drawbacks if the good is complicated or visual aids are needed. CV results
can be quite sensitive to the treatment of potential outliers. Open-ended survey
questions typically elicit a large number of so-called protest zeros and a small num-
ber of extremely high responses. In discrete choice CV questions, econometric
modelling assumptions can often have a substantial influence on results obtained.
Any careful analysis will involve a series of judgmental decisions about how to han-
dle specific issues involving the data, and these decisions should be clearly noted.

According to Carson (2000) the recent debate surrounding the use of CV is, to
some degree, simply a reflection of the large sums at stake in major environmental
decisions involving passive use and the general distrust that some economists
have for information collected from surveys. Outside of academic journals, criticism
of CV has taken a largely anecdotal form, ridiculing the results of particular CV stud-
ies, many of which use techniques known to be problematic. The implication drawn
is that all CV surveys produce nonsense results upon which no reasonable person
would rely. In an academic context, however, the debate over the use of CV has
been more productive. The spotlight placed upon CV has matured it; its theoretical
foundations and limits to its users are now better understood. The CV method has
still not reached the routine application stage, and all CV surveys should include
new research/tests. Carson (2000) concludes that perhaps the most pressing need
is on how to reduce the costs of CV surveys while still maintaining a high degree of
reliability, and suggests combination telephone-mail-telephone surveys to reduce
survey administration costs and implementation of research programs designed at
solving some of the more generic representation issues such as low level risk and
large scale ecosystems.

Choice experiments (CEs) have been employed in marketing, transportation
and psychology literature for some time, and arose from conjoint analysis, which is
commonly used in marketing and transportation research. CEs differ from typical
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conjoint methods in that individuals are asked to choose from alternative bundles
of attributes instead of ranking or rating them. Under the CE approach respondents
are asked to pick their most favoured out of a set of three or more alternatives, and
are typically given multiple sets of choice questions. Because CEs are based on
attributes, they allow the researcher to value attributes as well as situational
changes. Furthermore, in the case of damage to a particular attribute, compensating
amounts of other goods (rather than compensation based on money) can be calcu-
lated. This is one of the approaches that can be used in Natural Resource Damage
Assessments (NRDAs). An attribute-based approach is necessary to measure the
type or amount of other “goods” that are required for compensation (Adamowicz
et al., 1998). This approach can provide substantially more information about a
range of possible alternative policies as well as reduce the sample size needed
compared to Contingent Valuation (CV). However, survey design issues with the CE
approach are often much more complex due to the number of goods that must be
described and the statistical methods that must be employed. Another drawback
is that they provide incentives for strategic behaviour on the part of survey respon-
dents (i.e., CE is not incentive compatible). Carson et al. (1999) provides the follow-
ing example: Consider the case of air pollution levels in a city. The agent
(respondent) is asked to choose between different pairs of air pollution levels that
involve different costs and different health effects and visibility levels. Any partic-
ular method that the agent perceives that the agency is using to incorporate agent
preferences into its choice of an air pollution level, which all agents will face since
this is a public good, generally provides incentives for non-truthful preference rev-
elation. In some instances it will even be optimal for the agent to reject his or her
most preferred level in a particular paired comparison. Once this is possible, the
standard methods of inferring value from choice no longer work. CV questions, how-
ever, using binary discrete choice questions for new public goods with coercive
payment (not voluntary payments), choices between which of two new public goods
to provide, and changes in an existing private or quasi-private good (not introduc-
tion of new private or quasi-public goods) are incentive compatible.

Both types of SP methods have been successfully applied to value agricultural
landscape, see e.g., Dubgaard et al. (1994), Pruckner (1995) and Santos (1998).

3. Use of valuation techniques in policy

Environmental valuation studies have four main types of use (Navrud and
Pruckner, 1997):

1. Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of investment projects and policies.

2. Environmental costing in order to map the marginal environmental and
health damages of e.g., air, water and soil pollution from energy production,
waste treatment and other production and consumption activities. These
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marginal external cost can be used in investment decisions and operation
(e.g., as the basis for “green taxes”).

3. Environmental accounting at the national level (green national accounts),
local level (community green accounts) and firm level (environmental
reporting). And

4. Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA); i.e., compensation pay-
ments for natural resource injuries from e.g., pollution accidents.

Environmental valuation techniques have mostly been used in CBAs, but are
now increasingly used also in NDRAs in the US; environmental costing of electricity
production from different energy sources in both the US and Europe (see e.g., Rowe
et al., 1995; Desvousges et al., 1998; and European Commission–DG XII, 1995 and
1999); and green national accounting exercises, e.g., the Green Accounting Research
Project (GARP) of the European Commission (Tamborra, 1999; GARP II, 1999). The
accuracy needed increases, and thus the applicability of benefit transfer tech-
niques decreases, as we move down the list of potential policy uses of valuation
studies (Navrud and Pruckner, 1997).

CBA has a long tradition in the US as a project evaluation tool, and has also
been used extensively as an input in decision making ever since President Reagan
issued Executive Order (EO) 12292 in 1981, necessitating a formal analysis of costs
and benefits for federal environmental regulations that impose significant costs or
economic impacts (i.e., Regulatory Impact Analysis). In Europe, CBA has a long tra-
dition in evaluation of transportation investment projects in many countries, but
environmental valuation techniques were in most cases not applied. There seems
to be no legal basis for CBA in any European country, but the UK Environment Act
requires a comparison of costs and benefits. Some countries have administrative
CBA guidelines for project and policy evaluation, and in a few cases these include
a section on environmental valuation techniques.

Paragraph 130r of the Maastricht Treaty, which focuses on EU’s environmental
goals, environmental protection measures and international co-operation in gen-
eral, says that the EU will consider the burden and advantage of environmental
action or non-action. Furthermore, the “Fifth Activity Programme for Environmental
Protection Towards Sustainability” (1993-2000) says: “In accordance with the Treaty, an
analysis of the potential costs and benefits of action and non-action will be undertaken in developing
specific formal proposals within the Commission. In developing such proposals every care will be
taken as far as possible to avoid the imposition of disproportionate costs and to ensure that the ben-
efits will outweigh the costs over time” (European Community, 1993, p. 142). The 1994
Communication from the Commission to the Council of the European Parliament,
entitled: “Directions for the EU on Environmental Indicators and Green National
accounting – The Integration of Environmental and Economic Information Systems”
[COM(94)670, final 21.12.94] states a specific action for “improving the methodology and
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enlarging the scope for monetary valuation of environmental damage”. More recently, the EC’s
Green Paper, entitled “For a European Union Energy Policy”, states that “internalisa-
tion of external costs is central to energy and environmental policy”. During the last few years
the European Commission has performed CBAs of two new regulations; the large
combustion plant directive and the air quality standards. Both analyses rely heavily
on the work done within the EC Directorate General (DG) XII’s ExternE project
(European Commission-DG XII, 1995 and 1999). The Environment Directorate
(DG XI) of the EC has also started training courses in CBA for their administrative
staff to promote better priority setting. Thus, there is an increased interest in using
environmental valuation both for CBA, environmental costing and environmental
accounting.

International organisations like the OECD, the World Bank and regional devel-
opment banks and UNEP (United Nations Environment Program) have produced
guidelines on environmental valuation techniques; e.g., OECD (1989, 1994 and
1995); Asian Development Bank (1996), and UNEP (1995, Chapter 12). In many cases
they have used valuation techniques as an integral part of CBA of investment
projects, e.g., the World Bank’s evaluation of water and sanitation projects
(Whittington, 1998). UN’s statistical division UNSTAT has also actively supported
the development of resource accounting systems (e.g., the Handbook on Integrated
Environmental Economic Accounts). Even though there have been numerous envi-
ronmental valuation studies of biodiversity and ecosystem functions in the US and
in Europe (see Navrud, 1992 and 1999 for an overview of European valuation stud-
ies), the policy use of valuation studies seems to have concentrated on air and
water pollution impacts and policies (Navrud and Pruckner, 1997). Increased policy
use of environmental valuation estimates increases the need for more original stud-
ies of environmental goods and health effects from air, water and soil pollution, and
improved techniques for transferring valuation estimates from one geographical
area and context to another area and context (i.e., benefit transfer techniques).

4. Benefit transfer approaches and their reliability

There are two main approaches to benefit transfer:

1. Unit Value Transfer:

• Simple unit transfer;

• Unit Transfer with income adjustments.

2. Function Transfer:

• Benefit Function Transfer;

• Meta analysis.
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4.1. Unit value transfer

Simple unit transfer is the easiest approach to transferring benefit estimates
from one site to another. This approach assumes that the well being experienced
by an average individual at the study site is the same as that which will be experi-
enced by the average individual at the policy site. Thus, we can directly transfer the
mean benefit estimate (e.g., mean WTP/household/year) from the study site to the
policy site.

For the past few decades such a procedure has often been used in the United
States to estimate the recreational benefits associated with multipurpose reservoir
developments and forest management. The selection of these unit values could be
based on estimates from only one or a few valuation studies considered to be close
to the policy site, or based on mean values from literature reviews of existing val-
ues. Walsh et al. (1992, Table 1) presents a summary of unit values of days spent in
various recreational activities, obtained from 287 CV and TC studies. More recently
the US Oil Spill Act recommends transfer of unit values for assessing the damages
resulting from small “Type A” spills or accidents using the National Resource Dam-
age Assessment Model for Coastal and Marine Environment. This model transfers
benefit estimates from various sources to produce damage assessments based on
limited physical information from the spill site.

The obvious problem with this transfer of unit values for recreational activities
is that individuals at the policy site may not value recreational activities the same
as the average individual at the study sites. There are two principal reasons for
this difference. First, people at the policy site might be different from individuals
at the study sites in terms of income, education, religion, ethnic group or other
socio-economic characteristics that affect their demand for recreation. Second,
even if individuals’ preferences for recreation at the policy and study sites were the
same, the recreational opportunities might not be.

Unit values for non-use values of e.g., ecosystems from CV studies might be
even more difficult to transfer than recreational (use) values for at least two reasons.
First, the unit of transfer is more difficult to define. While the obvious choice of unit
for use values are consumer surplus (CS) per activity day, there is greater variability
in reporting non-use values from CV surveys, both in terms of WTP for whom, and
for what time period. WTP is reported both per household or per individual, and as
a one-time payment, annually for a limited time period, annually for an indefinite
time, or even monthly payments. Second, the WTP is reported for one or more
specified discrete changes in environmental quality, and not on a marginal basis.
Therefore, the magnitude of the change, should be close, in order to get valid trans-
fers of estimates of mean, annual WTP per household. Also the initial levels of envi-
ronmental quality should be close if one should expect non-linearity in the benefit
estimate or underlying physical impacts.
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For health impacts the question of which units to transfer seems somewhat
simpler. With regard to mortality the unit would be the Value of a Statistical Life
(VSL) or the more recent and disputed measure of Years of Life Lost (YOLL). For
morbidity, it is more complicated since several units of value are used. For light
symptoms like coughing, headaches and itching eyes, symptom days (defined as a
specified symptom experienced one day by one individual) are often used. Values
for more serious illnesses are reported in terms of value per case. However, the
description of these different symptoms and illnesses varies in terms of
e.g., severity. A better alternative would therefore be to construct values for epi-
sodes of illness defined in terms of symptoms, duration and severity (in terms of
restrictions in activity levels, whether one would have to go to the hospital, etc.).

On the issue of units to transfer, one should also keep in mind that often the
valuation step is part of a larger damage function approach, where we are trying to
find values for the endpoints of dose-response and exposure-response functions
for environmental and health impacts, respectively, due to changes in e.g., emission
of air pollutants. Thus, a linkage has to be developed between the units the end-
points are expressed in, and the unit of the economic estimates. This has been
done successfully for e.g., changes in visibility range (Smith and Osborne, 1996), but
is more difficult as complexity of changes in environmental resources increase.

The simple unit transfer approach is not fit for transfer between countries with
different income levels and standard of living. Therefore, unit transfers with income
adjustments have been applied, by e.g., using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
indexes. However, this adjustment will not take care of differences in preferences,
environmental conditions, and cultural and institutional conditions between coun-
tries. Very few studies have tested for the impacts on valuation of these other fac-
tors. Ready et al. (1999) conducted the same CV study in five European countries
(the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal Spain and United Kingdom). They found that
the transfer error in valuing respiratory symptoms was ±38 per cent in terms of pre-
dicting mean willingness-to-pay (WTP) to avoid the symptom in one country from
the data of the other countries. The WTP estimates were adjusted with PPP indexes
(for the cities the studies were conducted in, since national PPP indexes were not
representative for these specific cities). Thus, the remaining differences are due to
other factors than income/ purchasing power.

This study is also a test of the accuracy of benefit transfer. The observed trans-
fer error should be compared with the variability in the original estimate within a
country of ±16 per cent (estimated using Monte Carlo simulations). These results
relate to valuation of respiratory symptoms that can be linked to air or water pollu-
tion, and might not be transferable to environmental goods. Thus, we should per-
form similar types of validity tests of international benefit transfer for both use and
non-use value of environmental goods.
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4.2. Function transfer

Benefit Function Transfer

Instead of transferring the benefit estimates, the analyst could transfer the
entire benefit function. This approach is conceptually more appealing than just
transferring unit values because more information is effectively transferred. The
benefit relationship to be transferred from the study site(s) to the policy site could
again be estimated using either revealed preference (RP) approaches like TC and
HP methods or stated preferences (SP) approaches like the CV method and Choice
Experiments (CE). For a CV study, the benefit function is

WTPi = b0 + b1Gij + b2Ci + e (1)

where WTPi = the willingness-to-pay of household i, Gij = the characteristics of the
environmental good and site j, and CI = characteristics of household i, and b0, b1

and b2 are parameters and e is the random error.

To implement this approach the analyst would have to find a study in the exist-
ing literature with estimates of the parameters b0, b1, b2, b3 and b4. Then the analyst
would have to collect data on the four independent variables at the policy site. The
values of these independent variables from the policy site and the estimates of b0,
b1, b2, b3 and b4 from the study site would be replaced in the CV model (1), and this
equation could then be used to calculate households’ willingness-to-pay at the pol-
icy site.

The main problem with the benefit function approach is due to the exclusion
of relevant variables in the bid or demand functions estimated in a single study.
When the estimation is based on observations from a single study of one or a small
number of recreational sites or a particular change in environmental quality, a lack
of variation in some of the independent variables usually prohibits inclusion of
these variables. For domestic benefit transfers, researchers tackle this problem by
choosing the study site to be as similar as possible to the policy site. The exclusion
of methodological variables makes the benefit function approach susceptible to
methodological flaws in the original study. In practise researchers tackle this prob-
lem by choosing scientifically sound original studies.

Meta-analysis

Instead of transferring the benefit function from one valuation study, results
from several valuation studies could be combined in a meta-analysis to estimate
one common benefit function. Meta-analysis has been used to synthesise research
findings and improve the quality of literature reviews of valuation studies to come
up with adjusted unit values. In a meta-analysis original studies are analysed as a
group, where the results from each study are treated as a single observation into
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new analysis of the combined data set. This allows us to evaluate the influence of
the resources’ characteristics, the features of the samples used in each analysis
(including characteristics of the population affected by the change in environmen-
tal quality), and the modelling assumptions. The resulting regression equations
explaining variations in unit values can then be used together with data collected
on the independent variables in the model that describes the policy site to construct
an adjusted unit value. The regression from a meta-analysis would look like
equation (1), but with one added independent variable Cs = characteristics of the
study s (and the dependent variable would be WTPs = mean willingness-to-pay
from study s).

Smith and Kaoru’s (1990) and Walsh et al. (1990 and 1992) meta-analyses of
TC recreation demand models, using both summary of TC and CV studies for the US
Forest Service’s resource planning program, were the first attempts to apply
meta-analysis to environmental valuation. Later there have been applications to
HP models valuing air quality (Smith and Huang, 1993), CV studies of both use and
non-use values of water quality improvements (Magnussen, 1993), CV studies of
groundwater protection (Boyle et al., 1994), TC studies of freshwater fishing (Sturtevant
et al., 1995), CV studies of visibility changes at national parks (Smith and Osborne,
1996), CV studies of morbidity using Quality of Life Years (QUALY) indexes (Johnson
et al., 1996), CV studies of endangered species (Loomis and White, 1996), CV studies
of environmental functions of wetlands (Brouwer et al., 1997), and HP studies of air-
craft noise (Schipper et al., 1998). Only the last two studies are international
meta-analyses, including both European and North American studies. All the oth-
ers, except Magnussen (1993), analyse US studies only.

Many of these meta-analyses of relatively homogenous environmental goods
and health effects are not particularly useful for benefit transfer even within the US,
where most of these analyses has taken place, because they focus mostly on meth-
odological differences.* Methodological variables like “payment vehicle”, “elicita-
tion format”, and “response rates” (as a general indicator of quality of mail surveys)
in CV studies, and model assumptions, specifications and estimators in TC and HP
studies, are not particularly useful in predicting values for specified change in envi-
ronmental quality at the policy site. This focus on methodological variables is partly
due to the fact that some of these analyses were not constructed for benefit transfer
(e.g., Smith and Kauro, 1990; Smith and Huang, 1993; and Smith and Osborne, 1996)
and partly because there was insufficient and/or inadequate information reported
in the published studies with regard to characteristics of the study site, the change

* Carson et al. (1996) is an example of a meta analysis of different environmental goods and
health effects, which was performed with the sole purpose of comparing results from val-
uation studies using both stated preference (CV) and revealed preference methods (TC,
HP, defensive expenditures and actual market data).
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in environmental quality valued, and income and other socio-economic character-
istics of the sampled population. Particularly, the last class of variables would be
necessary in international benefit transfer, assuming cross-country heterogeneity in
preferences for environmental goods and health effects.

In most of the meta-analyses secondary information was collected on at least
some of these initially omitted site and population characteristics variables or for
some proxy for them. These variables makes it possible to value impacts outside
the domain of a single valuation study, which is a main advantage of meta-analysis
over the benefit function transfer approach. However, often the use of secondary
data and/or proxy variables introduces added uncertainty, e.g., using income data
for a regional population in lack of income data for fishermen at the study site. On
the other hand, this secondary data are more readily available at the policy site
without having to do a new survey.

Most meta-analyses caution against using them for adjusting unit values due to
potential biases from omitted variables and specification/measurement of
included variables. To increase the applicability of meta-analysis for benefit trans-
fer, one could select studies that are as similar as possible with regards to method-
ology, and thus be able to single out the effects of site and population
characteristics on the value estimates. However, it is a problem that there are usu-
ally so few valuation studies of a specific environmental good or health impact, that
one cannot to do a statistically sound analysis.

4.3. Accuracy of benefit transfer

While there are very detailed guidelines, although disputed, on how to carry
out high-quality original valuation studies, i.e., Arrow et al. (1993) for Contingent Val-
uation (CV) surveys, no such (universally accepted) guidelines exists for benefit
transfer. Smith (1992) has called for the development of a standard protocol or
guidelines for conducting benefit transfer studies. Recent studies comparing ben-
efit transfers with new CV studies of the same site to test the validity of benefit
transfer provide valuable input in the development of such guidelines.

Loomis (1992) argues that cross-state benefit transfer in the US (even for iden-
tically defined activities) are likely to be inaccurate, after rejecting the hypotheses
that the demand equations and average benefits per trips are equal for ocean sport
salmon fishing in Oregon versus Washington, and for freshwater steelhead fishing in
Oregon versus Idaho. Bergland et al. (1995) and Downing and Ozuno (1996) used the
benefit function transfer and unit value approaches. Downing and Ozuno only
looked at use value, while Bergland et al. also cover transfer of non-use value.

Bergland et al. (1995) conducted the same CV study of increased use and
non-use values for water quality improvements at two Norwegian lakes (let us call
them A and B for simplicity), constructed benefit functions for A and B, and then
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transferred the benefit function of lake A to value the water quality improvement in
lake B, and vice versa. The mean values were also transferred and compared with
the original CV estimate, since the two lakes are rather similar with regard to size
and type of pollution problem. When selecting the independent variables for the
demand function two different approaches were used: i) selecting variables which
give the largest explanatory power, and ii) selecting variables for which it is possible
to obtain data at the policy site without having to do a costly survey. The last
approach would ease future transfers, but could give less reliable estimates. Sev-
eral tests for transferability were conducted, but all indicate lack of transferability
statistically speaking (i.e., transferred and original values are significantly different
at the 5% level). However, the mean values differ by “only” 20-30 per cent, and for
many uses (e.g., cost-benefit analysis) this level of accuracy could be acceptable. In
one lake the transferred values were highest, in the other they were lower than the
estimate from the original study. Thus, from this study one cannot conclude on what
procedure would produce the highest values.

While Bergland et al. (1995) test benefit transfers spatially by conducting two
CV studies at the same time, Downing and Ozuno (1996) test benefit transfer both
spatially and intertemporally through CV and TC models of recreational angling at
eight bays along the Texas coast. Using a 5 per cent significance level, they found
that 91-100 per cent of the estimates were not transferable across bays (but 50-63%
of within-bay estimates were transferable across time). Like Bergland et al. (1995)
they conclude that geographical benefit transfer is generally not statistically reli-
able. Brouwer and Spaninks (1999) reached the same conclusion in their CV studies
of use and non-use values of amenities (meadow birds and flowery ditch-sides) of
two Dutch peat meadow sites. The original CV study gave significantly higher esti-
mates than transferred CV estimate from the other peat meadow area, but only
20 per cent difference in mean WTP/household/year in the benefit function transfer.
In their international benefit transfer test Ready et al. (1999) found that the transfer
error in valuing respiratory symptoms (that could be caused by air and water pollu-
tion) of ±38 per cent. Whether errors of this size are acceptable depend on the pol-
icy use of the value estimates. This could be acceptable in a CBA, but the cost of
doing a new valuation study has to be compared with the potential loss of making
the wrong decision when using the transferred estimate.

5. Potential for increased policy use of original and transferred value estimates 

Results from validity tests show that the uncertainty in benefit transfers both
spatially and temporally could be quite large. Thus, benefit transfer should be
applied to uses of environmental valuation where the demand for accuracy is not
too high. This means using benefit transfer in cost-benefit analyses of projects and
policies, but be more careful in using transferred values in environmental costing
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and accounting exercises, and in particular Natural Resource Damage Assessments
(NRDA) and calculations of compensation payments in general.

Benefit transfer is less than ideal, but so are most valuation efforts in the sense
that better estimates could be obtained if more time and money were available.
Analysts must constantly judge how to provide policy advice in a timely manner,
subject to the resource constraints they face. Benefit transfer methods may be par-
ticularly useful in policy contexts where rough or crude economic benefits may be
sufficient to make a judgement regarding the advisability of a policy or project.
Therefore analysts should compare the benefits of increased accuracy of the bene-
fit estimates (when going from a benefit transfer exercise to a new, original valuation
study) with the costs of making the wrong decision based on the benefit transfer
estimate.

There are five main difficulties or challenges in benefit transfer:

1. Availability and quality of existing studies.

2. Valuation of new policies or projects in respect of:

• expected change resulting from a policy is outside the range of previous
experience;

• most previous studies valued a discrete change in environmental quality;
how can that be converted into marginal values to value the new policy;

• most previous studies value an increase in environmental quality; how can
that be converted to value decrements in environmental quality.

3. Differences in the study site(s) and policy site that are not accounted for in
the specification of the valuation model or in the procedure used to adjust
the unit value.

4. Determination of the “extent of the market”. To calculate aggregated bene-
fits the mean benefit estimate has to be multiplied by the total number of
affected households (i.e., households that find their well-being affected by
the change in the quality of the environmental good). There is a need for
guidelines on how to determine the size of the affected population.

5. While original valuation studies can be constructed to value many benefit
(or cost) components simultaneously, benefit transfer studies would often
involve transfer and aggregation of individual components. Simply adding
them assumes independence in value between the components. If compo-
nents are substitutes or complements, this simple adding-up procedure
would over- and under-estimate the total benefits (or costs), respectively.
Thus, correction factors to take these interdependencies into account have
to be applied, see Santos (2000) for empirical estimates of such correction
factors for rural amenities. Whether it is possible to construct general sets of
correction factors that can be applied in benefit transfer is yet to be seen.
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The policy response to these main challenges in benefit transfer could be:
i) development of improved benefit transfer techniques and a protocol for benefit
transfer (including guidelines on how to determine the “size of the market”), and
(ii) database of environmental valuation studies. Recently there have been great
advances on both these issues. Based on a review of value transfer studies and
validity tests of transfer, Brouwer (2000) propose a seven-step protocol for good
practice when benefit transfer is used in CBAs. The web-based database EVRI
(Environmental Valuation Reference Inventory, www.evri.ec.gc.ca/EVRI/) now contains
about 700 valuation studies. The majority of these studies are from North America,
but the number of European and Asian studies captured in this database is steadily
increasing (see also Navrud, 1999 for a favourable evaluation of the suitability of
EVRI for capturing European valuation studies). Thus, there is a need to increase
the number of existing valuation studies captured in this database, but there is also
a need for new, original valuation studies, which have been designed with benefit
transfer in mind.

6. Conclusion

This paper has reviewed environmental valuation techniques, that can be used
to value rural amenities. Recreational (use) value of rural amenities can be esti-
mated using several valuation methods; both revealed (observed, actual) prefer-
ences and stated (expressed) preferences techniques. Unit values, i.e., use value
per activity day, for different recreational activities can be transferred from one geo-
graphical location to another with transfer errors, which in most cases would be
acceptable in cost-benefit analyses. Non-use values of rural amenities expressed
as willingness-to-pay to preserve e.g., aesthetic beauty and biodiversity of agricul-
tural landscape have to be based on stated preference techniques, and is in gen-
eral more difficult and uncertain both to value, transfer and aggregate. The main
obstacles to increased policy use of rural amenity values include methodological
issues of stated preference methods, lack of valuation studies constructed with
benefit transfer in mind, high cost of doing new, original valuation studies, and lack
of guidelines for applying benefit transfer approaches and for determining the size
of the affected population (which is needed to calculate aggregate benefits).
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Comments by Mitsuyasu Yabe, National Research Institute of Agricultural 
Economics, Japan

Thank you very much, Dr. Navrud, for presenting a comprehensive overview of
valuation techniques and benefit transfer methods. It gave us a good starting point
for our discussion. I’d like to supplement his presentation with two points.

My first comment is concerning benefit transfer. When we estimate a large ben-
efit on a site, can we say the site has a high level of rural amenity? The answer is not
always. In order to explain the reason briefly, I’d like to use Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the horizontal axis is the level of amenity and the vertical axis is the
quantity of a composite good, or can be regarded as money. The amenity level and
composite good are shown along with the indifference curve of an individual. If the
amenity level increases from Q1 to Q2, the willingness-to-pay (WTP) to get Q2 is
given by the distance P1-P2, and if the amenity level increases from Q1 to Q4, WTP to
get Q4 is given by P1-P4. Thus, the more amenity level increases, the greater WTP is,
as Q4 is higher than Q2 and P1-P4 is longer than P1-P2.

Next, we shall examine another case. Now, assume there are two people, and
one lives in the lower amenity level Q1 and the other lives in the higher amenity
level Q2. Even if the increase of amenity from Q1 to Q2 is the same increase from Q3

to Q4, the first person's WTP to get Q2, given by P1-P2, is much larger than the other’s
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Figure 1. Diagram of change in the level of amenity
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WTP to get Q4, given by P3-P4. Thus, WTP in the lower level of amenity is larger than
that in the higher level for the same change of amenity. So when we consider benefit
transfer using the results of each CV estimate, we have to read each assumption and
situation carefully. For the benefit transfer model we need two variables to show
each amenity level and how these amenity levels have changed.

The second comment is the information effect on policy cost to conserve ame-
nity. In the CV survey, it is well known that the information in a survey effects WTP.
The policy cost information, however, is important for citizens to decide how much
to pay for rural amenity with balancing costs and benefits. I’d like to discuss this
point using our case study.

We estimated the value of the headwater conservation forest for Yokohama
City. Yokohama City is one of the largest cities in Japan and has almost 4 million cit-
izens. The forest supplies 10 per cent of the total water Yokohama City needs. It
costs about ¥2.6 million per year to conserve and manage the forest and ¥200, or
about $2, per household. We have compared two groups. In order to conserve this
forest, one group was asked for WTP without the information of policy cost and
finally 238 samples were analysed. The other group, 185 samples, was asked for
WTP with the information. The former had ¥3 642 as the mean WTP and the latter had
¥1 573, and the difference in mean WTP was significant at the level of 0.01 per cent.

The results bring forward some interesting points. Firstly, the information of
real policy cost affected WTP. In this case, as the real cost was ¥200 and WTP without
information was ¥3 642, we can say that WTP with information was estimated as
lower benefit. However, we can say that estimated WTP with information was higher
than the WTP without information, if higher cost, for example, ¥6 000 or so, was
given.

Secondly, WTP with information is higher than the real maintenance cost. Thus,
we can say that Yokohama citizens accepted the present conservation policy.
Indeed, from the view point of CV survey, policy cost information might have a bias.
For the purpose of political decision making, however, it would be useful to show
cost information.

Thirdly, this ¥200 includes only maintenance cost for headwater. However, once
we lost this forest, we would have to pay more cost to reforest additionally to get
the same benefit. Thus, the estimated benefit should include the greater value
than this maintenance cost, namely, the value of multi-functionality of the forest,
that is biodiversity, recreation, flood control, and so on. Therefore, when we com-
pare the estimated value and the policy cost, we need to consider what the esti-
mated benefit includes and what the policy cost does not cover.
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Chapter 3

Problems and Potential in Valuing Multiple Outputs: 
Externality and Public-Good Non-Commodity Outputs 

from Agriculture

by
José Manuel Lima e Santos

Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
Technical University of Lisbon

1. Policy context

There are multiple ways through which rural land contributes to social welfare.
The supply of food and raw materials, groundwater recharge, open space for recre-
ation, wildlife habitats, scenic experience, cultural identity, rural employment,
rural-community viability and national food security are only some examples of
such multiple functions of rural land.

Using a significant share of rural land, agriculture has had a major influence on
these multiple functions, although there might be alternative suppliers for some.
There typically is a certain degree of jointness in the production of multiple outputs
from rural land. For example, changing the agricultural production process to
increase the performance of rural land in commodity production (e.g., food, raw
materials) usually modifies the levels of other (non-commodity) outputs of rural
land, such as landscape, wildlife habitat or water quality. These changes in agricul-
ture are typically caused, in the first place, by market or policy changes. On the
other hand, actively promoting particular non-commodity outputs, e.g., by means of
environmental policy, can change the competitiveness of commodity production,
as well as the levels of other non-commodity outputs from the same land.

The fact that many non-commodity outputs of rural land have externality and
public-good characteristics may lead to market failure, i.e., price-signals from mar-
kets for the inputs and commodity outputs of land do not generally ensure that a
welfare-maximising bundle of commodity and non-commodity outputs is selected.1
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Because of joint production of commodity and non-commodity outputs, and
the possibility of market failure, multifunctionality of agriculture is a relevant issue
for all policies that have an effect on the multiple-output bundle from rural land.
Examples of such policies are agricultural, environmental, rural-development,
food-security, urban-development, energy and transport policies.

There is, in principle, a role for public policy in moving that output bundle so
as to improve social welfare. However, it is necessary to make sure that policy fail-
ure does not amplify market failure, by moving the bundle of multiple-outputs of
rural land in the wrong direction, or too far in the right direction. There are two types
of strategy to avoid this policy failure:

1. to avoid direct policy intervention, by creating market or quasi-market
mechanisms (e.g., entrance fees) which capture the value of non-commodity
outputs of land (or part of it) so as to produce the right incentives for volun-
tary supply decisions; this, eventually, leads to internalise this value into
the workings of the whole economy, through a series of (automatic) multi-
ple-market effects;

2. to explicitly value the multiple, commodity and non-commodity, outputs of
land, so that it is possible to design policies for welfare-increasing moves of
that multiple-output bundle, or even to select a welfare-maximising bundle.

The complexities of valuation and full cost-benefit analysis implied by
option (2) and the practical difficulties in implementing optimal solutions and find-
ing adequate policy tools have led economists and policy makers to check the
potential of strategy (1). OECD (2000b) work on the multifunctionality of agriculture
explores this potential in different situations as regards the particular public-good
characteristics of the non-commodity outputs of land. Market or quasi-market
mechanisms also promise to harness the potential of rural amenities to improve
rural-development prospects in many areas, namely those that are economically
marginal from a strictly agricultural point of view (OECD, 1999a).

At least for pure public goods, (2) remains the only possible option for policy,
in which case only valuation can prevent us from getting into one of the two variants
of policy failure referred to above (i.e., moving in the wrong direction, or moving too
far beyond the optimum bundle).2

According to the discussion above, valuation should be particularly helpful in
informing some types of policy decision. An example of these decisions concerns
policies aimed at enhancing the performance of rural land with respect to commod-
ity outputs while, at the same time, leading to unintended (positive or negative)
changes in non-commodity outputs (environment, rural employment, etc.), espe-
cially when these latter outputs have pure-public-good characteristics. This is the
case of decisions on agricultural policy reform and trade liberalisation, as these
potentially lead to both positive and negative non-commodity effects – e.g., reduced
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pollution levels from declining fertiliser use; or higher fire risk and loss of valued
cultural landscape attributes following farmland abandonment. This is also the case
of decisions on whether to go ahead with public or private projects improving the
commodity potential of rural land, with both positive and negative effects on
non-commodity goals – e.g., water projects for dry regions, which may produce
regional employment and stable water provision jointly with degradation of wildlife
habitat.

Another major public-policy area requiring valuation to avoid policy failure is
that of agri-environmental schemes, which aim at meeting increased public
demand for environmental quality, biodiversity and cultural attributes of rural land.
Although policy issues in this area are currently dominated by the need for more
precise targeting and more effective delivery of real environmental benefits, the
ultimate criterion is whether these benefits actually offset policy costs (Willis and
Garrod, 1994). This is an evaluation task clearly requiring valuation. Also in the
context of agri-environmental policy, valuation could help designing particular
schemes so as to get an optimal mix of commodity and non-commodity outputs
from the targeted rural land.

The sustainability of economic development, namely rural development, is a
third policy issue that may require the valuation of non-commodity outputs of rural
land. The greening of national, regional and firm accounts may become a powerful
tool to drive economic development along a sustainable path. Green accounts
require taking account of changes in natural capital assets over time and aggregat-
ing across assets to estimate natural capital depreciation. These are tasks clearly
requiring valuation.

Economic valuation can also be put to some uses in the context of market and
quasi-market solutions for the externalities of rural land. As it provides demand
information, valuation can be used for pricing non-commodity outputs of land
(e.g., entrance-fee levels for farmland managed for nature conservation), for exam-
ple to maximise revenue, which can then be invested in conservation or used to
meet other non-commodity goals (Pearce, 1999 and Ward and Beal, 2000).3

Policy issues referred to above require weighting multiple policy effects with
different natures and expressed in different units. Weighting effects makes it is pos-
sible to say whether a change with both positive and negative effects is globally
desirable, or even to select an optimal multiple-effect bundle. Weighting is only
unnecessary if there is a single non-inferior option (one that is the best in every sin-
gle respect). However, this will be very unlikely in the context of policies affecting
multifunctional land, where multiple (positive and negative) effects often result.
Thus, multiple trade-offs between effects need often to be assessed, to select the
best course of action or design optimal policy. Assessing these trade-offs requires
that all of the effects are valued in a common unit, i.e., that a basic system of weights
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(values) is developed. As it will become clear later, basing these weights on indi-
viduals’ willingness-to-pay (WTP) for the policy effects makes the analyst able to
select policies that are welfare-improving or even optimal from a social-welfare
point of view.

Defining a general frame for valuing the multiple effects of policies affecting
rural land requires that these effects be specified in a general way. This is a task for
the next section. The example of a policy aimed at non-commodity goals is used for
this purpose. Eventually, it is shown that all of the relevant policies referred to
above produce the same generic types of effect.

2. The valuation problem

Policies aimed at non-commodity goals for rural land have some generic types
of effect. Specifying these effects is essential to understand the nature of the valu-
ation problem at stake.

Some of these policies (e.g., agri-environmental schemes) use financial incen-
tives and depend on voluntary uptake by farmers or other land users, who are
required to comply with particular management constraints (fertiliser use, stocking
rates, etc.) or to supply specified levels of non-commodity outputs (stone-walls,
public access, farm-level employment, etc.). The first step of the policy effects is
uptake by farmers. A minimum uptake is required for the policy to have any effect
on the targeted non-commodity outputs. Uptake depends on financial-incentive
levels as compared to costs of complying with the scheme’s requirements. It also
depends on scheme design and interactions with other policies (e.g., general agri-
cultural policy support), which may increase the private cost for farmers of entering
the scheme.

Still for voluntary schemes, the second step of the policy effects determines
the degree of farmers’ compliance with the scheme’s requirements, which, in this
case, were agreed upon between the farmer and the public agency managing the
scheme. If the regulatory command-and-control approach is used (e.g., nitrate pol-
lution policy in the EU), compliance is actually the first step of the policy effects.
Major monitoring and surveillance problems exist in ensuring full compliance
given, the disperse nature of agents and production/environmental processes
(e.g., non-point source pollution).

The third step consists of the farm-level adjustments in the production process
determined by compliance with the scheme. Four types of physical outcomes
result, in general, from these adjustments: 1) changes in the targeted non-commodity
outputs; 2) changes in other (non-targeted) non-commodity outputs; 3) changes in
commodity outputs; and 4) changes in inputs. Changes (1) are precisely those
aimed by the particular scheme, whereas (2), (3) and (4) occur because commodity
and non-commodity outputs of land are jointly produced from a same input mix.
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Three types of end-product effects follow these adjustments in production at
the farm level. The first has to do with the farmer’s income. If unbound by manage-
ment constraints or the requirement to supply non-commodity outputs, farmers are
supposed to chose the particular combination of commodity outputs and variable
input levels that maximises profit (in fact, the quasi-rent accruing to fixed inputs,
such as land and family labour). If bound by those constraints, farmers would max-
imise profit subject to these constraints. A restricted profit function will be maxi-
mised instead of the unrestricted one. Thus, farmer’s income will generally decline
as a result of complying with the scheme. This income decline is the farm-level com-
pliance cost for farmer i:

∆yi (p, w, qi
C |Ti) = ΠC(p, w, qi

C |Ti) – Π(p, w |Ti) (1)

Where ΠC(.) and Π(.) are the restricted and unrestricted profit functions4 respec-
tively; p is the vector of prices of the N commodity outputs; w is the vector of
prices of variable inputs; and qi

C is the vector of constraints that farmer i voluntar-
ily agreed to comply with or that were imposed on him by regulation. TI is for tech-
nology, stressing that both profit functions (hence compliance cost) depend on
technology. This allows for cost-saving possibilities based on policy-led techno-
logical developments. Keeping technology constant, compliance costs depend
on prices and the levels of constraints, hence on levels of non-commodity outputs
produced as a result of policy.

In voluntary schemes, a farmer will only agree with constraints qi
C if induced

by a policy payment offsetting ∆yi (assuming farmers are indifferent to
non-priced non-commodity outputs). So, in this case, the net income change for
farmers is non-negative or even strictly positive (implying policy rents for farm-
ers, i.e., overcompensation). On the other hand, tax-payers’ income is reduced
to raise funds so that it is possible to compensate farmers for compliance costs
and to pay for the administrative costs of the policy (administrative costs need
to be paid for also in the case of regulatory schemes). If management constraints
are imposed by regulation, farmers actually suffer the whole negative income
change in (1).

The second type of effect following adjustments at the farm level compre-
hends the environmental cause-effect linkages stemming from every single
farmer’s compliance with constraints qi

C and leading to the production of the
environmental non-commodity outputs desired by society (and targeted by the
scheme), plus environmental unintended side-effects (e.g., a scheme to con-
serve a traditional arable landscape might increases soil erosion). These are
complex ecological processes, most of them known with a high level of uncer-
tainty. Targeted and side-effect environmental outputs are included in the
vector z of non-commodity outputs, with each zm depending on management
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constraints qi
C imposed on all farmers (i=1…F) plus a vector of site-specific

environmental factors em:

zm = ϕm(q1
C,..., qF

C, em) (2)

Each of the environmental production functions, ϕm(.), may work at a spatial
scale different from that of the farm. It can work at the landscape scale for aesthetic,
recreation or wildlife-habitat effects, the catchment scale for water-quality effects,
or the global scale for genetic diversity conservation or climatic change. The fact of
each environmental non-commodity output of land being produced at a different
spatial scale and the uncertainty about environmental production functions create
difficult problems for policy evaluation, but not necessarily for valuation. At this
stage, it is sufficient to note that the environmental non-commodity outputs
directly affecting social welfare are the end-products z, and not their farm-level
inputs qi

C’s. So, it would be more appropriate to start the valuation step at the z’s
(not at the qi

C’s) and to take into account the right spatial scale when valuing
each zm.

The third type of cause-effect linkages following farm-level adjustments in pro-
duction comprehends the general-equilibrium effects of changes in commodity-
output supply and input demand. Some of the end-products of these multiple-mar-
ket effects might be the objectives of the policy scheme itself (e.g., rising local
employment, or improving food security). In these cases, these effects are included
in the vector z of non-commodity outputs of multifunctional land to be valued.
Other end-products of these general-equilibrium effects are unintended
side-effects, which may have a positive or negative effect on people’s well-being.
These end-products typically are price changes, although there might also emerge
unintended side-effect changes in employment elsewhere in the economy (possi-
bly in a different country, through trade effects). Prices of commodity outputs
change if policy-induced aggregate changes in supply are sufficiently large. OECD
(2000c) gives a simple graphical illustration of a rise in the price of a commodity out-
put produced in fixed proportions with a negative externality when this externality
is subject to taxation. Provided that aggregate changes in input demands are also
sufficiently large, input prices change as well (e.g., fertiliser price declines if many
farmers are offered attractive management agreements to reduce fertiliser use).

Changes in commodity output and input prices have feedback effects on farm-
ers’ incomes, so complicating the expression used in (1) to compute the compli-
ance cost for farmers.

Although being an unintended side-effect of a policy with non-commodity
goals, output-price changes affect consumers’ well-being. Hence, valuing these
price changes is, of course, a task for the valuation step.

Summarising all the steps of the policy effects reviewed so far, we have:
1) uptake of the scheme by farmers; 2) compliance with agreed management
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constraints; 3) farm-level adjustments when commodity and non-commodity out-
puts are jointly produced from a same input-mix; 4) farmers’ and others’ income
changes; 5) general-environmental-interaction effects; and 6) general-equilibrium
effects. After having followed all these steps, we are left with three types of
end-products, which directly affect the level of well-being of individuals in society:

• changes in non-commodity output levels (either intended or not, environ-
mental or other) from z0 to z;

• changes in income levels of every single individual i (e.g., farmers, taxpayers,
etc.) from yi

0 to yi;

• changes in prices of commodity outputs of agriculture (and other prices that
change through general-equilibrium effects) from p0 to p.

This means we can include all the ways through which a policy for multifunc-
tional land affects social welfare by describing the policy outcome as a change from (p0,
yi

0, z0) to (p, yi, z). These two states are subsequently referred to as the policy-off
and policy-on states.5

The next step of policy evaluation is the valuation step. This is aimed at putting
a value (or weight, as seen above) in the several end-product effects of a policy, so
that the trade-offs between positive and negative effects can be assessed and the
best course of action selected.

The policy setting explored so far in this section is focused on policies with
non-commodity goals. Other policy decisions, such as agricultural policy reform and
trade liberalisation may also require the use of valuation. These decisions refer to
a different policy setting. However, the relevant types of generic end-product
effects of policy are exactly the same. Differences between these settings have to
do with the particular end-product effects that are associated with the main policy
goal versus those taken as unintended side-effects. For example, for agricultural
policy reform and trade liberalisation the focus is on commodity price changes,
which will deliver the expected efficiency gains throughout the whole multiple-
market economic system; unintended side-effects are now the related (positive
and negative) changes in the non-commodity outputs of multifunctional land (ame-
nity, rural employment, etc.). This inversion (with respect to the policy setting pre-
viously explored) of what is considered policy goal and side-effect is totally
irrelevant here, as the criterion for a policy effect to be considered in the valuation
step is whether it affects social welfare, not whether it is among the explicit goals of
policy.

3. The basic valuation model

As shown above, multifunctional land generates multiple commodity and
non-commodity outputs, which affect the individuals’ well-being in different ways
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and through different cause-effect linkages.6 Having an effect on social welfare is
the common theme to all commodity and non-commodity outputs that need to be
valued. Thus, both types of output can be analysed within a same valuation frame.
By considering, within the same frame, all the ways through which a policy for mul-
tifunctional land affects social welfare, we can arrive at a meaningful overall state-
ment about the net welfare effect of such policy.

This is the quintessence of complete cost-benefit analysis of policies with mul-
tiple effects on social welfare, including non-market effects such as environmental
changes or changes in risk levels faced by individuals (e.g., transportation or
food-safety policies). In this sense, there is nothing new or specific about valuing
the multifunctionality of land. Indeed, most results in this paper apply to multi-
ple-effect policies in general, even if effects are produced by different economic
activities, and hence they do not necessarily imply the multifunctionality of agricul-
ture or any other single activity. Yet, an issue that may be specific to the valuation
of the multiple outputs of land is its strong spatial dimension.

The proposed common valuation frame for the multiple outputs of land is
based on the assumption that each individual’s level of well-being (utility)
depends on the levels of consumption of two types of goods: commodity outputs
xi = (xi1, xi2, …, xiN) bought in the market at prices p = (p1, p2, …, pN), and non-commod-
ity outputs z = (z1, z2, …, zM) available at zero-price and given quantity/quality:7 

Ui (xi1, xi2, …, xiN, z1, z2, …, zM) = Ui (xi, z) (3)

Each individual is also assumed to allocate income yi to the different
N commodity outputs so as to maximise own utility given prices p and exogenous
non-commodity outputs z. Differently from levels of commodity outputs xi, which
are selected by the individual at given market prices, non-commodity output
levels z enter the individual’s choice problem as determined by the decisions of
others (farmers, government, etc.), i.e., as externalities. Introducing the selected utility-
maximising bundle of commodity outputs xi*(p, yi, z) back into the utility function
yields the maximum, or indirect utility function:

Vi (xi*(p, yi, z), z) = Vi (p, yi, z) (4)

Suppose there is a policy affecting the multiple commodity and non-commodity
outputs of land, with policy outcome described as a change from (p0, yi

0, z0) to (p, yi, z).
Different individuals may be differently affected by policy. For example, income
changes may be positive for some and negative for others (reflected in the ∆yi for
the particular individual i). Likewise, some individuals may not suffer some of the
policy effects, which happens e.g., when the changed zm’s are local public goods,
such as the quality of a landscape for its residents (this is way we need to consider
different utility functions for different individuals; in this case, local dwellers and
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others). However, the utility change for individual i is, in general, a result of all three
types of policy effects:

∆Vi = Vi
1 – Vi

0 = Vi (p, yi, z) – Vi (p
0, yi

0, z0) (5)

If the decision on whether to go ahead with the policy is to be made based on
the aggregate-welfare criterion, we should go ahead if:

As each individual’s utility change in (5) cannot be measured so as to sum up
over individuals, this criterion is usually not applicable in practice. However, we can
still use an indirect money measure for each individual’s utility change. The compen-
sating variation (CVi) of income is one such a measure. It is defined as:

Vi (p, yi – CVi, z) = Vi (p
0, yi

0, z0) (7)

i.e., it is the precise amount that needs to be taken from the individual’s income, at
the policy-on state, to make him or her as well off as at the policy-off state.

If i is a gainer with the policy (i.e., if ∆Vi>0), then CVi>0 and represents the max-
imum the individual would pay for the policy to go ahead (maximum willingness-
to-pay, WTP). If i is a loser (i.e., if ∆Vi<0), then CVi<0 represents the minimum the
individual would require as compensation for the policy to go ahead (minimum
willingness-to-accept, WTA). If all individuals gain (or loose) with the policy, we can
still use the criterion in (6) even if we cannot measure each individual’s utility
change. However, in general, some individuals will gain (i∈ G) and others will lose
(i∈ L). If this is the case, we can algebraically sum the compensating variation across
all individuals, i.e.:

With the first term on the RHS (B = CVi) representing aggregate maximum WTP of 

the gainers, or the project aggregate benefits, and the second term (C = | CVi |)

representing aggregate minimum WTA of losers, or the project aggregate costs. If the
algebraic sum of compensating variation is positive (i.e., aggregate benefits exceed
aggregate costs), we can conclude that, with the policy, gainers are able to fully com-
pensate losers and still remain better off than without it. This is known as the Kaldor
compensation test. It is a check on whether the particular policy leads to a potential
Pareto improvement: if the policy passes this test and the mentioned post-policy dis-
tribution of income occurred, some people would be made better off with no one
being made worse off. This is the basic criterion we generally use to aggregate bene-
fits and costs across individuals in cost-benefit analysis of public policy.

∑
=

I

i 1

(6)∆Vi>0

CVi CVi CVi

i L∈
∑ B C–=–

i G∈
∑=

i 1=

I

∑ (8)

∑
∈ Gi

∑
∈ Li
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When a policy affecting multidimensional land causes multiple changes in
prices, income and non-commodity-output levels, the compensating variation of
individual i can be explicitly defined as:

Where ei(p, Vi, z) is the restricted expenditure function, which gives the minimum
amount the individual needs to spend on commodity outputs, in order to achieve
the utility level Vi, when prices are at p and non-commodity-output levels at z. [For
utility-maximising individuals: yi

0 = ei(p
0, Vi

0, z0)].

Differentiating CVi with respect to the prices of commodity outputs yields the
vector including the negatives of the Hicksian (compensated) demands for all com-
modity outputs:

∂CVi(.)/∂p = – ∂ei(.)/∂p = – xC(p, Vi
0, z) (10)

Differentiating it with respect to the levels of non-commodity outputs, we get
the vector including the Hicksian (compensated) marginal-value (inverse demand)
functions for all non-commodity outputs:

∂CVi(.)/∂z = – ∂ei(.)/∂z = πC(p, Vi
0, z) (11)

4. Demand interactions and aggregation across policy effects

Perhaps the most important single valuation issue that is specific to multi-
ple-effect policies is that of demand interactions between policy effects. As it will
be shown in this section, these interactions may cause severe aggregation prob-
lems when summing up values over different policy effects. This aggregation prob-
lem does not depend on the way the multiple effects were generated (e.g., on
jointness in production) but simply on demand-side considerations.

To start with, note that demands for commodity outputs in (10) depend not
only on own and other commodities’ prices but also on levels of non-commodity
outputs. This allows for interactions in demand between commodities, and
between each commodity and each non-commodity output. We say two
commodities a and b are substitutes (complements) when the demand for a is
increased (reduced) by an increase in b’s price, i.e., if:

∂xa
C (.) /∂pb = – ∂2CVi(.)/∂pa∂pb > (<) 0 (12)

Likewise, we say that a commodity a and a non-commodity output b are substi-
tutes (complements) if demand for a is reduced (increased) by an increase in the
level of non-commodity output b, i.e., if:

∂xa
C (.) /∂zb = – ∂2CVi(.)/∂pa∂zb < (>) 0 (13)

CVi (p, yi, z, p0, yi
0, z0) = yi – yi

0 + ei(p
0, Vi

0, z0) – ei(p, Vi
0, z)

= yi – ei(p, Vi
0, z) = yi – ei(p, Vi(p

0, yi
0, z0), z) (9)
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The corresponding demand interactions based on inverse demands for
non-commodity outputs in (11) are as follows. We say two non-commodity outputs
a and b are substitutes (complements) when the marginal value of a is reduced
(increased) by an increase in the level of b, i.e., if:

∂πa
C (.) /∂zb = ∂2CVi(.)/∂za∂zb < (>) 0 (14)

We say that a non-commodity output b and commodity a are substitutes (comple-
ments) if the marginal value of b is increased (reduced) by an increase in a’s price, i.e., if:

∂πb
C (.) /∂pa = ∂2CVi(.)/∂zb∂pa > (<) 0 (15)8

Totally differentiating equation (9) yields:

Integrating for the overall (multiple-price, multiple-non-commodity-output)
change yields:

Or:

dCVi = dyi – ∂ei(.)/∂pn.dpn – ∂ei(.)/∂zm.dzm (16)

CVi (.) =  =  –

– ∂ei(p1,…, pn-1, • , pn+1
0,…, pN

0, Vi
0, z0)/∂•  . d•  –

– ∂ei(p, Vi
0, z1,…, zm-1, • , zm+1

0,…, zM
0)/∂•  . d•

(17)

CVi (.) =  =  +

+ ∂ei(p1,…, pn-1, • , pn+1
0,…, pN

0, Vi
0, z0)/∂•  . d•  +

+ – ∂ei(p, Vi
0, z1,…, zm-1, • , zm+1

0,…, zM
0)/∂•  . d•

(18)

∑
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N
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M

m 1
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Taking into account (10) and (11) we notice what is happening in equation (18):

• demands for commodity outputs are integrated over own price, from pol-
icy-on (final) to policy-off (initial) price levels, which will produce a negative
(positive) result for price rises (decreases), i.e.: a cost (benefit) for the
consumer;

• marginal value functions of non-commodity outputs are integrated over the
output level from policy-off (initial) to policy-on (final) output levels, which
will produce:

– a positive (negative) result (i.e., a benefit or cost, respectively) for a
non-commodity output rise (decrease), when this output is a positive
externality;

– a negative (positive) result (i.e., a cost or benefit, respectively) for a
non-commodity output rise (decrease), when this output is a negative
externality.

Note also that we are integrating demands and marginal-value functions along
a well defined sequence: we started by the income change, then we integrate
demands for commodities from 1 to N, and, eventually, inverse demands for
non-commodity outputs are integrated from 1 to M. At each integration step we
used the following rule:

set price/output levels for price/output changes that were previously integrated at
their policy-on (i.e., final) levels; for price/output changes that are to be subsequently
integrated, set them at their policy-off (i.e., initial) levels.

This rule generates what is known as a sequential valuation of the multi-
ple-price, multiple-output change. In Annex 1 we verify that these sequential val-
ues are additive by solving the integrals in (18) and comparing with the definition
of compensating variation in (9).

If we define the income change as ∆yi, the sequential values of price changes
as SVin, and the sequential values of changes in non-commodity output levels
as SVim, i.e.:

yi∆( ) θd
yi0

yi

∫ yi yi
0

–= =

SVin ∂ei
pn

pn0

∫ p1 … pn 1– θ pn 1+
0 … pN

0
Vi

0
z

0, , , , , , , ,( ) ∂θ θd⋅⁄=

SVim ∂– ei
zm0

zm

∫ p Vi
0 z1 … zm 1– θ zm 1+

0 … zM
0, , , , , , , ,( ) ∂θ θd⋅⁄=

(19)
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We can write equation (18) in the simplified form:

This is a very important result and it is independent of the particular sequence
we use. We may integrate over prices and non-commodity outputs in whatever
sequence we wish, provided we follow the rule for sequential paths stated above.
This property of compensated money measures such as CVi is known as path-inde-
pendency. The proof is presented e.g., by Johansson (1987).

Aggregating equation (20) across individuals, as in (8), to investigate whether
the policy is a potential Pareto improvement (Kaldor compensation test),
i.e., whether it passes the benefit-cost test, we get:

with ∆y being the aggregate net change in personal incomes in the whole economy,
SVn being the integral of the aggregate demand for commodity n, and SVm the inte-
gral of the aggregate inverse demand (marginal value) for non-commodity
output m. This means that, when using the correct rule for sequential valuation,
we can either 1) integrate individual demands, sum up over commodity and non-
commodity outputs, and then aggregate across individuals (as in the first line of 21),
or, simply, 2) integrate aggregate demands and sum up over commodity and
non-commodity outputs (as in the third line of 21).9

This useful result shows that demand interactions are not a concern for sum-
ming up values over individuals, but only when summing up values over policy
effects. This is intuitive, as demand interactions between policy effects are internal
to each individual. Thus, the issues of aggregating across individuals and across
policy effects are largely separable.

Note, however, that this useful result only holds when using the correct rule
(above) for sequential valuation. Yet, very often, we have not sequential values for
each price/non-commodity-output change but independent values (IVin, IVim),

CVi = ∆yi + SVin + SVim (20)

CVi = (∆yi + SVin + SVim) =

∆yi + SVin + SVim =

∆y + SVn + SVm

(21)
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which are values secured as if the particular price/non-commodity-output change
was the next modification to the status quo (policy-off) state (p0, yi

0, z0), i.e.:

Summing up over effects yields the independent valuation and
summation (IVS) result for individual i:

which is in general different from the true money measure defined in equation (9), i.e.:

IVSi ≠ CVi (25)

because the useful result on the additivity of values, which is stated in
equations (18) to (20) and demonstrated in Annex 1, only applies to sequential val-
ues, i.e., when the integrals are evaluated according to the sequential rule above.
This result does not hold for independent values. Hence, summing up indepen-
dent values across policy effects (price and non-commodity-output changes),
either before or after aggregating across individuals, is prone to an aggregation bias
known as the IVS bias, whose magnitude is given by:

IVSi – CVi (26)

Or, in per cent form:

100 x (IVSi / CVi) – 100

The sign of the IVS bias depends on the sign and magnitudes of the substitu-
tion effects defined in equations (12) to (15). It is, in general, unknown because
there may be offsetting effects between substitution and complementary effects.

In simpler cases, something can be said on the sign of the IVS bias if we know
something about the underlying substitution relationships. One such case is that of

IVin = ∂ei(p1
0,…, pn-1

0, θ, pn+1
0,…, pN

0, Vi
0, z0)/∂θ.dθ

IVim = – ∂ei(p0, Vi
0, z1

0,…, zm-1
0, θ, zm+1

0,…, zM
0)/∂θ.dθ

(22)

(23)

IVSi =  + …

+ ∂ei(p1
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0, z0)/∂θ . dθ 
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a regulatory-based change in only non-commodity outputs (landscape, biodiver-
sity, downstream water quality, and so on), which are valued by the non-farming
population and are sufficiently small to have no effect on market prices of commod-
ity outputs. Farmers will suffer the negative income changes defined in (1) and are
supposed indifferent to the non-commodity outputs generated by policy. In this
case, the only demand interactions to be considered are those between non-
commodity outputs for the non-farming population. If all the non-commodity
outputs z to be supplied by the policy are substitutes (complements) for each
other, the IVS bias will be positive (negative). This is because in the (correct)
sequential valuation procedure, marginal value functions for each non-commodity
output are shifted down (up) along the sequence, as more and more substitutes
(complements) are added. This is not taken into account by independent valuation.
Thus, in this case, summing up independent values leads to overvaluing (underval-
uing) the multiple-output change. When all non-commodity outputs z are indepen-
dent in demand from each other, the IVS bias is nil. If some are substitutes and
other complements, it may (very unlikely) happen that all effects cancel out each
other, in which case the IVS will be nil as well.

The importance of the IVS bias is very often underestimated in practice. It may
be one of the greater (if not the greatest) limitations to valuation and cost-benefit
analysis of multiple-effect policy changes, because:

• most usual valuation methods, either when original valuation studies are
used or when the analyst uses valuation information transferred from previ-
ous studies, are prone to this bias;

• this bias may be sufficiently large to lead to the wrong policy recommenda-
tions in many practical cases (we refer to tests of the policy implications of
bias as importance tests, as opposed to usual tests of the statistical signifi-
cance of bias).

It can be theoretically (i.e., generally) shown that, when large numbers of
non-commodity outputs are considered, IVS will overstate the unbiased value of
the entire multiple-output policy. The proof is given by Hoehn and Randall (1989),
who used a single-household general-equilibrium model to investigate whether
substitution and complementarity actually cancel out in such large-numbers situa-
tions, and demonstrated that this was not the case. As the number of outputs
becomes large, IVS will lead to overvaluation of the entire multiple-output policy,
i.e., the substitution effect prevails in large-numbers cases. Hoehn and Randall’s
proof is somehow intuitive, and based on the fact that the unbiased overall com-
pensating variation of the multiple-output policy (defined in equation 9) is
bounded above by the productive capacity of the economy, whereas IVS is not.
They also stress the potential for ‘too many proposals passing the benefit cost test’
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when each of many individual agencies independently evaluates its own projects as if
they were the next change to the status quo.

However, substitution may not characterise all pair-wise demand interactions
between non-commodity outputs. Hoehn and Randall’s result does not apply to
predicting the sign and magnitude of each particular pair-wise demand interaction,
which, in cases of smaller numbers of outputs, is required to predict the sign of the
IVS bias.

Even in this context of smaller numbers of policy effects, Hoehn (1991) sug-
gested that substitutes should be more frequent than complements. Santos (1998)
derived the Slutsky equations for multiple-output policies to show that two
non-commodity outputs that are complements in preferences10 can be substitutes
in demand (as defined in equation 14) provided the income effect is sufficiently
large. Large income effects seem to be generally implied by the empirical evidence
on multiple-output changes reviewed by Santos (1998). This reinforces the idea
that IVS will very often lead to overvaluation in cases of small numbers of non-
commodity outputs as well as (though probably less severely than) in large-numbers
cases. Hoehn (1991) and Hoehn and Loomis (1993) explicitly tested this hypothe-
sis, which was supported by the empirical evidence.

Some results from four CVM studies in Portugal and the UK (Almeida, 1999;
Madureira, 2000; and Santos, 1998), which were designed to take into account
demand interactions, also enable us to test this hypothesis by directly comparing
the IVS result with that of the unbiased aggregation procedure in (18) for a number
of multiple-non-commodity-output bundles in different contexts. These results
also enable us to check whether there is a trend for the IVS bias to grow with the
number of non-commodity outputs in the bundle that we are valuing. The survey
and modelling approach used to produce these results are technically described in
Santos (1998).11 The relevant results from the 4 CVM surveys are presented in
Table 2.

Some preliminary words to introduce the four CVM studies are required. The
Pennine Dales Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) study (Santos, 1998), carried
out in 1995, comprised 422 usable questionnaires administered to visitors to the
area, with each visitor being asked weather he or she would pay some specified
amounts for some particular mixes of three basic programmes (Programme 1 was
stone wall and field barn conservation; Programme 2 was the conservation of flower
diversity and ground nesting birds in hay meadows; and Programme 3 was the con-
servation of small broad-leaved woods). All of these programmes were defined so
that programme implementation would conserve the corresponding landscape and
biodiversity resources at current levels as opposed to some degree of degradation
forecasted for the near future. Programmes need to be separable in production so
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that each programme bundle is an available alternative for management or policy.
This required for the results to be useful in identifying the optimal policy bundle.

The Peneda-Gerês National Park (NP) study (Santos, 1998) was carried out
in 1996 and comprised 704 usable questionnaires administered to NP visitors. Sur-
vey design was almost exactly the same as in the previous study but the three pro-
grammes were slightly different, to fit the relevant conservation issues in this
Portuguese NP: Programme 1 was now about the conservation of terraced farming
in the lower slopes of the NP; Programme 2, about the conservation of traditional
irrigated meadows, and Programme 3, about the conservation of farm-owned oak
woodland in the NP.

The Sintra-Cascais Natural Park (NP) study (Almeida, 1999) was carried out
in 1999. It was aimed as a survey pilot with only 76 usable questionnaires adminis-
tered to NP visitors. Survey design comprised different mixes of 5 basic conserva-
tion programmes, involving the conservation of windmills, traditional vineyards
planted in sand dunes, scarce remains of broad-leaved woods, a globally endan-
gered plant species, and two nationally endangered species of birds of prey,
respectively. Models to secure the marginal value of each programme yielded sur-
prisingly high levels of statistical significance given the small number of observa-
tions. Yet, as regards demand interactions only that between woodland and birds
of prey could be efficiently estimated. Thus, we only present estimated demand
interactions with respect to these two policy outputs.

The Douro Superior study (Madureira, 2000) was carried out in 1998 and 1999
and comprised two separate surveys: one of visitors to the area, yielding 796 usable
questionnaires, and another of the general public living in towns of Northeast
Portugal, yielding 291 usable questionnaires. Both surveys were separately esti-
mated to account for the differences in preferences between visitors and the gen-
eral public, which included many non-users. Another difference with respect to
the three studies above was that survey design comprised only two programmes
– 1) the conservation of traditional almond tree orchards in steep slopes, as
opposed to land abandonment; and (2) the afforestation of the area currently with
almond trees, also as opposed to the abandonment of orchards – which were com-
bined in different area proportions, e.g., 50%:50%, 50%:25% or 25%:0%, where 100% is
the area currently with almond trees. Thus it was possible to model WTP for any
combination of these land uses plus abandoned area in the remaining % of land
(Madureira, 2000). This enables us to compare, in Table 2, the demand interactions
for the two different populations and for two different such land-use combinations.

The first conclusion to draw from Table 2 is that for all of the 13 multiple-output
bundles in Table 2, the IVS bias is positive, implying substitution relationships
between the several non-commodity outputs in the bundle. Moreover, all of the
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estimated IVS biases were found to be statistically significant,12 i.e., they could not
be interpreted as the result of the particular random samples that were selected.

It is also interesting to look for patterns in the size of the IVS bias across differ-
ent situations as regards the size of the bundle (which varies between 2 and 3 pol-
icy outputs), the similarity of the outputs that interact in demand, the amount of
each output and different populations.

Estimates from the Pennine Dales ESA case suggest that the IVS bias increases
with the size of the bundle, with the most complete bundle (3 outputs) exhibiting
the highest IVS bias: 78% as compared to 40-51% for 2-output bundles. Yet, this
trend is not confirmed by the Peneda-Gerês NP case, where respondents seem to
be prepared to pay a large premium to have the three most important landscape
attributes of the area conserved altogether, which may create some complementa-
rity in demand when the third output is included in the bundle. In general we can
deduce, from Hoehn and Randall’s theoretical result, that as the number of outputs
in the bundle grows large the IVS bias will eventually rise, but for such small num-
bers cases prediction of patterns would require much more empirical research.

We would expect that the more similar two outputs are the more close substi-
tutes they are. This is because similar goods tend to satisfy similar (or the same)
needs of individuals. Thus, purely aesthetic/cultural landscape attributes, such as
stone-walls, barns and terraces would be poor substitutes for meadows and woods,
which were largely perceived by respondents as providing wildlife habitat, not
purely aesthetic elements. The results in Table 2 support this prediction, with IVS
biases (thus strength of substitution) being larger for 1) woods versus meadows
than for 2) meadows or woods versus stone-walls, barns or terraces. This is particu-
larly evident in the first two case-studies, although the high IVS bias for wood-
land-and-species-preservation in the third case (Sintra-Cascais NP) also confirms
this trend.

The fourth case-study allows one to check what happens to the size of IVS bias
(thus the strength of demand substitution) when the amount of one of the outputs
is increased. Thus, for both visitors and the general public, the IVS bias is signifi-
cantly increased with the rise from 25 per cent to 50 per cent in the share of affor-
ested land.

The Douro Superior study also enables us to compare the size of the IVS bias
between two populations. In fact, substitution between almond tree orchards and
afforested land is much stronger for visitors than among the general public. For the
former, the value of the output-bundle actually declines with the amount of affor-
ested land, despite the fact that afforested (as compared to abandoned) land is
itself a good, not a bad.

It is also relevant to ask whether the magnitude of the IVS bias is sufficient to
lead to wrong policy decisions being recommended by the cost-benefit analysis,
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i.e., to test the practical importance, as opposed to the statistical significance, of
bias. This was possible for the two first case-studies in the table, for which we had
estimates of policy costs (Santos, 1998). For the Pennine Dales ESA case, the unbiased

Table 2. IVS bias for a series of 4 CVM studies of agricultural landscapes 
in the UK and Portugal

Case study
Nb. of 

outputs
Outputs description

Independent valuation
IVS 

result
Joint 

valuation

IVS 
bias 

(in %)Output 1 
(O1)

Output 2 
(O2)

Output 3 
(O3)

Pennine Dales 
ESA in the UK 
(Santos, 1998)

2 Stone walls (O1) and 
hay meadows (O2)

43.01 42.62 85.63 61.17 40%

2 Stone walls (O1) and 
woodland (O3)

43.01 42.90 85.91 60.20 43%

Currency: 1995 £ 2 Hay meadows (O2) 
and Woodland (O3)

42.62 42.90 85.52 56.61 51%

3 Stone walls (O1), hay 
meadows (O2) and 
woodland (O3)

43.01 42.62 42.90 128.53 72.05 78%

Peneda-Gerês NP 
in Portugal 
(Santos, 1998)

2 Terraces (O1) and 
meadows (O2)

6 221 4 205 10 426 7 253 44%

2 Terraces (O1) and 
woodland (O3)

6 221 6 634 12 855 9 029 42%

Currency: 
1996 PTE

2 Meadows (O2) and 
woodland (O3)

4 205 6 634 10 839 6 721 61%

3 Terraces (O1), 
meadows (O2) and 
woodland (O3)

6 221 4 205 6 634 17 060 11 559 48%

Sintra-Cascais NP 
in Portugal 
(Almeida, 1999)
Currency: 
1999 PTE

2 Woodland (O1) and 
birds of prey (O2)

10 156 6 275 16 431 6 832 141%

Douro Superior 
in Portugal 
(Madureira, 2000)

2 Almond tree orchards 
50% (O1) and forest 
25% (O2), for visitors

12 981 5 466 18 447 14 078 31%

Currency: 
1998/99 PTE

2 Almond tree orchards 
50% (O1) and forest 
50% (O2), for visitors

12 981 8 668 21 649 12 911 68%

2 Almond tree orchards 
50% (O1) and forest 
25% (O2), for general 
public

9 860 3 334 13 194 11 631 13%

2 Almond tree orchards 
50% (O1) and forest 
50% (O2), for general 
public

9 860 5 635 15 495 12 368 25%
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social benefit-cost ratios were much over 1.00 for all of the four output-bundles
(actually in the range 3.4-6.3). Thus the (overestimated) IVS benefit-cost ratios
could only lead to the same policy recommendation as unbiased ones, that is:
going ahead with any of those output bundles.13 Note, however, that this result
heavily depends on the particular characteristics of this policy case, in particular
the fact that true benefits were here much larger than costs.

In the Peneda-Gerês NP case, the unbiased social benefit-cost ratios for the
several output-bundles were in the range 0.65-1.43, with one case at exactly 1.00.
Thus, policy recommendations are much weaker here than in the previous policy
case. Note, however, that even in this case, IVS biases were not sufficiently large to
invert the unbiased policy recommendations. For example, the correct benefit-cost
ratio for the terraces-and-meadows bundle was 0.65, whereas the IVS-biased one
was 0.93, still below 1.00. On the other hand, for the terraces-meadows-and-woods
bundle, the unbiased benefit-cost ratio was estimated as just 1.00, whereas the
IVS-biased one is estimated as 1.48, leading to a perhaps too overconfident recom-
mendation of going ahead with the policy. In many cases, especially in complex
real-world policy cases where the number of non-commodity outputs of policy is
much larger than 2 or 3, the importance of IVS biases will be greater (Hoehn and
Randall, 1989).

What recommendations can, therefore, be made to improve usual valuation
practice, so as to avoid practically important biases? There are basically two such
recommendations.

• One is using a valuation approach, such as that used in the four studies just
referred to, which, by jointly valuing the several multiple-output changes,
automatically takes into account substitution effects; this is a straightforward
way to get the unbiased value of the overall multiple-output bundle (or
series of bundles that need to be separately considered so as to select the
optimal bundle).

• The other is extending research, using this approach, to different policy
contexts, to check if the trends identified above are confirmed and whether
some general pattern emerges (see also Randall, 1991); if this is the case, this
pattern could be modelled to predict the sign and magnitude of the IVS bias
for the specific circumstances of the policy to be evaluated. This would gen-
erate adjusting factors, which would eventually help to correct empirical
benefit measures estimated by using IVS-bias-prone approaches. This sys-
tematic generation of adjusting factors will probably come up as the most
cost-effective solution, as most (cheaper) empirical approaches to valuation,
especially benefit transfers, are based on piecewise (i.e., independent) val-
uation of effects followed by summing up across effects (i.e., IVS is used).
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5. Approaches to empirical valuation of multiple non-commodity outputs

The main focus in this section is on the available empirical valuation strategies
for the non-commodity outputs of multifunctional land, as income and price
changes have been the subject of many reviews in the past (e.g., Jus et al., 1982). In
particular, we are concerned with ways to value multiple-output changes that take
account of demand interactions between outputs.

With respect to multiple price changes, the estimation of demand systems for
multiple commodity outputs from market data on prices and quantities might
enable analysts to take account of the demand interactions between these outputs
defined in equation (12). This requires that the parameters for the relevant
cross-price effects are included in the model.14

Demand interactions between commodity and non-commodity outputs
defined in equation (13) are used as a basis for inferring people’s values for
non-marketed goods by looking at how changes in these non-marketed goods shift
the demand functions of related market commodities. This is the strategy used
e.g., by the varying-parameter model (Vaughan and Russell, 1982) and other vari-
ants of the travel-cost demand model (TCDM), which aim to go beyond valuing WTP
for access to a recreational site, into valuing WTP for quality changes at the site (the
relevant non-commodity output here is site quality, e.g., water quality, expected
fish catch, or bird diversity).

Demand interactions between non-commodity outputs defined in equation (14)
are the ones interesting us the most in this section. Thus, we will briefly review the
potential of different valuation methods to value multiple non-commodity outputs
of land in ways that take account of demand interactions between these outputs.
There are many survey, economic-incentive-mechanism and econometric problems
associated with these methods. As most of these problems are general and not spe-
cific to multiple-output valuation, they are only briefly referred to in what follows.15

We frame the presentation around a proposed typology for non-market valuation
methods, to ensure clarity of vocabulary throughout the discussion, and as a way to
systematically identifying and locating specific approaches to multiple-output
changes within that typology.

A first criterion to classify non-market valuation methods is the type of empir-
ical data used. There are two fundamentally different types of data. Hypothetical
data are about people’s expressed values or choices as elicited in response to
hypothetical scenarios; behavioural data are about people’s actual behaviour in
actual settings. Problems with hypothetical data are that people have limited
capacity to understand the significant amount of valuation-relevant information
that needs to be conveyed during an interview, and to process this information so
as to arrive at a considered valuation or choice in a short time period. In addition to
these cognitive difficulties, people might adopt strategic behaviour, by giving a
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self-interested answer aimed at influencing the outcome of the policy decision and
that does not necessarily truly reveal their own preferences.16

On the other hand, behavioural data have long been preferred by many econ-
omists (who sometimes seem to ignore these data also come from questions asked
to people) on the grounds that actual decision settings push people to make more
considered decisions, as they will actually incur the costs of a wrong choice. Thus,
behavioural data would be a more truly reflection of people’s preferences. Yet,
there are also typical problems associated with behavioural data. Behaviour does
not speak for itself. It needs to be interpreted to reveal preferences and values.
When modelling behaviour for this purpose, the characteristics of the actual setting
that influence behaviour and that are a major concern for valuation (e.g., water qual-
ity, landscape attributes, travel cost, etc.) need to be described in ways that corre-
spond to how people actually perceive them. This is because people do not react
to objective reality but to the way it is subjectively perceived. If characteristics are
not described in perception-consistent ways, models will misinterpret behaviour,
which will lead to biased value revelation.

Different data formats result from different ways to put questions to reality.
Ordinary market data stems from the observation of pairs of prices and quantities
in actual markets. Travel cost methods use similar data, but with one significant dif-
ference: the implicit price paid by each individual to accede the site (the travel
cost) is not directly observable and needs to be constructed by the analyst based
on distance travelled, travel time and assumed prices for distance and time. Data
used in hedonic-price models are the observed prices at which units of a complex
good (typically houses) are traded in the market and the observed price-affecting
attributes (house size, characteristics of the neighbourhood, environmental quality,
etc.) of each one of such units.

There are also different formats for hypothetical data, e.g., we may:

1. directly ask people exactly what we need to know, e.g., how much would you
be prepared to pay as an entrance fee to a particular recreation site? This is
the open-ended Contingent-valuation-method (CVM) format for valuation questions.

Alternatively we may ask things in indirect ways, such as:

2. would you pay $p as an entrance fee to a particular recreation site or prefer
not to enter at that price? (with amounts $p varying across respondents); this
is the discrete-choice CVM format (Bishop and Heberlein, 1979);

3. if you could choose between having the (policy-on) multiple-output
bundle z1 at price $11 or bundle z0 (policy-off levels) at zero price, what
would you choose? (with different respondents being presented different
policy-on bundles z2, z3,… and different prices $p2, $p3,…); this is a multi-
attribute discrete-choice CVM format (Hoehn and Loomis, 1993; and Santos, 1998);
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4. if you could choose between having (z1, $p1), (z2, $p2), (z3, $p3) or (z0, $0), what
would you choose? Or how would you rank these options by preference
order? (with different respondents being presented different choice sets,
which always include the policy-off option, i.e., z0 at price $0); these are the
choice-experiment and contingent-ranking formats respectively (Adamovicz et al.,
1994; and Lareau and Rae, 1989).

Format (3) is a particular case of format (4), where the choice-set has only two
options.

Note that format (4) has a behavioural counterpart: think e.g., of the actual
choice by a recreational fisher among different fishing sites s within the available
choice set (which always comprehends the decision not to go fishing at zero price),
with sites presenting different quality attributes zs and different travel costs $ps.

A second criterion to classify non-market valuation methods is the type of ana-
lytical method used to reveal value from available data. There are two different
types of such methods: direct and indirect methods. Direct methods require that
we have directly asked people about exactly what we need to know, as in data
format (1) above. The analysis here is no more than calculating mean (median or
other indicator of central tendency of) WTP in the sample of respondents and mak-
ing some type of statistical inference about the population’s mean. Then we aggre-
gate, by multiplying this mean by the total number of people in the population.

All the other data formats referred to above require that a more complex ana-
lytical approach be used so as to indirectly reveal values from data.

For example, the travel cost method models the relationship between trip fre-
quency and implicit price of assess to the site (plus other demand-relevant factors),
and uses that estimated demand relationship to estimate the value of access to
that site for the average visitor (consumer’s surplus, or the area under the demand
curve). This result is theoretically comparable to WTP for access directly secured by
the hypothetical elicitation format (1).17 As suggested above with respect to the
varying-parameter model and similar variants of the TCDM, the travel cost method
can also be used to measure WTP for quality changes at the site, which is the most
relevant application to measure WTP for landscape, water quality, biodiversity or
other non-commodity outputs of land. For this purpose, we need also to measure
quality variables z in a preference-consistent way. Then we need to use these vari-
ables as shifters of the estimated demand relationship between trip frequency and
travel cost (which requires multiple site data, to get the necessary variation in site
quality). Observed change in access value (consumer’s surplus difference corre-
sponding to the quality change ∆z) yields the (use) value of the policy-led quality
change ∆z. Note that WTP for the quality change is here only secured at a second
regression step. Thus, with TCDMs, WTP for quality changes is two-steps away from
observed data.
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Another example of an indirect method for value revelation is the
hedonic-price method. This is based on a regression modelling approach to uncov-
ering the partial effects of environmental-quality variables or other non-commodity
goods z on the prices of complex market goods, such as housing. These (marginal)
partial effects are interpreted as the implicit prices of the z’s. The inverse demands
(marginal values) for the z’s are only revealed at a second regression step, where
implicit prices for the z’s are regressed on individual’s characteristics (including
income), and the levels of the z’s themselves. Thus, as with TCDMs, marginal WTP
for quality changes revealed through hedonic-price modelling is also two (regres-
sion) steps away from observed data.

The advantage of data formats (1) to (4) is that they enable the analyst to
reveal values for quality changes in one single regression step, which is economet-
rically more efficient, in that it gets more precise estimates of the required marginal
WTP for the diverse non-commodity outputs of multifunctional land.

Let us exemplify with data format (1), which corresponds to open-ended CVM
data. If we use this data format to directly ask WTP for access to different sites, which
offer different bundles z of public-good non-commodity attributes, we can directly
model WTP for access as depending on z (site quality) plus income, and other
socio-economic determinants of value. This is equivalent to directly estimating the
compensating variation function CVi(.) in equation (9) across individuals i, which
requires using individual’s socio-economic characteristics ci as shifters for CVi to
take into account individual-specific preference differences, i.e., we make:

CVi (z, yi, z
0) = yi – ei(Vi(yi, z

0), z) = yi – e(V(yi, z
0, ci), z, ci) = CV (z, yi, z

0, ci) (27)

This is an example where the value of access to each site can be directly secured
(using a simple average), but marginal WTP for quality changes (i.e., for different lev-
els of non-commodity attributes) are indirectly secured through a single regression
step.

The regression model in (27) can be estimated through ordinary-least-squares
(OLS) methodology from continuous WTP data secured with format (1). In the esti-
mated regression model, the parameter estimate for each non-commodity output za

will give the corresponding marginal value, as defined in equation (11). If included,
the parameter for the interaction term zazb will yield the pair-wise substitution effect
between a and b (Hoehn, 1991), as defined in equation (14). Note that by using only
one regression step we are increasing the efficiency of the estimation of marginal
values (inverse demands) for non-commodity outputs, and, especially, that of
demand interactions between these outputs.18

Note as well that, as in data-format (1) we ask for WTP for access, we are only
securing marginal use values of non-commodity outputs (as e.g., in Hanley and
Ruffell, 1993). Yet, this is not an inherent limitation of this approach. If we reframe
the valuation question to have something like:
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(1a) how much would you be prepared to pay as a tax rise to make sure that
environmental quality at National Park X is maintained at z1 as opposed to
degraded to z0 at no cost?

We may get total economic value for the respondents, including non-use val-
ues, and even indirect use values if respondents are made aware of the relevant
ecological processes that produce indirect use values, such as wildfire and flood
prevention, nutrient cycling and so on.19

A more indirect approach needs to be used to model choice data formats (2)
to (4), as they produce discrete (censored), as opposed to continuous, information
on WTP. For example, a yes (no) answer to question (2) only informs us about
whether the particular individual’s WTP is above (below) the proposed price
amount $p. Two economic theory-consistent approaches are available to estimate
WTP from this type of data.20 We may assume that choices are generated either by
i) utility maximisation (Hanemann, 1984), in which case we recover the parameters
of the indirect utility function in equation (4); or by ii) expenditure minimisation
(Cameron, 1988), in which case we directly recover the parameters of the compen-
sating variation (CVi) function in equation (9), as with the OLS models for
open-ended CVM data just discussed.

Both approaches are equivalent except with respect to the way the random
term enters the econometric model (McConnell, 1990).21 Cameron’s approach was
used in the case-studies discussed in section 4 (cf. Santos, 1998), as it allows for
direct estimation of the demand relationships (substitution effects) between mul-
tiple non-commodity outputs in equation (14), provided we include the relevant
interactions terms za.zb in the model, as discussed above for the OLS approach.
Another example of this type of application is Hoehn and Loomis (1993).

Note that while direct value-revelation methods are generally based on hypo-
thetical data, indirect methods can be applied to either hypothetical or behav-
ioural data. For example, the Random-Utility Model (RUM; cf. McFadden, 1974)
used to analyse hypothetical choices generated by question format (4), so as to
reveal the marginal values of non-commodity outputs z, is exactly the same as that
used to analyse its behavioural-counterpart data (e.g., the fishing-site actual choice
example mentioned above). Indeed, Adamovicz et al. (1994) pooled hypothetical
and behavioural data with the same format to jointly estimate a single RUM, which
has some advantages.

One of these advantages of joint estimation of pooled hypothetical and behav-
ioural data is that the latter rely on actual recreation sites with characteristic-
bundles zs, which naturally induces a strong degree of multi-collinearity among the
different characteristics in the bundle across sites. For example water-quality aes-
thetic attributes may be strongly correlated with trout abundance; hedgerows with
pasture as opposed to arable land (e.g., in England); and field trees with other
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attributes of the “dehesa/montado” agro-ecosystem (in the Iberian Peninsula).
Strong multi-collinearity between variables is responsible for a well-known statisti-
cal problem: it makes impossible to disentangle the separate marginal effect of
each attribute variable on WTP. Thus, the estimated marginal values of each
non-commodity good zm are “artificially” small and statistically insignificant. Intro-
ducing interaction terms to estimate and account for demand interactions makes
things even worse. An advantage of hypothetical data here is that hypothetical bun-
dles may be designed so as to avoid multi-collinearity between the z’s (orthogonal
design), thus maximising the efficiency in estimating marginal values and enabling
the analyst to introduce interaction terms to account for demand interactions. Joint
estimation allows us to take advantage of the strengths of both types of data. For an
empirical demonstration of the merits of this strategy, see Adamovicz et al. (1994).

All approaches to valuation of the multiple non-commodity outputs of land
referred to so far in this section imply that an original valuation study (survey and
estimation) is designed so as to match the policy evaluation problem at hand, and
implemented to solve this problem. However, what is usual in practical policy eval-
uation is analysts making resort to previous valuation studies and transferring val-
uation information from these studies to build the benefit estimate that is required
for the policy evaluation problem at hand. This practice is known as benefits transfer.
This is today’s dominant valuation practice because it is cheaper than carrying out
an original valuation study for each policy, and, especially, because carrying out
such an original study is usually not compatible with the time constraints of the pol-
icy process. There are many ways to carry out benefit transfers, some more reliable
than others (Desvousges et al., 1998). Summarising, we can either: (1) transfer an
unadjusted scalar WTP figure, i.e., a WTP estimate exactly as it is in the original
study; (2) adjust this figure, e.g., using a GNP ratio between the original study’s and
policy-problem’s countries, if applicable; or (3) transfer a WTP function, like that in
equation (9), estimated at the original study, by re-estimating this function with val-
ues for the independent variable that are supposedly representative of the context
of the policy to be evaluated. Other transfer techniques involve meta-analysis of
multiple relevant WTP estimates in the literature, used to summarise all this wealth
of valuation information and predict an estimate for the relevant policy context.22

There are many general problems with these transfer techniques (see,
e.g., Desvousges et al., 1998; Smith, 1992; McConnell, 1992; and Boyle and Bergstrom,
1992). Yet, one is quite specific of multiple-output policy settings, and hence more
relevant for the valuation of policies for multifunctional land. This has to do with the
choice between carrying out what Desvousges et al. (1998) call disaggregate trans-
fers and aggregate transfers. In disaggregate transfers, we separately look for origi-
nal studies in the literature for each of the policy effects, separately transfer benefit
estimates for each effect, and then sum up across effects. This has the obvious
advantage of making the analyst list (hence recalling) all of the policy effects, which
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leads to completeness in benefit estimation. On the other hand, the procedure is
prone to the IVS bias referred to in section 4, which may be large for separate esti-
mation and summation over multiple policy effects.

The alternative is carrying out an aggregate transfer, in which we look for past
valuation studies of complex multiple-effect policies similar to the one we need a
benefit estimate for, and jointly transfer the original multiple-effect benefit esti-
mate as a whole. The problem is that it is usually impossible to find a past valuation
study of a policy that is exactly the same as (or even a good approximation to) the
one of interest, with respect to all (or even many) of the policy effects and the sur-
veyed population. Another problem is that making people value multiple policy
effects in a single step (in the original study) might have (1) led some people to for-
get about some of these effects (recall errors), or (2) created difficult cognitive
problems for people to take into account all policy effects and the corresponding
trade-offs in rapid valuation exercises (as in a typical survey). These recall and cog-
nitive errors lead us to the conclusion that while a simultaneous valuation of all of
the multiple policy effects, as implied by equation (9), would be theoretically pref-
erable, it may be practically impossible. And this is a limitation not only for benefits
transfer but also for original benefit estimation – note that the recall and cognitive
errors just referred to relate to the original study, not the transfer itself; of course,
they are carried over when transferring the original benefit estimate to the policy
context at hand. Thus, this is a very general problem in the empirical estimation of
benefits of multiple-effect policies, such as policies affecting multifunctional land.

So, it may happen that, in practice, the only possible way forward in many
cases is keeping to the practicable IVS procedures, that is: disaggregate transfers
as well as original IVS-estimated benefits. But this stresses the need to seriously
consider the suggestion, made in section 4, of extending the research on demand
interactions to different policy contexts, so that we can search for patterns of IVS
biases common to similar contexts. These patterns will lead us to estimate the
adjusting factor to be used in each context. These factors could then be systemati-
cally applied to correct for the large IVS biases usually incurred in disaggregate
transfers, as well as in IVS-based original benefit estimation, when these are the
only practical alternatives to estimate the benefits of complex policies affecting the
multiple functions of rural land.

6. Conclusions and further issues raised by policy uses

This paper has shown how to develop a coherent frame for the valuation of pol-
icies affecting the multiple externality and public-good functions of rural land. Val-
ues were defined so as to be fully compatible with values for price and income
changes brought about by the same policies. Indeed, the strength of economic-
valuation and cost-benefit-analysis language is the coherence and clarity it intro-
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duces as regards the meaning of valuation (i.e., what are we valuing?) and the final
result of the analysis (i.e., what does optimal policy means? Or: what does policy
passing the benefit-cost test means?).

The proposed valuation frame was used to raise and discuss several problems
associated with multiple-output valuation, namely demand interactions between
multiple non-commodity outputs. Conceptual considerations and empirical evi-
dence led us to identify these demand interactions and an associated aggregation
bias (the IVS bias) as some of the greatest challenges in the way to get (unbiased)
values for multiple-effect policies.

Moreover, the paper discussed different empirical approaches to non-market
valuation, together with the problems and potential of each approach to deal with
multiple non-commodity outputs of rural land, and the issue of demand interac-
tions between these outputs. Other, more general, issues with empirical valuation
are not specific to multiple-output valuation, and thus were only briefly reviewed
in the paper. Further applied research on demand interactions in this context was
deemed necessary to raise the policy-evaluation potential of the proposed valua-
tion frame as well as that of the discussed approaches to valuation.

Summing up, and conditional on the future outcome of that research effort on
demand interactions, we are lead to consider that available non-market valuation
approaches will, in the near future, become completely up to the task of (unbiased)
valuation required by several policy uses, which were listed in section 1, namely:

• evaluating policies for agriculture, such as decisions on agricultural policy
reform and trade liberalisation, which aim at enhancing the commodity effi-
ciency of the sector, but also lead to (negative or positive) changes in the
non-commodity outputs of rural land (environment, local employment, etc.);

• making decisions on whether to go ahead with investment projects, such as
e.g., water projects, aimed at improving the commodity potential of rural
land, with both positive and negative effects on non-commodity goals;

• evaluating particular agri-environmental schemes, or domestic agri-
environmental policy, aimed at meeting social demands for better rural
environmental quality;

• contributing to the design of either horizontal agri-environmental schemes
or schemes for agriculture and conservation in designated areas (ESAs or
EU Natura 2000 sites), so as to get an optimal mix of commodity and non-
commodity outputs from targeted land;

• contributing to the measurement of sustainable rural development and the
design of policies for sustainable agriculture;

• providing management-relevant demand information (demand schedules;
demand dynamics, as related to the evolution of demand determinants) to
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public or private suppliers of rural amenities, in the context of market and
quasi market supply mechanisms.

Meanwhile, as in general there are no better substitutes for non-market valua-
tion in providing the information required by these policy decisions, and subject to
some cautions (especially with respect to aggregation biases), the discussion in this
paper would recommend to expand the use of these techniques in public-policy
evaluation of multidimensionality issues.

In some cases, non-monetary valuation techniques will be a possible approxi-
mation. This is, for example, the case with the decision-making problem of a bud-
get-constrained agency aimed at providing the bundle of non-commodity outputs
(e.g., recreation facilities) that maximises their clients’ welfare. A variant of the data
format referred to as (4) in Section 5 (one without price but keeping multiple
attributes) was proposed by Kahn et al. (1999). This data format can be analysed in
the same way as its monetary counterpart referred to in that section.23 Yet, the fact
that we do not get monetary WTP values for the different attributes hinders us to
aggregate across individuals or sub-populations, if they have different preferences.
In general, non-monetary values have some use limitations as compared to mone-
tary values. For example, using non-monetary valuation in this policy context would
require us to assume homogeneous preferences across individuals.

Though using a coherent and clear conceptual frame, and having no perfect
substitutes for many policy uses, monetary valuation of the multiple non-commodity
outputs of policies affecting rural land has a major weakness: the complexity of
detailed considerations that are required for empirical applications (survey, esti-
mation and model-use for value-revelation) to avoid many known possible sources
of bias. This can make empirical applications too expensive or, especially, too
time-consuming in some cases. In particular this complexity can create serious dif-
ficulties for final policy users to fully control the empirical applications they com-
mission to external experts. This stresses the need to establish broadly accepted
protocols for each specific use. With respect to valuation of the multifunctionality of
land, in a policy context, these protocols should specify proper rules for aggrega-
tion over policy effects, based on extensive research on demand interactions
between the non-commodity outputs of rural land which is largely still to be done.

Another issue needing further technical refinements for a more efficient appli-
cation of the proposed non-market valuation frame to the multifunctionality of land
is a protocol to identify the relevant non-commodity outputs to be valued in each
empirical case. Of course, exclusion of outputs on an ad hoc basis makes the
approach amenable to all sorts of manipulation. According to the valuation frame
proposed in the paper, we should include all outputs with a significant effect on
individuals’ welfare. Implementing this criterion would require the analyst to
undertake some back-of-the-envelope calculations, based on previous benefit
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estimates in the literature and some previous information about the policy, so as to
decide which non-commodity outputs meet the condition to be fully considered in
the valuation step. The work of OECD on agri-environmental indicators is giving
important steps towards listing the relevant environmental outputs of multifunc-
tional land, in general, and standardising ways to measure them (cf. OECD, 1999b,
1999c, and OECD forthcoming).

There is a related issue on how non-commodity outputs z should be measured
for valuation purposes. The discussion in section 5 stresses the need to use per-
ception-consistent definitions and measurements of the z’s. Otherwise, we will mis-
interpret behaviour and get biased value estimates when using behaviour-based
methods such as the TCDM. Likewise, if we use hypothetical methods, the descrip-
tion to respondents of the non-commodity outputs in ways that widely diverge from
how these people usually perceive such outputs “forces” people to adopt a dif-
ferent view of the decision problem, which may lead to elicit biased values. So,
the z’s should definitely be defined and measured in perception-consistent
(i.e., subjective) ways, at least for valuation purposes. On the other hand, objective
measurements of the same z’s is required for targeting, monitoring and evaluation
purposes, as well as for making management and policy decisions. This creates the
need to study how subjective perceptions relate to objective reality, as the only
way to establish the required link between valuation results and management
recommendations.24

Another issue is raised by the frequent reaction of policy makers to the (unex-
pectedly) large aggregate WTP values usually coming up from valuation studies of
non-commodity outputs of rural land (see, e.g., European Commission, 1998). A very
frequent concern is that aggregate benefits, namely those secured by the use of
CVM followed by multiplication by an estimate of the relevant population seem
unbelievably large when compared to policy costs. For example, with respect to a
valuation study of the UK’s Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs), the European
Commission (1998) feels uncomfortable about the fact that “the claim that the UK
schemes above secured ECU275 million of benefit for ECU11 million of expendi-
ture seems hard to sustain without qualification”. Although this may be a very rea-
sonable feeling, we should add some words to it:

• With public goods, vertical aggregation of marginal values for the same unit
of the good (e.g., for an hectare of land, or for an individual of an endan-
gered-species) may lead to unbelievably high (though correct) per unit WTP
values for the public-good (e.g., preservation) as compared to WTP for pri-
vate uses of the same good (e.g., hunting); Bishop and Welsh (1992) illustrate
this point with the per-unit preservation value for a small, largely unknown,
endangered fish species in the US, which was estimated at an unexpectedly
high value per individual fish.
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• As we are dealing with goods for which there are no markets, the usual equiv-
alence of marginal benefits and marginal cost of production does not apply
(see, e.g., McConnell, 1992); thus, we have no scientific basis on which to base
an assessment of whether a scheme’s aggregate marginal benefits are dispro-
portionate as compared to marginal cost.

• To get the benefit figure of ECU275 million for the UK’s ESA policy as a whole,
the European Commission summed up over specific individual ESAs, which,
as we have shown in this paper, is prone to the IVS bias – possibly a strong
level of bias, as we are here summing over 9 policy components; thus the fact
the overall figure resulted “too high” is, at least in some extent, due to an
inaccurate aggregation procedure.

• Something needs to be said in favour of the reasonableness of the European
Commission’s feelings about uncomfortably large benefit estimates. In addi-
tion to general problems with valuation methods themselves, there are two
serious flaws with many CVM studies of public goods where per-capita WTP
figures are simply multiplied by the estimated population to get an aggre-
gate benefit estimate. First, the population estimate may be strongly inaccu-
rate. Second, the sample producing the per capita WTP figure may be
non-representative of the population. Both problems are rather serious
when we deal with goods with a strong non-use-value component. Smith
(1992, 1993) stressed this extent-of-the-market problem. Bateman et al. (1999)
provide a recent empirical example and show how adequately controlling for
1) the distance-decay in per capita WTP, 2) the spatial distribution of the
population around the site, 3) the spatially differentiated socio-economic
characteristics of that population, and 4) the increasing non-response rate
with distance (it was a mail survey) might reduce the initial aggregate benefit
estimate (done as usual) by 75 per cent. Expanding the use of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) to deal with these and many other spatial dimen-
sions of multifunctional land, such as the location of substitute sites
(Brainard et al., 1997), appears as the almost perfect solution to deal with
many complexities of the empirical valuation of site-specific multiple-
outputs, such as those resulting from policies affecting rural land.

• A final issue has to do with a possible limitation of the joint approach to val-
uing multiple-outputs that was used in the case-studies discussed in
section 4. The problem was raised in a recent OECD (2000b) paper. This
problem is set in a context of multifunctional benefits, illustrated with an
example involving both a local public good (use value of landscape for local
residents) and a pure public good (non-use values of biodiversity). It is said
that, in this case, the suggested approach “cannot be applied even from a theoretical
point of view”, as the “beneficiaries of the two goods are different, but there could be some
consumption relationships between the two goods”.
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• I would like to show that this problem does not stem from a theoretical
impossibility and that it has a straightforward empirical solution based on
appropriate survey design. As shown above, demand interactions are inter-
nal to each individual. So, for example, the demand interaction between the
local and pure-public goods in the example above concerns only local resi-
dents. This interaction is, therefore, amenable to the use of the proposed
joint approach to multiple-output valuation, through a multi-attribute CVM
survey, in this case a survey of the local population. This survey needs then
to be complemented by a second, single-issue, survey of the non-residents
about the value of the pure-public-good for them. Theoretically (i.e., in gen-
eral), we can add up the benefits (or even marginal-value curves) secured
from separately surveying and modelling each population’s benefit, pro-
vided that these benefits were modelled in ways that take account of
demand interactions (which is the case with the proposed approach). In fact,
the issues of aggregating over policy effects (in this case, the local versus
pure public goods) and over individuals/populations are independent, as
shown by equation (21). Hence, the solution is mainly a matter of correct sur-
vey (i.e., questionnaire and sampling) design. A similar solution was actually
implemented with respect to the visitor and general public sub-populations
in the Douro Superior study (Madureira, 2000), which was referred to in
section 4.
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Annex 1

Demonstration of Additivity of Sequential Values25

To demonstrate that sequentially valued price and non-commodity output
changes are additive, we solve the integrals in equation (18) to secure:
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From the second line onwards, there is a term in each line cancelling out with
a term in the following line. Then the all sum above collapses into:

CVi (.) = yi – yi
0 + ei(p

0, Vi
0, z0) – ei(p, Vi

0, z)

As, for an expenditure-minimising individual, yi
0 = ei(p

0, Vi
0, z0), we eventually

get:

CVi (.) = yi – ei(p, Vi
0, z)

Which demonstrates equality between the sum of sequentially valued changes
in prices and non-commodity outputs and the definition of the compensating vari-
ation of a multiple-effect policy, in equation (9). This shows the unbiasedness of
sequential valuation and summation, as opposed to independent valuation and
summation (IVS).
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Notes

1. Conditions for market failure in the context of multifunctional agriculture are explored in
OECD (2000b).

2. This is why we tend to implicitly assume pure-public-good characteristics for non-
commodity outputs in the valuation model developed later in this paper.

3. Extending in this direction the model developed in this paper is a complex but not
impossible task. Johansson (1987) extends the definition of exact welfare measures to
exogenous-priced rationed goods. Congestible goods are particularly difficult to model,
as there are two separate problem-dimensions: user congestion (endogenous), which
can possibly be solved by quasi-market mechanisms; and the quality of the resource
itself, which is probably not amenable to this solution.

4. These restricted and unrestricted profit functions can be derived from underlying pro-
duction technology for joint commodity and non-commodity (Santos, 1998).

5. The policy-on state is referred to as (p, yi, z) and not something as (p1, yi
1, z1), which

would imply fixed levels, because we want to leave policy-on levels free to change in
cases where we want to optimise, ex ante, the policy design (as opposed to cases where
we need to assess a fixed policy design or to justify, ex post, a given policy). Policy-on and
off states need not to be static situations. If they are supposed to evolve in time, we have
a policy-off time path (p0(t), yi

0(t), z0(t)) and a policy-on time path (p(t), yi(t), z(t)) instead
of states. This adds another dimension to the specification of the policy and makes val-
uation much harder a task.

6. When an output has no (direct or indirect) effect on individuals’ welfare it is not consid-
ered in this analysis. While excluding truly intrinsic values of nature, this approach still
considers a variety of ways though which nature and the environment affect humans, as,
for example, the knowledge about the existence of living species and geological features
(with extinction or degradation reducing the well-being of some people) or the indirect
effects of tropical forests and the seas in regulating climates.

7. This does not imply that there is such a thing as a utility ‘figure’, but simply that individuals
are able to consistently rank all possible bundles (x, z) according to their preferences.

8. Note that this equation and the corresponding definition are equivalent to those in (13).

9. Note that demands and inverse demands should be aggregated across individuals
according to the type of commodity/non-commodity output at issue. Typically, commod-
ities are private goods and demands for these should be horizontally aggregated
(i.e., summing amount demanded for each price); on the other hand, non-commodity
outputs typically have public-good characteristics; thus, demands should be vertically
aggregated (i.e., summing marginal values for each level of the public good) to account
for non-rivalry in consumption.
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10. That is: complements in consumption, with the increase in one of the non-commodity
outputs raising the marginal utility of the other. This relationship in preferences should
be very frequent e.g., with landscape attributes that are jointly consumed in one single
view.

11. For a summary presentation of the methods and issues, see Santos (1999).

12. Using a simple test by estimating a 95% confidence interval (CI) for the joint valuation
result and comparing the estimated upper bound for this CI with the IVS result.

13. Another question is which bundle to select. This is dealt with using a sequential
cost-benefit procedure, which is fully explained in Santos (1998) and illustrated in
Santos (1999).

14. While the (correct) theoretical frame for valuation developed in sections 3 and 4 is
based on compensated demand theory, demand systems estimated from market data
are often based on Marshallian (i.e., income-constant, uncompensated) demands. There
are two ways to deal with this difference between theoretical concept and empirical
practicality. One is invoking Willig’s (1976) bounds for this difference, which tell us that,
for most practical valuation cases, consumer’s surplus (i.e., the area under Marshallian
demand curve) will be a sufficient approximation. On the other hand, Hausman’s (1981)
exact approach involves integrating Marshallian demands back to the indirect utility func-
tion (using Roy’s identity), and then deriving compensated welfare measures, as in
equation (7).

15. For general reviews of these problems see e.g., Cummings et al. (1986), Mitchell and
Carson (1989), Carson et al., (1999), Haneman and Kanninen (1998), Bockstael et al.,
(1991), and Palmquist (1991).

16. On the other hand, strategic behaviour does not always lead to lie about own prefer-
ences. It all depends on the incentive-properties of the way the valuation question is
framed (Carson et al., 1999).

17. Except that consumer’s surplus is an uncompensated money measure and CVM elicits
compensated measures.

18. As these require the estimation of the second-order interaction terms just referred to, which
rises multi-collinearity problems. More about these problems below in the main text.

19. i.e., assuming they know the ecological production functions in equation (2), or that the
end-products z in these equations are, themselves, the object of valuation.

20. As we do not have here continuous information on WTP but only discrete indicators (yes/
no or particular discrete choices), i.e.: censored information on WTP (e.g., > or <$p), we
are precluded from using OLS methods to estimate WTP from this type of data. Thus we
need to make resort to maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation.

21. .It is added to utility in Hanemann’s approach, and directly added to WTP in Cameron’s.

22. Santos (1998) tests this meta-analytical approach applied to transfer agricultural land-
scape values.

23. i.e., using a multi-attribute random-utility model (RUM) estimated by maximum-likelihood
(ML).

24. Santos (1998) presents a methodology to establish such a link and an application devel-
oped in the practical context of policies for agriculture and the countryside.

25. This annex was adapted from an earlier demonstration by Hoehn (1991), who only
considered two non-commodities with no price changes.
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Comments by Peter Berkowitz, European Commission, DG Agriculture

Let me start by saying that within the assumption-framework set by the author,
he achieves quite elegantly his objective of providing a contingent valuation meth-
odology for multiple non-commodity outputs. In this respect it places contingent
valuation clearly in the centre of the debate about agri-environmental policy.

One area of particular interest and innovation relates to the results on valuing
bundled outputs and independent valuation and summation. Substitution and
complementarity in consumption of non-commodity outputs is a particularly inter-
esting phenomenon, since it could potentially reflect two processes: the first is the
interaction between natural features and the consumer’s perception and the under-
lying factors organising this relationship. The second is the systematic interaction
between different elements of agri-ecosystems. In both cases, we return to the
notion of landscape as an organising factor in the relationship of a cluster of envi-
ronmental characteristics. The multiple output valuation technique could provide
us a way of better understanding processes on the demand side as regards
agri-ecosystems.

I have little to say as regards the technical argumentation that is quite convinc-
ing within the framework of assumptions. My comments will focus mainly on these
assumptions and the implications with respect to the practical application of the
method.

1. Specification of Outputs

The first central problem relates to what might be characterised as the specifi-
cation of non-commodity outputs. This, perhaps, more than questions of valuation
is the key technical issue for the purpose of policy analysis in this field. To put it
simply, before we seek to determine the amenity value of changes brought about
by the Uruguay round we need to be able to adequately specify both the commod-
ity and non-commodity impacts of the policy shift as well as the counterfactual sit-
uation. In the first instance, the question in hand is technical or even physical and
not economic.

In the context of policy analysis we run quite quickly into the limiting factor of
absence of knowledge. It is often tempting in the context of Contingent Valuation to
shift the burden of filling in the gaps to the consumer. Furthermore, concerns about
bias and legitimacy in the framing of scenarios are likely to be amplified in this
context. The question of definition of non-commodity outputs is therefore not a
question of “technical refinement” as suggested by the author in the text, but a fun-
damental limiting factor of the scope of the method. We should therefore not
underestimate the value of natural science in specifying what is actually happening.
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The author is fully correct where he highlights the importance of the question
“what are we valuing?” But this question cannot be answered if we do not have
objective information about the physical nature of the phenomena we are measuring.

The author’s criticism relating to behavioural data that it needs to be inter-
preted to reveal preferences and values, can be equally applied to hypothetical
data. This shifts the exercise of preference interpretation to the consumer. The
extent to which contingent valuation merely shifts unanswerable questions from
the analyst to the consumer should not be underestimated. Perhaps worse, in pro-
cessing the data collected the analyst is unlikely to be aware of the underlying
assumptions of consumers and therefore will impose his or her own, creating poten-
tial distortions. (The process will generate point elasticities but not the whole
demand curve).

2. Assumption of pure publicness

The paper clearly limits itself to pure public goods since there are problems of
aggregation linked to semi-public goods. However, the paper focuses largely on
locally consumable non-commodity outputs linked to site visits. In terms of data
collection this has clear advantages, as well as in the definition of the consumption
function. Yet this is clearly an area where there is rivalry of consumption and conse-
quently congestion effects. We should really ask, in the context of the policy questions
that interest us, how many of the non-commodity outputs are really pure public
goods? The issue here is the degree of publicness. This will have central implica-
tions for the aggregation of values and the appropriate attribution of quantities.

3. Questions of scale

This problem is compounded by the statement that scale does not necessarily
matter for consumption. This doesn’t make sense when questions of access and
congestion come into play. Furthermore, scale is important as regards consumption
in as much as strategic behaviour on the part of consumers depends on their prox-
imity to the good. Even if there is no rivalry of consumption, there is a possibility of
collective action problems particularly where taxes are concerned, as distant users
defect. And of course, option value must be dealt with.

4. Transaction costs and alternatives

The suggestion that only marketisation or valuation offer solutions to avoiding
policy failure is overstated. The most frequently used mechanism, at least in a
European context, is not considered, that is to say democratic decision-making
leading to setting of targets. This may involve a range of other approaches such as
top-down target setting, risk assessment, output benchmarking or simply local pol-
itics. Since all methods are conducted in the context of imperfect information, real
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life budgetary constraints and all types of bias, their relative merits compared to
contingent valuation are an empirical and not a theoretical question.

The author suggests that increased income, which is more than compliance
cost, implies policy rents and these are by definition overcompensation. The basis
for this somewhat pejorative term is unclear. In general, producer rents exist for
every provider down to the marginal one. The existence of producer rents is com-
mon to markets. They pose not only no efficiency problems, but provide also incen-
tives for technical progress. Furthermore, unless each farm is individually
appraised, there will always be some producer rents. This would imply tremendous
transaction costs. This problem is accentuated, particularly in the contest of bid-
ding systems by the lack of homogeneity of non-market outputs.

5. Conclusion

There would appear to be significant difficulties and restrictions on the
method:

• restriction to pure public goods, with no treatment of congestion effects and
various degrees of publicness;

• dependence on other analytical frameworks for proper definition of what is
to be valued;

• potentially high transaction costs in application, compared to other
approaches;

• problems of bias, interpretation and legitimacy;

• inadequate treatment of scale effects;

• understanding of demand interactions.

It is difficult to say, as the author does, that available non-market valuation
techniques are completely up to the task of unbiased valuation required by several
policy uses: evaluating policies, investment projects, agri-environmental schemes,
rural development programmes, conservation and providing management information.

He nevertheless recognises some of these problems in conclusion: complexity
of detailed considerations, identification of relevant non-commodity outputs, need
for perception-consistent definitions, the scale of aggregate values generated.

In a European perspective, contingent valuation cannot replace informed pub-
lic debate at a range of levels and sound scientific analysis of agri-ecosystems. It is
nevertheless an interesting complementary tool that merits further development,
particularly as regards the examination of demand interactions.
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Comments by Gonzague Pillet, University Of Fribourg, Fribourg, And Ecosys® 
Inc., Geneva

Emternalities Vs. Externalities:
Calling attention to the multiple non-commodity inputs question

Summary

Lima e Santos’ paper addresses the nature of the valuation problem in the
context of joint, multiple, commodity and non-commodity, outputs from agriculture.
The objective is to “design policies for welfare-increasing moves of that multi-
ple-output bundle, or even to select a welfare-maximising bundle”. This discussion
paper is intended at showing that a) multiple, commodity and non-commodity,
inputs to agriculture matter; b) production of multiple outputs from agriculture is
jointed to multiple inputs to agriculture; c) empirical evidence does exist with
respect to the valuation of multiple, commodity and non-commodity, inputs to
agro-processes. While multiple non-commodity outputs are externalities, multiple
non-commodity inputs are emternalities. In conclusion, designing policies disregard-
ing multiple-input bundles or taking them into account as fixed may lead to further
policy failures.

1. Issue and policy context

From the perspective of economic accounting, the size of agriculture is concep-
tually defined to include only goods (food and fibre) and services (“agri-tourism”)
that are bought and sold in market transactions (with few exceptions). Economic
accounts generally “record and measure activities that pass through the marketplace, while most
of the activities that raise environmental concerns – from air pollution to appreciation of pristine
wildernesses – take place outside the market”. (Nordhaus and Kokkelenberg, 1999, p. 19).
As a consequence, an important part of the very picture of agriculture is missing if
not only multiple effects of agriculture on society and the environment but also nat-
ural inputs to agriculture are omitted in retaining conventional market-based
accounts for agriculture. These omissions impact on policies in as much as by
underestimating valuable nonmarket components in decision making processes,
they overstate the role of market goods and services in economic welfare, providing
misleading measures with respect to the overall performance of agriculture, espe-
cially in relation with sustainability concerns.

Expanding conventional accounts and standard valuation models by expand-
ing their boundaries to include measures of these “missing residuals” provides a
better estimate of the seize, functions, and growth of agriculture in relation with
society and the environment. In this respect, the output side is concerned with the
valuation of externalities and public-good non-commodity outputs from agriculture
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while the input side is concerned with the valuation of emternalities and public-good
non-commodity inputs to agro-processes. Valuing multiple, non-commodity, joint
inputs to agriculture constitutes the purpose of this discussion paper.

2. Emternalities vs. externalities

Emternalities are a semi counterpart to economic externalities. They represent and
are a measure of the “environmental fraction” that goes through economic pro-
cesses, is embodied in multiple commodity and non-commodity outputs, but
which is not captured by commercial markets. In contrast, externalities stand for and
dimension non-commodity outputs that spill over commercial markets.

Because commercial markets do not capture emternalities, neither prices
nor economic values are available. Analysis of the agricultural sector in terms of
emternalities – in supplement to that of externalities – is a significant issue
because the free environmental fraction embodied in agro-products (commodity
and non-commodity outputs) might prove significant, and the environmental pres-
sure of the sector is particularly obvious.

An overview of emternalities and externalities is given in Figure 2 below. The
particular prefix “em-“ aims at emphasising the “into” attribute of emternalities (as
a variant of “en-“, em- refers to “put into”).

3. Joint input and output bundles

A further analytical issue lies in joining multiple, commodity and non-commodity,
input and output bundles. The point is that externalities should be assessed as
joint products or services, i.e., as a special case of joint production (Buchanan,
1966). A general externalities joint production model can be used that shows joint
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Figure 2. Emternalities vs. externalities
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inputs as –qhj(h≠i) using a production function for j as the one that follows
(Pillet, 1980):

Fij (qij, Zkv, –qij, –qhj) = 0, and Frj(Zjv, –qhj) = 0 where r = v+1 = 2, …,R; qij = com-
mercial outputs vector of j; Zkv and Zjv being matrices of externalities (received by
firm j/produced by firm j).

4. Some Empirical Evidence on the Emternality Side

Emternalities are evaluated in energy, eMergy and then GDP$-value terms,
eMergy being a quantitative tool for valuing natural ecosystems interacting with
economic systems. The economic system itself is considered an ecosystem using
free environmental flows as non-commodity inputs into agricultural production and
use. Several studies are available (see References). The table below shows results
as emternality fractions into multiple inputs to agro-processes (externality ratios)
for different agro-processes and regions world-wide. These values matter.

Table 3. Empirical valuation of emternalities 
in different agro-processes and regions

Region Agro-processes Emternality ratios

Geneva, Switzerland Vineyard cultivation 19.3%
Florida Tomato 5.8%

Corn Grain 55.4%
Sugarcane 34.1%

Takamatsu, Japan Rice 13.1%

Source: Pillet et al., forthcoming (original analyses by G. Pillet, S. Brandt-Williams
and G. Pillet and T. Murota).
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Comments by Mikitaro Shobayashi, Agriculture Directorate, OECD

I provided the participants with the latest information on the progress of the
OECD’s work on multifunctionality, placing special emphasis on the linkage
between demand measurement issues regarding non-commodity outputs and our
further work on multifunctionality. In this context, I appreciated the important and
pioneering work by Prof. Santos on analysing demand interactions between public
goods. This would be, as I explain below, essential for policy discussions on multi-
functionality at a later stage.

The work on multifunctionality was divided into three stages, which are:
1) conceptual analysis; 2) demand measurement issues; and 3) policy discussions.
The OECD Secretariat prepared five sets of documents for the first stage of the
work, focusing on production, externality and public good aspects of multifunction-
ality. These documents were well received by the Agricultural Committee, and will
be revised to incorporate comments from OECD Member countries. The revised
versions will be submitted to the September APM/JWP meeting for possible declas-
sification. This workshop constitutes part of the second stage of the work. The OECD
Secretariat will assess whether there could be a need for further work on demand
measurement, which will also be discussed at the September APM/JWP meeting.

In the conceptual analysis, an analytical framework was proposed as the basis
for the future policy discussions. This analytical framework is represented by three
sequential questions. Only in situations where the answer to all these questions is
“yes”, could there be conflicts between domestic and international policy objec-
tives. These three questions are:

• Is there a strong degree of jointness between commodity and non-commodity
outputs that can not be altered, for example, by changes in farming practices
and technologies?

• If so, is there some market failure associated with the non-commodity out-
puts?

• If so, have non-governmental options (such as market creation or voluntary
provision) been clearly ruled out as the most efficient strategy?

Demand measurement issues have emerged as very important ones, because
our capacity to measure demand affects how we answer these questions. More spe-
cifically, the second and the third questions are directly linked with demand mea-
surement of non-commodity outputs.

Regarding the second question, the conceptual documents examined exactly
when and how markets fail due to externalities, and showed that non-commodity
outputs that constitute positive externalities do not necessarily cause market fail-
ure. Theoretically, a positive externality causes market failure because producers
do not take the benefits of the externality to society into account and therefore
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under provide the good that generates it. In reality, market failure is more compli-
cated, depending on how the demand for the externality is distributed. For exam-
ple, suppose that a certain externality is produced in some fixed proportion to
commodity output irrespective of the location or cost of that commodity produc-
tion, but that demand is fully met by the amount that is produced jointly by the low-
est cost producers. In this case, no market failure occurs because the quantity of the
externality that society demands can be fully met without an increase in the supply
of the commodity (see Figure 3 below).

Regarding the third question, even if some non-commodity outputs are posi-
tive externalities that cause market failures, government intervention is not neces-
sarily the best option. There are various ways to narrow the gap between social and
private costs, depending on the specific public good characteristics of these
non-commodity outputs. Many options would require no government intervention
or very limited intervention, e.g., to facilitate market creation. A detailed classifica-
tion of public goods is therefore needed. Otherwise there is a risk that goods as dis-
parate as toll roads, national defence, community-owned natural resources,
municipal fire protection services and fisheries would be discussed together with-
out acknowledgement of the extent to which their different public good character-
istics should lead to different policy conclusions.

Possible policy failures associated with incorrect estimation of the demand
for public goods strengthen the need for a detailed classification of public goods.
If such errors are likely, provision arrangements that do not require demand
estimation, including market provision, might be preferable to government provi-
sion, even if these alternative arrangements could also cause inefficiency
(i.e., underprovision).
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Social cost curve

P

Commodity output

Demand

Private cost curve

Social cost curve
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Figure 3. Positive externalities where government intervention is unnecessary
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Measuring demand for multiple non-commodity outputs would be much more
complicated when there are some consumption relationships (or “demand interac-
tions” as Prof. Santos defined) among these non-commodity outputs. As the paper
of Prof. Santos clearly indicated, there could be risks of overestimating demand for
multiple non-commodity outputs by adding up demand for each individual
non-commodity output if there are substitution relationships between some of
these non-commodity outputs. There could be consumption relationships between
non-commodity outputs and negative externalities, which also need to be well
addressed in the policy discussions.

We feel that understanding consumption relationships is important when dis-
cussing institutional arrangements, as well as when trying to measure demand for
multiple non-commodity outputs. For example, even a pure public good could be
provided through voluntary provision or the market if it has a complementary
consumption relationship with an impure public good or a private good.
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Chapter 4

Valuation by Whom, for Whom? Questions of Legitimacy

by
John Foster and Robin Grove-White

Centre for the Study of Environmental Change, Lancaster University, UK

Over the past decade and a half, the growing official interest in contingent val-
uation and other methods of representing environmental values in surrogate eco-
nomic terms has been paralleled by strengthening criticism of assumptions
underpinning the methods by philosophers, geographers and sociologists (Sagoff,
1988; Foster, 1997).

In this paper, we point first to some features of the forms that controversy has
taken – before moving to discuss how the concept of valuation itself may need now
to be approached more systematically under contemporary political conditions.

1. Some problems

Recent historical experience suggests that, in the UK at least, economic valua-
tion methods applied to environmental goods have been developed overwhelm-
ingly with the assumed needs of public administration in mind. The Third London
Airport controversy of the early 1970s, the national motorways programme, the Min-
istry of Agriculture’s land drainage programmes – these proved the initial forcing
grounds for the development of such valuation methods. In the early 1990s, with
the heightening profile of environmental issues in public policy, a succession of ini-
tiatives ensued, by both government departments and agencies and research fund-
ing councils, aimed at a heightened role for contingent valuation (CV) and similar
techniques in policy development (e.g., Doe, 1992).

It is not hard to understand the apparent merits of the methods when seen
from a bureaucratic perspective. Surrogate valuation techniques like CV purport to
capture and represent “objectively” the public values in play with respect to par-
ticular phenomena. Through standardised questionnaires, leading to numerical
distillations of people's “preferences” (whether inferred, or directly expressed),
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such exercises appear to render tractable the messy world of public values, so that
the findings can be reflected in public decisions balancing costs and benefits. That
at least has been the promise.

However, a body of recent research experience gives cause for doubts. Not
only is there evidence that people whose responses have been incorporated into
such surveys may feel misrepresented by them. But also, the results produced by
the surveys depend fundamentally on the initial “framing” assumptions embodied
within them – assumptions that tend to be taken for granted within the closed
framework of technical specialists responsible for such exercises.

The cases mentioned immediately below illustrate some of what appears to be
at stake. The insights they yield go with the grain of deeper normative criticisms (in
for example Sagoff, 1988, and Foster, 1997) of the excessively atomised individual-
istic conception of the human subject implicit in neo-classical economics (and thus
pervading CV and similar techniques). The implication, as we go on to argue, is an
urgent need for a wider range of insights to be incorporated into the development
of new valuation methods, if improved public legitimacy is to be secured.

1.1. Dungeness and “the public”

A qualitative study (Burgess et al.) funded by English Nature in 1996 conducted
interviews with sample members of the public who had previously been part of a
CV exercise at Dungeness, Kent. The study found that such people felt seriously
misrepresented by the reductionist framings of the CV exercise and by the artifi-
cially quantified representations of their views and perspectives on personally and
publicly significant issues.

The study points to the extent to which CV may involve an artificial recharac-
terisation of complex human processes of shared negotiation and judgement in
simplistic “Procrustean” terms – even if, when actually surveyed in the context
of such a CV exercise, people generally do not object explicitly at the time. It
also underlines the extent to which, in purely human terms, people may tacitly
resent the representation of personally important matters in such reductionist
terms – with subsequent corrosive implications for public identification with official
decisions.

CV “findings” are probably leading officials to assume a greater degree of pub-
lic accord with their approaches than may in fact exist.

1.2. Different methods, different values

A four-nation, EU-funded study on “Social Processes for Environmental Valua-
tion” (O’Connor et al., 1998) undertook parallel CV and “Citizens Jury” exercises, with
respect to a putative “Wet Fen” creation scheme in East Anglia.
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The study found that these respective “value elicitation” exercises, involving
members of local publics and stakeholder organisations in the “Wet Fens” area,
produced strikingly different pictures of what was at stake, and of the sorts of out-
comes that might be appropriate. Table 4 (below) summarises some of the key dif-
ferences arising from the two methods.

This adds further weight to the suggestion that CV and similar techniques gen-
erate necessarily selective (and methodologically idiosyncratic) accounts of the
values which may be in play in environmental issues. This is not to claim that other
methods – Citizens’ Juries, for example – may not have other limitations of their
own. Rather, it highlights the dangers of assuming that CV, etc., offer privileged, and
hence politically robust, access to public values, in the way that some advocates
claim.

1.3. Southern Water and Kennet abstraction proposal

In a 1998 controversy about costs and benefits of a putative major
ground-water abstraction programme in a sub-region of southern England, CV was
used by the Environment Agency (ENDS) in an attempt to capture local people's
feelings about the significance of the issues at stake. Controversy then arose
because the Inspector evaluating the Agency’s case judged that the geographical
canvas of the CV exercise (and hence the numbers and types of individuals whose
views had been sought) was too broad, and should therefore be narrowed. The
result was to drastically reduce the apparent local environmental costs of the
scheme – as a simple arithmetical consequence of a bureaucratic-political judge-
ment about which views should or should not count. Again, the case provides
graphic support for scepticism about the intellectual “independence” of CV judge-
ments, and hence about their political efficacy in politically sensitive circum-
stances. The case has proved seminal for the Environment Agency, in creating
awareness of the need for more sophisticated approaches to valuation overall.

1.4. Woodland recreation and Forestry Commission

Consultants for the Forestry Commission, a statutory body that is the UK’s larg-
est landowner, undertook a major assessment of the public recreational values of
the Commission’s forests in the mid-1990s (ERM). This was deemed necessary to
assist the Commission in its negotiations with the Treasury, on the issue of “revenue
foregone” (from “clear-fell” timber production, for instance), in order to enhance
public recreational benefits.

The exercise included a major CV study, which generated monetary represen-
tations of public values vis a vis particular levels of potential recreational provision.
However, it became clear to independent researchers monitoring the exercise in
'participant observation' mode (CSEC, 1998) that the CV generated numbers in
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Table 4. Contrasting features of Contingent Valuation (CVM) and Citizens’ Juries 
as methods for eliciting value statements

Distinguishing features 
of the two methods Contingent valuation (CVM) Citizens’ Jury (CJ)

1) Presuppose quite 
different pictures of the 
human subject and of 
human rationality and 
motivation

People are utility-maximisers; their 
“optimising” behaviour is based on 
preferences that are “given” from 
outside the calculation domain.

People have mixed motives; their 
values are often indeterminate, but 
answer to context, and may be 
rationally structured on the basis 
of principled reasoning.

2) Engage the subject in 
different ways

Subject is reactive, isolated, 
individual; views are private 
and not open to challenge; subject 
is confined to one role.

Subject is interactive group member; 
views are public and open to 
challenge, subject is able to try out 
different roles.

3) Make different demands 
on the subject

Practice of the subject’s calculative 
faculties and of their prudence.

Practice of the subject’s reasoning 
faculties, skills and virtues.

4) Promulgate quite 
different views of how 
issues are, or should be, 
framed

Question(s) decided by researchers. Question(s) evolve through 
negotiation among stakeholders, 
jurors and researchers.

5) Embody quite different 
views of the relation 
between citizen and 
policy-maker

Citizen as “customer” whose 
preferences and values it is the role 
of the policy-maker to satisfy and 
accommodate; relationship of 
mutual benefit – policy-maker 
invulnerable.

Citizen as citizen to whom 
policy-maker devolves, and with 
whom he/she shares, responsibility 
for decision-making; relationship of 
trust –  policy-maker vulnerable.

6) Produce quite different 
outcomes

Quantified intelligence about 
people’s concerns, which can be 
used both to validate policy 
and to estimate likely compliance 
with policy.

Rarely quantified, often unclear and 
sometimes inconsistent intelligence 
which reveals how people 
understand the environmental issues 
which they face.

7) Handle “information” in 
quite different ways

“Information” is (largely) anonymous 
and unquestioned.

“Information” is owned, defended 
and contradicted.

8) See knowledge in a 
different light

What matter is how much 
information is provided.

What matter is how information 
is construed.

9) Proceed according to 
different “rules”

Methodology is sovereign, process 
is theory driven and circumscribed.

Methodology is fluid, process is 
creative, dynamic, open ended.

10) Handle distributional 
issues differently

Condones existing distributions of 
rights; silences some voices (protest 
bids, income effects); open to 
manipulation by researchers.

Can challenge existing distributions 
of rights; silences some voices; open 
to manipulation by participants.

11) Are validated in different 
ways

Validation through precedent, 
consistency with previous studies, 
convergence and methodological 
rigour.

Validation through argument and 
mutual acknowledgement among 
participants (stakeholders, jurors, 
researchers).

12) Need different 
institutional structures for 
assimilation of “results”

Digestible by bureaucratic 
and financial structures.

Can be indigestible to traditional 
bureaucratic and financial structures.

13) Have different endpoints 
in view

The point of the exercise is 
in the outcome.

The point of the exercise is as much 
in the process itself as in its outcome.

14) Have contrasting political 
significance

Fosters “customer” habits 
and a managerial society.

Fosters civic habits and democratic 
values.

Source: Holland, A., Grove-White, R., O’Neill, J., Spash, C. (1998): from Martin O’Connor et al. ‘ed.): Walking in the Garden(s) of
Babylon: “An Overview of the VALSE project”, University of Versailles: C3ED.
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question had always been envisaged by both the Forestry Commission and the
Treasury as flexible negotiating counters in the subsequent bureaucratic negotia-
tions, rather than as unambiguous algorithmic representations of value (as assumed
in most conventional economic discussions of CV “applications”). The researchers
concluded: “CV outputs need thus to be seen as heuristic, contrived to focus attention on otherwise
under-represented public values, rather than as direct "objective" decision aids”.

These examples point to a range of ways in which recent surrogate economic
representations of environmental values have been encountering difficulties in the
UK – both intellectual difficulties, and problems of political acceptability and legit-
imacy. The philosophical and sociological critiques, which have begun to throw light
on such difficulties, have highlighted assumptions at the heart of neo-classical eco-
nomic approaches to value itself as of central significance.

This is not the place to pursue such more abstract critiques in fuller detail.
Instead, in the second half of the paper, we move from the lessons of the recent past
to a discussion of the potential place of economic methods within a richer under-
standing of environmental valuation more generally.

2. A fresh approach

There are now a variety of recognised methods for taking account of environ-
mental values in policy – and decision-making – on a spectrum from quantitative/
decisionistic to qualitative / deliberative:

• CBA / CV for non-market values;

• risk assessment;

• life-cycle assessment;

• multi-criteria analysis;

• focus group discussion;

• stakeholder negotiation;

• consensus conferences;

• citizens' juries.

The focus of preoccupation has shifted somewhat in the UK since the late 80s/
early 90s, from the quantitative (especially economistic) methodologies to the more
participative and deliberative modes. To some extent this is due to the change in the
general political climate, though this is easy to overstate – the “performance indica-
tor” culture, still very much with us, is thoroughly quantitative (Power, 1997).

As already noted, the quantitative, economistic approaches have attracted
criticism at both methodological and conceptual levels. For example:

• framing assumptions are made in ways which can mean that one, sometimes
contestable, problem definition is built into the approach;
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• representation of objects to be valued as discrete and susceptible of being
quantified over itself itself involves contestable key assumptions about how
people can and should relate to the natural environment;

• use of metrics with the associated appearance of precision can mislead;

• deciding in conditions of indeterminacy can involve misrepresenting genuine
ignorance as statistical uncertainty;

• the role of experts can become that of expropriators of value;

• public understanding and acceptance has often been jeopardised by insistence
on a quantificational approach in the face of quite justified scepticism and
alienation.

By the same token, the more deliberative (qualitative methods have their own
problems (often corresponding versions of the same problems) though maybe not
yet so thoroughly exposed. For example:

• framing processes lead to questions about who is setting the deliberative
agenda and by what authority;

• relations of expert to lay judgement – it is often not clear how far these are advi-
sory and how far stipulative;

• representativeness – if not statistical, then what?

• open-endedness prejudices the robustness and transferability of decisions;

• tensions between process and outcome criteria – just how important is demo-
cratic inclusiveness when the environment is at stake?

What is becoming clear as the pros and cons of these different approaches are
argued over is that they may all be understood as different social processes of valuation
– configuring the relations between policy-makers, experts and the public in differ-
ent ways, deploying different kinds of assumption and achieving different kinds of
resolution, and so favoured differently by different constituencies and variously
compatible with varying institutional cultures. And to see the range of methods in
this light is also to recognise inescapably that we are not talking about different
ways of accessing something – people’s environmental values, say, or their relevant
preferences – which exist out there independently of the methods, waiting to be
accessed. Rather, the different methods themselves are at least in part constitutive
of the values – they change the qualities and combinations of what they engage
with. The choice of how to access public environmental values isn’t a prelude to pol-
icy choice, it is already a form of such choice.

So a crucial question for policy agencies is that regarding appropriate usage of
what we might better call different methods of evaluative engagement than methods of
valuation or value capture.
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For instance, the UK Environment Agency has a statutory duty to take costs and
benefits into account in valuing environmental goods:

“In carrying out all of its functions the Agency is required to protect or enhance the environ-
ment so that it contributes towards achieving sustainable development. In doing so, the Agency
must...take into account the likely costs and benefits of its actions.” (UK Environment
Agency Environmental Strategy for the Millennium)

The Agency’s approach to this duty is also signalled in the same document:

“We will develop and use methods to:

• assess the most cost-effective solutions when the benefits have already been decided on other
(e.g., statutory) grounds;

• assess likely costs and benefits when the choices can be clearly costed;

• assess options when some aspects can be costed while others cannot, by using multi-choice
techniques; and

• resolve conflicts by building consensus where matters are complicated and views are varied
and extreme.”

This approach seems to go a fair way towards acknowledging that taking costs
and benefits into account can in fact describe a wide variety of processes of reflec-
tion, discussion and option assessment in preparation for a decision – identifying
and weighing up pros and cons, the advantages and disadvantages of particular
actions, the strengths and weaknesses of particular arguments – the whole process
of casting all this up and deciding answering to what we call cost-benefit synthesis, with-
out any necessary implication that the process could be resolved or even assisted
by cost-benefit analysis – although no doubt in some cases it can. Again, the crucial
questions pose institutions like the EA with the challenge of making some demand-
ing discriminations. What methods are appropriate in what kinds of situations?
Where does it make sense to quantify values? Where can the metric usefully be
money? Where must the approach be non-quantitative? How far need such
approaches seek to build consensus, and how far are they about challenging, diver-
sifying, problematising our understanding of what’s going on?

In looking at the idea of what’s appropriate here we are not just concerned with
pragmatic questions, with what works, what horses for which particular courses, but
also trying to understand why. What features (of situations and methods) would
these discriminations reflect? There will clearly be a multiplicity of relevant aspects
here, including:

• the social relations, including the power relations involved;
• the extent to which the “object of valuation” is given from outside the pro-

cess as clear, delimited, agreed;
• issues of institutional credibility and public trust;
• the extent to which relevant economic information is available.
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But we suggest that these issues of choice of methods all in one way or another
map on to a pretty basic contrast and inherent continuing tension between modes of
valuation – what we will call open and closed valuation.

Open valuation is:

• exploratory – it can lead us beyond what we thought we knew and felt – can
find out new and unexpected meanings;

• relational – it can involve substantial recasting of our sense of our relations to
what we’re valuing, of how we stand to it, and who we are in these relations;

• constitutive – to the extent that things are defined at least in part by the rela-
tions in which they stand, this is a process which tends always to re-shape
and develop both valuer and valued.

(Hence its “openness”: it’s in principle an unending process, since every valu-
ation leaves valuer and valued changed, in ways which must then be explored eval-
uatively again.)

Does all this sound unduly high-falutin’ in relation to (say) determining river
water quality objectives? Well, prima facie it might. But just think of all the roles of
rivers, to stick with that example, in the lives of people and communities – their
unique potency as visible symbols of natural heritage in permanent motion. And
then there’s the accumulating empirical evidence, some of it noted above –
researchers at CSEC and colleagues elsewhere are finding in studies of what actu-
ally goes on in environmental valuation, of how people experience their engage-
ment with environmental issues, that they are often exploring, unsure, sensing
mystery; perceptions do change and develop as the process goes on – people do
find out about themselves and the others with whom they are sharing the process,
and often they do feel any curtailment or closure of the process as arbitrary.

Inevitably, however, decision-makers and regulatory bodies must move to such
closure – must adopt methods of closed valuation. Such valuation is characteristically:

• adjudicative – it tries to reach a conclusion, to sum up;

• reifying – it is more concerned with values inhering in, or projected onto,
objects of valuation than with valuation itself as a process of exploratory
adjustment;

• comparative – it is concerned to balance different values against each other,
from a position where we as valuers are holding the balance, and so external
to it.

Two points about this distinction between open and closed valuation are espe-
cially relevant in this context.

In the first place, and fairly obviously, if one looks at the spectrum of valuation
methods, it is clear that the more deliberative ones more readily accommodate the
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open dimension of valuation, while the more quantitative ones are better adapted
to the operational needs of policy institutions for closed valuation (see e.g., Table 4
below) – so much so indeed, that such institutions are often not able to recognise
the more “open” aspects of evaluative engagement as relevant to their concerns.

But in the second place, it should also be clear that valuing features of the nat-
ural world in which we humans so problematically belong is a process in which the
drive towards open valuation is particularly strong:

• we are dealing with significant non-human others, and explicit judgements of
value about such others in the context of human management is a new thing;

• we are surrounded by a great big whole, any provisional demarcations within
which to be made for valuation purposes (separating out this aspect of these
experiences and calling it a landscape, for instance, or delimiting the scope
of a river authority’s remit) are so very plainly provisional;

• “nature” has become a focus and a symbol for the sense of awe, the nervousness
of hubris, which still lurks unconquered at the roots of our moral experience.

Because we are increasingly, and for all the good practical reasons comprising
the sustainability agenda, recognising the urgency of the kind of decisions for which
we need closed valuation, these two points together suggest why the tension
between open and closed valuation – which is probably a permanent and constitu-
tive feature of valuation of anything important – is so much more marked here than
in many other areas, and has become a particular difficulty for institutions with envi-
ronmental policy responsibilities.

The key question for such institutions and agencies, we would suggest, is: how
can they recognise this continuing tension, in the twin senses of:

• telling confidently and reliably when they are confronted in given kinds of
situation by this tension and its consequences; and

• “recognising” it in the way states and governments recognise each other
– acknowledging the legitimacy of the concerns and approaches constituting
open valuation, establishing working relations with these concerns, accom-
modating them creatively in institutional decision-making?

This is a crucial contemporary challenge to our resources of social and institu-
tional intelligence.
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Comments by John A. Dixon, World Bank

The paper by Foster and Grove-White presented itself as a critique of conven-
tional economic valuation but really only amplified points that experienced econ-
omists already accept. There is no doubt that valuation of rural amenity values is
difficult -- the goods in question are often public or quasi-public goods, property
rights may be ill defined, and there are usually few effective markets for the provi-
sion of these services.

Economists, never shy to enter a new field, have applied a number of the val-
uation techniques in their “toolbox” to these issues. In particular, there is the fairly
common use of various Contingent Valuation approaches (stated preferences
approaches) to estimate the willingness-to-pay (WTP) or the willingness-to-accept
(WTAC) for different quantities of rural amenity services. (The correct measure
depends on the initial assignment of property rights: if one is being asked to give
up/ lose something for which one has a de fact or de jure property right, the correct
measure is WTAC; in the other case, an addition to what one has/ enjoys at present,
the correct measure is WTP.)

The paper is critical of the results of several studies (largely of the WTP variety)
that were carried out in England. In ex-post surveys with those initially surveyed the
authors reported that the respondents were unhappy with the questions asked and
the types of answers that they provided. This is a valid criticism, but valid for the
studies, not the discipline of economic analysis. In fact, the solution proposed by
the authors, Citizen’s Juries, is precisely the sort of pre-survey testing of “focus
groups” that should be done by an economist doing any CV study. Thus, the criti-
cism of the discipline is unjustified, and their proposed solution is merely the first
step in eliciting information that can then be used for policy analysis.

In fact, the Citizen’s Jury approach has a major flaw: by not imposing any budget
constraint or sense of “cost” for the actions that it considers, it is quite likely to give
misleading results. Everyone wants a cleaner environment, more open space,
fewer intrusions – it is just that there are costs to providing these services and
there’s the rub!

The real problem is that there are REAL costs associated with various types of
rural amenity values, and those being asked to provide them often either demand
compensation or are unwilling to forgo various development options. Hence the
very important role for quantitative economic analysis. Government officials need
to allocate scarce financial resources, and the UK environment authorities specifi-
cally require this type of analysis.

For valuation to be credible and accepted by both the public and the govern-
ment, it is important that it has several characteristics: The good or service being
valued must be clearly defined; the analysis must be transparent, with all of the
assumptions made clearly specified, and the presentation of the results must be
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understandable. As mentioned earlier, it is important to understand the initial allo-
cation of property rights so that the correct question – either WTP or WTAC – is
asked.

Economists must also be open about explaining the levels of confidence that
we normally have in different types of responses: when the good or service in ques-
tion is what is called a “direct use value” (e.g., one visits, consumes, or actively
engages in the use of the service, such as by hiking across a rural landscape) then
the level of confidence in the results from a well-done study are high. For tourism/
recreation values, often measured by a form of either CV of travel cost analysis (a
surrogate market technique), our level of confidence is medium. Confidence falls to
low to medium when the extent of direct interaction with the landscape decreases
or when the good or service in question has no easily observed market price
(e.g., the value of prevention of extinction). 

In all cases, the economic analysis has to be presented with the appropriate
level of modesty and transparency (traits not shared by all economists, alas!!); and
room made for other factors that may not have been included in the analysis and
that may be very important. One thinks of specific cultural or religious aspects, or
even national political concerns. The role of the economist is to provide information
that can aid the decision making process, not to make the final decision based on
the results of the analysis alone. Still, by quantifying where one can, the economist
plays a very valuable role in this process, and forces others to enter the debate in
a less emotional manner and move beyond saying that everything is “very” impor-
tant, to trying to see where between zero and infinity these values actually lie.

Table 5. Levels of confidence in estimates of the economic value of biodiversity

Direct use values High

Tourism/recreation Medium
Ecosystem services Low/Medium

Existence/option values (individual) Medium
Existence/option values (genetic) Very low-Medium
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Chapter 5

Current Policy Instruments: Rationale, Strengths 
and Weaknesses

by
Ian Hodge

Department of Land Economy, University of Cambridge

1. Who cares for amenities?

Rural amenities tend to have characteristics that mean that they are often not
effectively provided through conventional markets. Externalities occur where the
actions of one producer or consumer have direct consequences for the production
opportunities or welfare of another producer or consumer and where these effects
do not pass through a market. In the absence of a market, the decision-maker has
no incentive to take these costs and benefits into account; farms causing pollution
have no incentive to reduce it or farmers whose actions have the potential to create
attractive landscapes have no incentives to create them. It is not always the case
that because there is an externality that action should be taken. The pollution may
have only trivial consequences and the cost of control may be high. The general
point is that there is no market within which the production option is tested. And in
the absence of this market test, possible changes in resource use that could
increase the total level of welfare will be missed.

The primary reason for the persistence of this situation is the presence of trans-
actions costs. These are the costs of obtaining information and of establishing and
enforcing contracts. Transactions costs for rural amenities tend to be high due to the
difficulties of measurement and their non-point origins. Rather than arising from a
single point source, many amenities are associated with the general quality of the
environment across large areas. Were transactions costs to be lower, the affected
parties would be able to negotiate a solution under which both parties could gain.
There is thus a role for government in either promoting the conditions under which
such a test may be possible, by lowering or taking on transactions costs, or else to
take more direct action.
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Externalities relating to rural land uses are pervasive. Agricultural actives and
other land uses are a source of both external costs and external benefits. Govern-
ments are intimately bound with all aspects of land use through the definition and
enforcement of property rights, the prescription and enforcement of conditions for
market transactions and through policies affecting all land use sectors. In these cir-
cumstances, a clear distinction between market and government failure becomes
difficult to sustain.

Another, related limit to market activity arises because rural amenities exhibit
what are often referred to as public good characteristics. They tend to be non-rival
in that the availability of the good for consumption by one person is not decreased
by consumption by another. They also tend to be non-excludable in that once pro-
vided, it is not possible to exclude people from enjoying their consumption. A typ-
ical example here would be an attractive landscape. In practice, most rural
amenities have these characteristics to some degree, but they are rarely “pure”
public goods. Non-rivalry occurs over some range of use levels. Public access to the
countryside can be enjoyed by substantial numbers of people without affecting
each others’ enjoyment, but at some point congestion arises such that the quality
of the recreation experience is reduced. Landscape can in principle be rendered
excludable by setting up and enforcing boundaries around an area, but in practice
the cost of so doing would exceed the revenue that might be obtained from the
undertaking. Table 6 below shows a classification of rural amenities with different
combinations of rivalry and excludability. 

Amenities may either originate from point or non-point sources. As has been
more widely discussed with pollution, particular problems arise in the regulation of
non-point sources in linking environmental impacts with actions by particular deci-
sion makers. The impacts are diffuse and difficult to measure and as a conse-

Table 6. A classification of amenities

Rival Non-rival (up to a point)

Excludable Craft enterprises in Finland
Coarseware pottery in Greece
Tanada owner system
Labelled products of French nature parks

Ruins and temples in Japan
Canadian national parks
Canadian historical sites

Non-excludable “Everyman’s right” to harvest natural 
products in Sweden

Austrian mountain farming
French regional nature parks 
Terraced paddy field landscape in Japan
Greek pottery villages

Source: OECD (1999).
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quence, policies tend to concentrate on input use and production processes rather
that more directly onto the environmental impacts themselves.

At first sight, the distinction between external costs on the one hand and exter-
nal benefits and public goods on the other may appear straightforward. But in prac-
tice the distinction is less clear-cut. Typically, environmental impacts tend to be
portrayed as external costs, with the implication that the solution should be sought
through the application of the “Polluter Pays Principle” (PPP). But this represents an
assumption with respect to the allocation of property rights. The decision as to
whether any particular environmental impact is to be regarded as an external cost
or benefit is essentially a political one. The application of public policy towards
rural landowners has tended to accord to them considerable rights over the way in
which the land may be used. However, as we note later, there is an increasing
degree of regulation in the rural environment that is eroding the relatively privi-
leged position of rural landowners.

The distinction can be portrayed in terms of a reference level with respect to
environmental quality (Hodge, 1989; Hodge, 1994, OECD, 1999, Scheele, 1999). This
level defines the particular allocation of individual property rights and hence the
level of responsibility which landowners are required to adopt with regard to the
wider implications of their choice of land use. Where landowners fail to achieve the
reference level environmental quality, this will be regarded as an external cost.
Where landowners achieve an environmental quality in excess of this level, they
will be regarded as generating an external benefit. Some different types of amenity
above and “disamenity” below the reference level are suggested in Figure 4 below.

Above the reference level, an alternative principle to the PPP may be applied.
Beneficiaries may be expected to pay for the benefit provided; the “Beneficiary

Figure 4. Amenities associated with rural land use

Country services

Landscape
Biodiversity

External benefits Provider gets principleEcosystem funtions
Community support

Reference level for environmental quality

Environmental damage

Soil erosion

External costs: Polluter pays principleWater pollution
Pesticides in the environment
Atmospheric emissions
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Pays Principle” (BPP). In practice though, given the public good nature of the amen-
ities provided, it is often not feasible to identify the beneficiaries and payments are
often made by the government. This is thus a payment for the contribution which
landowners make to environmental quality in excess of the reference level, reflect-
ing a “Provider Gets Principle” (PGP) (OECD, 1994; OECD, 1996 and Hanley et al.,
1998). The PGP represents the critical principle in determining incentives to
improve resource allocation. The BPP is thus more of an equity principle.

The reference level is not immutable. It is subject to movement in response to
changes in political attitudes towards the rights and duties associated with land use
and these are in turn influenced by a wide range of economic and social forces.
Increasingly the reference level is coming to be defined more formally through var-
ious codes of practice. In some countries these have been written into legislation.
In the UK they are voluntary, but the general principle is applied that in determin-
ing the levels of payments made in agri-environmental schemes compensation is
not paid in respect of the costs of complying with these codes. The implication is
then that when these codes are altered, effective shifts are being made in the char-
acter of property in rural land, i.e., in the bundle of rights that define “ownership”.

2. The amenity of nature or the nature of amenity

The relationship between the use of land and the amenities provided is not
straightforward. It is generally conditioned by historical patterns of human influ-
ence. OECD (1999) suggests a categorisation of amenities based on different levels
of human involvement: “almost intact nature” where amenity derives from a lack of
human intervention, “interaction between man and nature” where rural areas have
been transformed by human activities over long periods, and “man-made” where
value stems from human constructions or traditions. In practice, some degree of
human involvement will be almost inevitable. Few wilderness areas have been
entirely free from human impact (e.g., Budiansky, 1995) and most historical construc-
tions and traditions in rural areas bear some influence from the local environment. 

Agricultural activities cover a high proportion of the land in rural areas and so
the relationship between agriculture and the environment is often central to the
discussion of the provision of rural amenities. The figure below suggests a sche-
matic illustration of a possible relationship through the use of a production possi-
bility frontier (ppf). The figure indicates the potential combinations of agricultural
output and environmental services that could be provided from an area of land.
The shape of the ppf illustrates a common pattern where intensive agricultural pro-
duction causes environmental damage, but where similarly, excessive extensifica-
tion is also a source of environmental decline. Starting from a relatively high level
of agricultural prices and intensive production, we may expect that a decline in
prices and production intensity will first bring about an enhancement to environ-
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mental quality but that beyond some point further reductions will lead to a decline.
For example, as the price paid for livestock products falls, grazing in marginal areas
may become sufficiently extensive for undesirable scrub species to invade pas-
tures that would otherwise support wildflowers. Similarly, if such farms enlarge and
shed more labour in response to falling prices, their field boundaries will become
increasingly redundant and fall into decline, as stock are left more to their own
devices.

We can generalise this into two possible types of relationship between agricul-
ture and the environment. The first of these, termed an ‘input model’, tends to be
associated more particularly with a “New World” context and the second, an ‘output
model’ with an ‘Old World’ context (Hodge, 2000).

2.1  The “input model” of environmental impact

The approach often adopted by North American and Australian commentators
tends to view the impact of agriculture on the environment as an external cost asso-
ciated with the intensity of input use (e.g., Anderson, 1992; Dunn and Shortle, 1992;
Zilberman, et al., 1997). Water pollution provides a common example. Fertiliser and
chemicals applied by farmers run off or are leached from farmland into aquifers and
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of alternative agricultural production intensities
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watercourses imposing external costs on water users and damaging ecosystems.
Reductions in output prices lower the value of the marginal products of the inputs,
lowering optimal use levels and hence lessening environmental damage.

This approach suggests that there is an inevitable and direct relationship
between agricultural output prices and environmental quality. Provided that we
accept certain basic premises from economics about the supply response in agri-
culture, a reduction in the level of price support inevitably leads to a reduced
intensity of production and thus to an improvement in environmental quality.
Reductions in other forms of support, such as area or headage payments, would
also tend to reduce the incentives to keep land in potentially environmentally
damaging production.

2.2. The “output model” of environmental impact

A rather different approach is more often stressed by European commentators.
This emphasises marketed food and environmental quality as separate products of
the land but which can be produced in varying combinations (e.g., Buckwell, 1989;
Russell, 1993 and Traill, 1988). In this case, the illustrative environmental impacts
tend to focus on landscape and wildlife values. This model can have similar impli-
cations to the ‘input model’ where there is a competitive relationship between
environment and agricultural production. This is reflected by the right hand side of
Figure 5. A reduction in agricultural production would still be associated with an
increase in environmental quality. However, the ‘output model’ more often
assumes that, over certain levels and styles of production, particularly in respect of
relatively extensive grazing systems, agricultural outputs and environment are
complementary, as illustrated by the left hand side of Figure 5. This means that a
reduction in agricultural prices and hence of production may lead to a reduction of
environmental quality. Price reductions will alter the mix of environmental
attributes associated with agricultural production and not be unambiguously ben-
eficial. There is likely to be less chemical pollution, but also potentially fewer coun-
tryside services. Some recent research (e.g., Doyle et al., 1997; Potter et al., 1999) has
indeed suggested that the changes associated with liberalisation could be signifi-
cant and damaging to landscapes and biodiversity in both marginal and mixed
farming areas.

These two models would seem to have most direct relevance in different cir-
cumstances. The “input” model suggests an agriculture operated in opposition to
the “natural” environment. In fact, the environment existing prior to the introduc-
tion of modern farming methods will usually already have been substantially mod-
ified by human activity and thus not appropriately be termed ‘natural’ (again, see
e.g., Budiansky, 1995). But the point is that what is regarded as the “natural” envi-
ronment is not a product of this type of agricultural activity. In contrast, the “output”
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model is premised on agricultural systems that have co-evolved with the environ-
ment over substantial periods of time to the extent that there is a close interrela-
tionship between the valued characteristics of the environment and certain
attributes of the agricultural systems that are associated with them. These values
may be lost either by excessive intensity of land use or by insufficient intensity or
abandonment. Clearly there can be no guarantee that any particular level of agricul-
tural prices determined in world markets will deliver the particular agricultural sys-
tem required to generate the desired environmental values.

While this is characteristic of the “New World”, “Old World”’ divide, the link-
ages with particular places is not straightforward. (This will not be surprising given
the Eurocentric judgement implicit in the “New”/“Old” terminology). For instance,
there are landscapes in Europe where agricultural modernisation has effectively
erased many of the valued environmental characteristics, such as in areas in East
Anglia or the Paris basin. Conversely there are areas in the “New World” where par-
ticular land uses have themselves begun to produce valued landscapes, such as
perhaps in New England. This thus does not support the idea that the “European”
model should be regarded as consistently different from circumstances elsewhere,
but it does indicate that history matters.

These assumed relationships between production and environmental vari-
ables may have parallels in the relationships between production and social or
community variables. Traditional agricultural systems have also co-evolved with
particular local communities and cultures. Thus the preservation of certain cultural
and community values – such as their defining skills, knowledge and customs – may
also depend upon the protection of the agricultural systems which have engen-
dered them. Perhaps the most obvious example of this would be in many mountain
communities where there are close links between collective agricultural activities
and the organisation of local communities. Alternatively, in Britain an example
would be crofting.

3. The scope and limits of valuation

The potential for the use of economic valuation techniques in setting stan-
dards and policies must vary considerably between different types of amenities.
Some amenities, such as public access or the quality of the environment to those
living within attractive landscapes may be amenable to valuation by being similar
to payments already made for access to private parks or by being part of a value
already paid for through the purchase of property. But it seems unlikely that we will
ever be able to generate reliable and generally accepted valuations of many amen-
ities, perhaps especially those associated with existence values or the extinction of
species or the maintenance of cultural traditions. Thus, where particular processes
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provide a variety of different types of amenity, we should not expect to have a com-
prehensive valuation available.

In fact, in many contexts we may not have any form of quantification available
at all to assist in policy making. Even simple measurement presents a considerable
challenge to many types of amenity. In policy terms this is not unusual; similar types
of problems are faced in decisions about defence or health expenditures. Can we
value the contribution of a new submarine or an infantry battalion to the value of
defence produced by the armed forces? I doubt it. Clearly though, judgements
must be made about the importance of amenities in the determination of policy.
This will have to rely on various indicators, such as the numbers of people affected,
rarity or uniqueness of the assets involved, reproducibility, uncertainty and threats
to preservation, the extent of public recognition, potential information value in the
future, and so on.

Some evidence may be revealed by individual behaviour, especially in terms
of willingness to pay for amenities where there are markets in operation, and will-
ingness to make donations where there aren’t. But such evidence requires careful
interpretation. Some charismatic or emblematic species or artefacts may gain
undue prominence in the media. Others assets may have values that are not
widely recognised. Also free riding or strategic considerations may influence
behaviour in real decision-making contexts, biasing the available evidence of
underlying valuations. Nevertheless, in some circumstances, institutional
changes may offer a means of enhancing the opportunities available for individu-
als to reveal the preferences through their actions and expenditures. This can
provide information to policy-makers and should thus be considered as a factor
in institutional design.

4. The range of policy instruments

Policy mechanisms may be developed to promote the provision of amenities
in a number of different ways. These have different characteristics and different
strengths and weaknesses. The aim must be to establish institutional arrangements
that give all legitimate interests an opportunity to have an appropriate influence on
resource allocation decisions and to establish mechanisms whereby funds may be
transferred from beneficiaries, or their representatives, to those directly bearing
the opportunity costs of the provision of amenities.

Figure 6 illustrates schematically the types of linkages that might be adopted
in mechanisms for the provision of amenities. The top of the figure represents
demand. The bottom the land owners who provide supply, thus bearing the oppor-
tunity costs of the provision of rural amenities. A variety of linkage mechanisms
offer the means of relating demand and supply together. Private provision of point
source amenities is often more straightforward and can often take place through the
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market. For instance, it is relatively easy to exclude people from ancient castles or
chateaux and hence to charge for admission. However, even here there may be
public good aspects of the conservation of ancient monuments and problems in
generating sufficient funds from the market in order to provide proper mainte-
nance. Governments may then provide support from public funds. Where
non-point amenities are demanded, alternative arrangements are required. For
instance, environmental contracts in agri-environmental policy are represented by
a direct link between an agency and a land user or landowner. However, other
arrangements may be more effective by revealing demand within a market context,
by establishing incentives for landowners to co-ordinate their actions, or by reduc-
ing the requirements for public expenditure.

Policies may seek to alter the way in which property is owned or may operate
through an intermediary organisation representing the collective demand of con-
sumers or co-ordinating the actions of suppliers. Arrangements may establish
incentives for the owners of assets to think entrepreneurially, to develop amenities
without regular payments from government and without a continuing burden of
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Figure 6. Alternative linkages in the provision of rural amenities
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transactions costs to the public sector. Opportunities may be developed for land-
owners and others to make voluntary contributions for the benefit of environmental
conservation.

4.1. Reducing policy disincentives

Before considering the positive contribution that public policy mechanisms
can make to the provision of amenities, we should briefly review the potential aris-
ing from reforming existing arrangements, especially agricultural policies. Amongst
a range of impacts, support for agriculture can increase the pressures on the envi-
ronment leading to damage to the landscape, a loss of biodiversity and environ-
mental pollution. This is clearly the case in the context of the “input” model
discussed above. We can thus see the attractions of liberalising agricultural policy.
Lower levels of agricultural support will reduce the incentives for more intensive
production and relieve some of the pressure on the environment. Some advan-
tages will have already been gained from reforms, which have shifted a significant
element of support away from the maintenance of output prices towards direct pay-
ments to farmers. This will reduce the incentives to use higher levels of inputs
because an increased proportion of agricultural support received is independent of
the intensity of production; i.e., it does not increase the return to input use at the
margin.

However, the position is complex, as reflected in the “output” model, in that
liberalisation can itself lead to environmental losses. In terms of the previous dis-
cussion, liberalisation can push intensive production back along the production
possibility frontier raising environmental quality. But it cannot prevent agricultural
production falling beyond the point where environmental quality declines due to
excessive extensification. Some further environmental policies are required for
this. A comprehensive liberalisation of agricultural policy will not be sufficient to
deliver the standard of rural environmental quality that appears to be demanded.

4.2. Product definition and labelling

In some circumstances it is possible to redefine products in such a way as to
stimulate the provision of countryside services. More careful definition of products
and the provision of further information to consumers can enhance the return to
production practices that are more consistent with the goals of conservation. This
can stimulate markets for quality products that are associated with environmentally
friendly agricultural practices, sometimes referred to as “niche markets” (OECD,
1995). Perhaps the most obvious examples are labelling for organic products or
Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée. Consumers may be willing to pay a premium for these,
either through a belief that the products are better or safer for the consumer than
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the alternatives or for less direct personal benefit as a contribution to environmen-
tal conservation.

Similar arguments may be applied to the development of commercial tourism
based on the environmental quality of the local area. This may be supported by giv-
ing rights to operate tourist enterprises to local communities so that decisions on
land use are made by the beneficiaries of tourist activities. Such changes would
promote the diversification of farming systems towards a wider range of activities.
But it may still fail to provide full market incentives for the production of amenities,
rather it establishes markets for products with varying degrees of jointness in sup-
ply with them. Similarly, even within communities, those gaining commercial
advantage from the presence of amenities will often not be the same as those who
bear the opportunity cost of their provision. The scope in any particular situation
will depend considerably on particular local circumstances. Hence the need for
mechanisms that are responsive to the variability in local conditions.

4.3. Defining and rebundling property rights

Institutional changes may be able to promote market opportunities for the pro-
vision of countryside goods. For example, the definition and assignment of rights to
non-timber forest products, such as access rights for sport and recreation or rights
to harvest medicinal herbs or mushrooms have become significant sources of reve-
nue in some forest areas (e.g., Mendelson, 1994; Merlo, 1995 and 1996). It may be
possible to partition property rights to certain aspects of environmental quality and
for interested individuals or groups to acquire conservation covenants over land
use through the market (e.g., Hodge et al., 1993; Wiebe and Meinzen-Dick, 1998).
This is a widely used mechanisms for the protection of farmland from development
in the USA and it is also quite widely used by non-profit organisations for other uses
(e.g., Endicott, 1993).

Merlo et al. (2000) have undertaken a systematic study of the increased market-
ability of goods provided by forests with public goods characteristics in four Euro-
pean countries. They describe transformation paths associated with institutional
and management changes that in the great majority of cases involve increased
rivalry and excludability. The authors conclude that recreational products that
require structures and facilities additional to a high quality environment are more
easily developed through the market, while those requiring the environment alone
are less easily developed. However there is scope to capture at least some part of
consumers’ willingness to pay for the environment through product labelling, certi-
fication of environmentally based production processes and sponsorship. A wide
variety of public and private organisations and partnerships have a role to play. The
comment that the most challenging task for market based environmental policies is
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to establish linkages between those selling products associated with environmen-
tal quality and those responsible for environmental management.

4.4. Leverage by demand groups

A variety of private groups are established with a primary purpose of providing
rural amenities. Such organisations are referred to as Conservation, Amenity and
Recreation Trusts (CARTs) (Dwyer and Hodge, 1996). These are non profit-making
organisations with the aim of generating wide public benefit through nature conser-
vation and environmental improvement, provision of amenity and opportunities for
public recreation and conservation of landscape heritage. CARTs represent
demand for particular amenities provided at particular locations. They directly rep-
resent the interests of a demand group, often through a membership, and translate
this into direct action for their provision. An illustration of the variety of types of
CART found within the UK is shown in the box below.

The conservation organisation will have an incentive to seek out least cost
ways of generating and protecting the conservation values under its particular cir-
cumstances. It will be prepared to trade off costs against conservation gains. There-

Box 1. Variety of types of CART

Primary conservation CARTs – those for whom nature conservation is their
main role, who buy or manage land as nature reserves.
e.g., The Wildlife Trusts, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Elmley Trust, Otter Trust, But-
terfly Conservation, British Herpetological Society.

Primary heritage CARTs – those for whom the heritage value of land and land-
scapes are the main reason for acquiring and managing sites.
e.g., National Trust, Landmark Trust; Painshill Park Trust, Elan Valley Trust; Oxford Preservation
Trust.

Primary amenity and recreation CARTs – groups for whom the ability to pro-
vide public recreation and amenity sites is the main reason for acquisition or man-
agement.
e.g., Buchan Countryside Group, Bryson House Better Belfast Project, Magog Trust, Groundwork
Trusts, Shetland Amenity Trust, Shenley Park Trust.

Secondary CARTs – largely non-commercial groups whose objectives are
mainly elsewhere but whose management of open land follows the same principles
as CARTs.
e.g., Educational Trusts with environmental emphases [Commonwork, Bridge Trust, Camphill
Trusts, Findhorn], Recreation groups with ‘reserves’ or conservation areas:    [Mountaineering
groups, Wildfowling societies, Railway/Canal Trusts].
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fore such organisations will tend to act entrepreneurially, seeking new products and
new methods of achieving conservation goals. They will respond to changes in rel-
ative prices and technology. Conservation organisations may also be more flexible
and less bureaucratic than many government agencies given their generally smaller
size and the lack of democratic accountability. They may be able to respond more
rapidly to opportunities that arise, such as in purchasing significant conservation
sites when they become available on the market. Such organisations often specia-
lise in particular types of conservation, such as the protection of birds, or may focus
their efforts within a particular area. In this way, although they may be relatively
small organisations, they can build up a level of expertise within their own particu-
lar speciality. There are of course disadvantages. Small organisations may lack the
relevant skills, may represent only a fringe interest, or may be ‘captured’ by minor-
ity interest groups amongst the membership in the face of the apathy of the major-
ity. These risks are reduced by the need to raise funds and gain support from the
general public but this itself implies that some such organisations will fail to survive,
threatening the protection of the assets that they were established to conserve.

This type of policy is sometimes characterised in terms of the provision of club
goods. But this is often not an accurate description. Bohman et al. (1999) comment
that “… multifunctional services do not necessarily require government provision. In some
instances, club goods provide an alternative. Organizations like the Nature Conservancy and Ducks
Unlimited, through admission and membership fees, finance the preservation of unique ecological
niches”. Club goods are defined by Bohman et al., 1999) as goods that are relatively
non-rival but excludable. But clearly many of the benefits produced by such organ-
isations, especially ecological conservation, are not excludable. Rather, CARTS are
raising funds from a variety of sources, including grants and tax relieves from gov-
ernment and private donations, in order to provide some relatively pure public
goods (Dwyer and Hodge, 1996). The club goods model implies a market process
driven by narrow self-interest. This does not effectively capture the ways in which
such CARTs operate.

The CART model implies some change in the character of property owners.
The state can promote the actions of such organisations, which have objectives
more compatible with those of the state than is the case with the majority of pri-
vate owners. This may be and indeed is done in terms of grants for the purchase
of land, contributions towards labour costs and the tax relief generally available
to charitable organisations. This suggests that the conservation organisation will
require less detailed monitoring than a conventional landholder and that in the
longer term it would be likely to develop more cost-effective methods of conser-
vation management. In practice CART activities are significantly guided by the
institutional and financial environment created by government and as such their
role is better interpreted as “policy by intermediary” rather than “free market
environmentalism”.
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4.5. Dedicated environmental funds

As noted by Merlo et al. (2000), those who benefit from market opportunities
deriving from the presence of amenities are not the same as those whose decisions
determine whether the amenity is provided and who face the opportunity cost of
doing so. One mechanism for establishing such a linkage is through a dedicated
fund. Funds may be established and operated either within the public or private
sectors. They may raise funds from the public sector, such as a (hypothecated) tour-
ist tax. In practice taxes may have an additional objective of limiting the impacts of
tourism or recreation to limit the external costs of these activities, although there is
no reason to believe that a single rate could meet funding raising and internalisa-
tion objectives simultaneously.

Donations may be solicited from those benefiting from the quality of the local
environment on a voluntary basis, from the users directly, from firms whose busi-
ness depends upon it in some way, or from people who have no direct connection
with the area. Collection methods may range from simple collection boxes to more
complex schemes such as linking payments to the use of particular credit cards. A
few business chains have instituted a ‘voluntary dollar’ scheme, whereby customers
are encouraged to make a voluntary donation that will be matched by the firm.
Given the probable limits of voluntary donations, particularly because the public
good nature of the benefits, more rigorous approaches are likely to be desirable.

The fund may be administered and used in many ways to promote local con-
servation. It may be operated by a local government or some non-governmental
body. It may be used to finance environmental contracts or be directed through
CARTs. Some illustrations of private dedicated environmental funds in the UK are
shown in the box below. In practice these organisations become involved in a range
of different types of activity in support of the environment so that the distinctions
between the types of organisations are not always straightforward.

There is little information about the operation of these funds and a number
of questions arise as to how they raise finance and how they are managed and
controlled. However, where they operate at a local scale they are likely to be
closely linked with local interests and local opportunities for the supply of ameni-
ties. Perhaps there is a greater concern here than there is with CARTs as to the
accountability of decision-making where such funds operate outside of a formal
government structure. Again, institutional design and public funding decisions will
influence the way in which such funds operate and the resource allocations that
arise from them.

4.6. Regulatory policies

Most countries have regulatory systems, especially land use planning mecha-
nisms, which provide a basis upon which other mechanisms build. This underlying
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framework is important in determining the role and character of other mechanisms.
For instance, the town and country planning process in the UK effectively prevents
urban development in the open countryside. This is a factor explaining the greater
use of the acquisition of partial interests in land for the protection of agricultural
land from urban development in the USA.

Over time there appears to have been some general tightening in the degree
of regulation imposed over rural land uses. In the UK for instance, restrictions have
been introduced over the building of intensive livestock units. Legislation was
introduced in 1995 to protect hedges in England and Wales from deliberate
removal. Although concerns remain among environmental groups about their effec-
tiveness, these effectively extend a form of planning control over features on farm

Box 2. Dedicated Environmental Funds in the UK

Local area funds

Amenity groups have developed to promote conservation of characteristic
local environment. Sometimes action limited to lobbying, often to prevent local
development. But also active in securing funds, providing advice and allocating
grants for environmental improvements.

Friends of the Lake District established to protect the natural beauty of the Lake
District and the surrounding countryside. Provides financial help for projects that
will enhance the landscape and improve village amenities.

Environmental feature funds

Concentrate on specific components of the environment or types of habitat.
Also generally have an association with a particular locality which acts as a focus for
fundraising.

West Country Rivers Trust. Independent charity established in 1995 to protect and
enhance rivers and streams in the west of England through working with landown-
ers. Raise funds for specific projects. Concentrate on creating practical improve-
ments and enlightening attitudes towards river rehabilitation.

Species funds

Established to promote the conservation of particular, usually emblematic,
species seen to be at risk from environmental changes.

The Hawk Trust. Dedicated to the conservation and appreciation of birds of prey,
in particular species native to UK. Policy is to promote enhancement of farmland,
woodland and upland bird communities, working closely with landowners, farmers,
foresters and gamekeepers.
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land. Legislation currently before Parliament proposes a shift in the balance of
rights and responsibilities for the protection and management of Sites of Special
Scientific Interest. Under this, conservation agencies would be empowered to
refuse permission to landowners to undertake operations likely to damage without
any requirement for the payment of compensation for the opportunities foregone.
The balance in regulation of nitrate emissions has also shifted from compensation
paid under Nitrate Sensitive Areas to regulations operated within Nitrate Sensitive
Zones. And landowners have also lost the battle to prevent the government from
introducing much wider rights of public access to the countryside. Similar changes
are taking place in other countries, perhaps reflecting a weakening of the political
influence of agricultural interests in the political process.

4.7. Government financial incentives

Payments may be made by government to landowners in order to promote the
provision of amenities. Generally, we may assume that the closer the payment is
tied to the provision of the service, the more effective is the mechanisms likely to
be. But in practice, the difficulty of measurement and the uncertainty and time lag
in the provision of the output mean that payments are more often made against
input activities. Some payment mechanisms are particularly indirect, such as the
provision of tax relief where the level of tax saving may bear little relationship to
the social value of the output provided.

The predominant form of intervention with respect to agricultural land use has
operated through voluntary environmental contracts established between a land-
holder and a government agency under which the landholder agrees to follow a
particular set of practices and not to undertake others. In return, the agency makes
a payment, generally on an annual basis. Agreements accept that the farmer will
continue in occupation of the land and assume that any specialist knowledge can
be provided to farmers, either within or in association with the particular contracts
on offer. The underlying premise to these contracts is that farmers hold the property
rights to alter the environment and thus should be given positive incentives to
change their practices, i.e., that the Provider Gets Principle applies.

There are similarities between the policy mechanisms that are being devel-
oped in different countries, such as agri-environment policy under the Common
Agricultural Policy in Europe (e.g., Hanley et al., 1999, Huylenbroeck and Whitby,
1999) and the Conservation Reserve Program (Feather et al., 1999) and EQIP (Batie,
1999) in the USA. One difference in approaches has been the greater emphasis that
has been given to payments for reductions in chemical emissions and soil erosion
in the USA, impacts that might be regarded as below the reference level. While the
balance appears to be shifting towards other environmental amenities, it probably
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reflects the “‘New World” context and the increased relevance of the “input model”
approach.

These schemes face a variety of challenges in identifying local preferences and
in setting clear environmental objectives, in defining contracts to deliver them, in
minimising excess payments to landowners, in enforcing compliance, in optimising
transactions costs in targeting payments and providing information, in maintaining
environmental benefits achieved over the longer term, and so on. Experience with
such schemes is relatively short-lived and the problems are complex. Batie (1999)
comments that the implementation of EQIP programme has left a gap between
promise and performance but cautions against comparisons with an ideal that can
never be realised in practice. It is necessary to make further progress, but we
should not be too critical of what has been achieved so far.

4.8. Public ownership

A final alternative involves the public acquisition and management of land and
other assets for the provision of countryside goods. The public ownership of land
for the provision of amenities has survived the privatisations of the last twenty
years and remains a common feature of national parks and nature reserves in many
countries. This public ownership is not immune from the general problems of pub-
lic sector management, the conservatism in decision making, political interference,
the limited incentives for efficiency and so on. But there are contexts where private
ownership is also problematic, such as where there are no revenue flows to be
obtained from land management or where managers need immediate access to
high quality research backup. Innovations in approaches to management and
contracting may well reduce the range of contexts in which public ownership is seen
as the appropriate solution, but nevertheless, some public land ownership may be
expected to persist in the future.

5. The governance of rural amenities

We are currently responding to a major shift in the nature of rural areas, from a
domination by concerns directly related to agricultural production towards one
where the direct consumption of heritage and nature plays an increasingly domi-
nant role. At the same time, the privately profitable forms of rural land management
have come to produce lower standards of environmental quality. This requires a
new focus on the conscious production of amenities for the enjoyment of the gen-
eral public. The wide variety in the characteristics of rural amenities and the impor-
tance of the local historical, environmental and social context indicate the need for
a complex mix of private and public mechanisms. Governments will be involved in
many ways. This will include the provision of information, research and develop-
ment, institutional change, the promotion of human capital and learning, direct
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funding and policy evaluation. In particular a number of aspects of rural amenity
provision provide a significant challenge:

• Problems of measurement and valuation. While not unique to amenities,
decisions have to be taken without the advantage of reliable measurements
and valuation. Policy mechanisms will often have to be indirect, linked to
proxy variables rather than the amenity itself.

• The influence of the local context and the demand for variety. Spatial varia-
tions in both demand and supply capacity imply that there will be significant
variations in optimal outcomes across space. This implies a need for deci-
sion-making at a local level.

• Interrelationships between supply decisions across space. In a market, pro-
ducers will respond to costs and prices and will thus have a clear incentive
to co-ordinate their actions. In its absence, other institutions are required to
promote co-ordination and collective action. The costs of co-ordination may
be reduced through the maintenance or development of social capital.

These characteristics indicate a need for the development of new institutions
at a local level. These may provide opportunities for individuals to reveal their
demand for amenities through the payment of charges and donations. Arrange-
ments are required to determine priorities at a local level; how to raise funds and
how to spend them. Institutions can promote collective actions amongst groups of
landowners for water level management, habitat protection or landscape creation.
Within this there is a need for environmental and social entrepreneurship in iden-
tifying opportunities, controlling resources and taking risks. We can see evidence of
all of these requirements being addressed in institutional innovations in a variety
of locations and contexts, but the process of innovation, testing and refinement has
a long way to go. Indeed given shifting goals and constraints, this is not a process
that will ever be ended. But the process can be enhanced by developing clearer
conceptual frameworks for analysis, by sharing information and experience and by
evaluating the performance of alternative arrangements.
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Comments by Mary Bohman, Economic Research Service, USDA

Hodge’s paper clearly illustrates several innovative programs to provide rural
amenities using a combination of private and public sector initiatives. Similar cre-
ativity has led to rural land preservation in the United States (Wiebe et al.). My com-
ments focus on putting Hodge’s conceptual framework in a broader context. In this
setting, principles for policy design emerge.

Farmers produce food by choosing a technology and using their own labour,
land, capital, and other purchased inputs. Positive and negative externalities and
public goods can be associated with each of the inputs and the agricultural product.
Examples include pollution from fertiliser, cultural heritage linked to choice of an
historic technology, as well as scenic vistas from dairy farms. Figure 7 shows a sche-
matic with the linkages between inputs and outputs and expands on Hodge's two-
dimensional chart that relates countryside services to agricultural output. Note that
while there are only three ovals on the chart, externalities can be associated with
output and each of the inputs. The key message is that a complex and dynamic rela-
tionship exists between inputs, outputs, and externalities.

When deciding what to produce and how, farmers consider these physical rela-
tionships, but also take prices, risk, and other economic factors into account when
making decisions. In making decisions farmers operate like other business people
and maximise profits. Economists integrate the physical relationships with market
factors and express farmers choice of quantity to maximise profits as a function of
the prices of alternative outputs, prices of inputs, and technology and other factors
such as risk. As explained by Hodge, externalities are a product of market failures.
The price of either the input or output does not include the costs or benefits of the
externality and producers may have little incentive to alter activities that contribute
to pollution, for example, or to provide rural amenities because these external
costs or benefits do not enter their private costs of production. Thus in spite of
physical relationships, externalities are not included in the economic decision.

Technology

AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT

Labour Land Capital Purchased
inputs

EXTERNALITYEXTERNALITY

EXTERNALITY

Technology

AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT

Labour Land Capital Purchased
inputs

EXTERNALITYEXTERNALITY

EXTERNALITY

Figure 7. Physical relationship between agricultural inputs, 
outputs and externalities
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Often, government policies in the form of regulations (such as standards, bans, and
restrictions on input use) and incentive based mechanisms (such as taxes, subsidies,
and marketable permits) are implemented as corrective mechanisms. Effective poli-
cies need to take into account the complex relationships between inputs and outputs,
particularly the ability of farmers to change most aspects of farming over time. Hodge’s
simple relationship between agricultural output and countryside services is misleading
because agricultural output can change with little or no impact on countryside services.
For example, while dairy production requires cows that produce manure, the pollution
from that manure varies as a function of a large number of factors. The location of a farm
determines whether nitrogen from the manure can reach groundwater and potentially
pollute drinking water. Farmers in environmentally sensitive areas can reduce or elim-
inate pollution by installing concrete lined pits. Similarly, rural landscapes associated
with dairy farms are not directly related to milk output. Farmers can increase milk out-
put through more intensive management that improve production efficiency per cow.
The implication for policy is that changes in the output of milk have only an indirect
relationship to externalities associated with dairy production.

Given the complex nature of the physical and economic relationship between
inputs, outputs, and externalities in agriculture, policies are most effective when they
directly affect the specific market failure. In other words the policy should be targeted
towards the goal or objective. If providing rural landscapes is the objective then, pol-
icies should directly impact land preservation. If animal production is the source of
water pollution, then policies should target pollution and not attempt to reduce pol-
lution by decreasing number of animals such as by lowering output prices. Hodge
describes several targeted public and private sector initiatives for rural land preser-
vation in Britain.

Price supports or other national, output linked policies are blunt instruments with
limited ability to affect specific externalities. For example, attempting to reduce pollu-
tion from hog manure by reducing hog prices could actually increase pollution if farmers
increase the number of animals per unit of land to save money. Similarly, dairy farms
contribution to rural landscapes could diminish with an increase in milk prices if price
and other factors led farmers to consolidate farms to increase profitability.

Not only are price supports ineffective instruments to address externalities,
but also they create additional costs or distortions both within the country imple-
menting the policy and in other countries. For example, higher dairy prices increase
the supply of milk and cause prices to fall. Lower prices are passed onto other coun-
tries via world markets. Thus the impacts of policies in one country spillover to
other countries. Thus, policies to increase the price of milk to maintain rural land-
scapes in one country lower prices in other countries, potentially eliminating their
scenic vistas. International spillovers are minimised by the types of local initiatives
described by Hodge. Bohman et al. provide examples of targeted policies for a
range of externalities and public goods associated with agriculture.
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Chapter 6

Establishing Effective Incentives in Practice: 
the Role of Valuation and Influence of Other Factors

by
Ralph Heimlich

Economic Research Service (ERS), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)

Incentive programs can be an important element in any effort to preserve or
promote provision of rural amenities, particularly where agricultural land owners
and operators are involved. This paper discusses the rationale for incentive pro-
grams and the role of valuation in actually running such programs, provides exam-
ples from US programs, and pursues two case studies of their evolution in the
Conservation Reserve Program, and US wetland policy. The paper concludes with
summary observations about valuation and the implementation of incentive pro-
grams in practice.

1. The nature of public goods

Rural amenities generally meet the two tests for public goods (Hanley, Shogren
and White, 1997, p. 42). They are non-rival, because at least some of the benefits
they provide are available to all, and one person’s consumption does not reduce
another person’s consumption (Samuelson, 1954). The marginal social cost of pro-
viding such a good is zero, implying that the Pareto efficient price is zero. This
means that no private firm can profit by providing the public good. This creates
conditions for “free riders” who enjoy the good but do not pay for it, which adds to
the market failure (Olson, 1965).

In practice, providing any of the rural amenities currently being discussed
involves control over the use of land. All “rural amenities” flow from controlling land
use at either the extensive margin of production (What land is used for farming?),
or at the intensive margin (How is the land used?).

The public good nature of rural amenities motivates collective action and cre-
ates a role for government as an intermediary to ensure that sufficient amounts of
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the desired public good are provided. However imperfectly, government senses
social demands for public goods and acts to make a market in which government is
the sole buyer by providing incentives to public goods providers that enable them
to turn a “profit”. For those inclined to mathematical proof, Hanley et al. (1997) show
that the efficient level of public good provided occurs when the aggregate marginal
benefit equals its marginal cost.

Rural amenities flowing from the use of land tend to arise from both positive
and negative externalities associated with the primary use of land as an input to
agricultural and silvicultural production. The treatment of these externalities
depends heavily on property rights institutions in the society in which they occur.
A rural amenity can be produced through the elimination of a negative externality,
such as reducing nonpoint source water pollution from discharging livestock wastes
into streams. In many societies, providing this rural amenity would be considered
an obligation of the landowner or producer, because the bundle of property rights
is not deemed to include impositions on common resources. In other views, this
activity could be limited as a nuisance, but is not associated with public goods. Pro-
viding a positive externality, such as maintaining a wetland or providing a bucolic
viewshed, is an alternative way of providing rural amenities that is less often
viewed as an obligation of land ownership. In what follows, I assume that property
rights are considered sufficiently strong that policies requiring landowners to reduce
negative externalities or increase positive externalities are not politically feasible.
Voluntary incentive approaches become the de facto recourse. In general, this accu-
rately describes the situation in the US with regard to agricultural land use.

2. Some roles for valuation in policy articulation

Given that government decides to act as a collective buyer for society in the
provision of public goods, it has several choices to make. Because budgets are usu-
ally limited, government can choose what land to make offers on (or which bids to
accept from landowners) to purchase rural amenities. This is the targeting decision.
Budget constraints are also served by as accurate a valuation of the rural amenities
associated with specific parcels as possible. Depending on the policy objectives
being pursued, government can balance its willingness to pay for the amenity bun-
dle of characteristics associated with control of the land against the willingness to
pay of competitors in land markets who value land as a production input. Because
government is a virtual monopsonist for public good attributes of land, it need pay
no more than the productive value of land where the amenity value is greater than
the productive value. However, because there are many bidders for land with
higher productive values, either in agricultural or developed uses, it will not bid on
or accept such land unless the amenity value exceeds the productive value. Finally,
government can decide what payment instrument to use.
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Economists can provide useful information for government at several points in
the articulation of rural amenities policies. Direct forms of both market and nonmar-
ket valuation are more or less applicable at these different points. Ex ante evaluation
can be usefully performed during policy development to give policy makers and the
public an idea of the magnitudes of public goods that will accrue relative to their
costs. Sometimes the flows of benefits and costs from different approaches to a pro-
gram can be evaluated, helping policy makers choose between alternatives. Often,
however, these studies are based on benefits transfer techniques that extrapolate
from relatively few small-area studies to a wider universe of landscapes without hav-
ing much ability to account for differences in value that arise from the varying quality
of the amenity provided. Ex ante evaluation is often hampered by incomplete infor-
mation on how the program will actually be run, and inability to accurately simulate
what land will be sought, or how landowners will respond to the incentives offered.

Different kinds of market and nonmarket valuation are appropriate in actually
implementing a rural amenities program. Economic theory shows that, in concept,
the targeting decision should be guided by comparing the marginal cost and marginal
benefit of each parcel, and should focus on those parcels with the highest ratio of
benefits to costs, until the budget is exhausted. This course of action is more often
impractical than not. Indicators of value that are believed to proxy for the values that
cannot be estimated are often used in practice to evaluate the cost-effectiveness
of specific choices in implementing rural amenities programs.

The ability to make market and nonmarket valuations of land limits program
design choices government can make. Market valuation in the agricultural land mar-
ket is conceptually quite easy. Landowners’ reservation prices for control of land
use in agricultural land markets are easily determined using commodity market
prices and estimates of production costs. These values are often less than the likely
value from controlling use of that land to provide public goods benefits, even
though that value cannot be precisely estimated. Where land values are heavily
influenced by development expectations, market valuation becomes much more
difficult, and there are likely fewer parcels for which the value of public goods pro-
vided by maintaining land in rural use exceeds the market values. Beyond keeping
the cost of rural amenities programs low, government may choose to meet other
policy objectives, such as increasing farm incomes, by choosing to pay based on the
value of the land’s contribution to public goods. However, paying farmers for the
value of the public good produced by keeping the land in a specific use, or operat-
ing the land in a specific way, depends critically on being able to estimate nonmar-
ket public goods values for specific parcels quickly and at low cost.

The choice of payment instrument involves other valuation issues. In addition
to direct rent, easement, or fee simple purchase, government can use tax expenditures
to recompense landowners, or it can leverage existing payments, in effect renego-
tiating “deals” struck in the past. Rents in agricultural land markets are conceptually
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easy to estimate, either through direct observation or by estimating net returns in
production. Easement values are complicated by the value of uses or practices not
restricted by the easement, such as timber sales or sale or rental of hunting or fish-
ing rights. Fee simple purchase always involves some element of development
expectation, which is more difficult to value than agricultural production, but this is
relatively minor in rural areas. Tax expenditure, in the form of use value assess-
ment, is a matter of estimating the proportion of value covered by agricultural pro-
duction relative to development value. In practice, this has been hampered by all
the problems of estimating development value, and some political difficulties
implied by rising or falling agricultural prices, as well. Another form of tax expendi-
ture used by the US federal government involves deductions from the income tax
for donation of a conservation easement under the Internal Revenue Code. This suf-
fers from all the problems of estimating easement values, as well as the technical
and often contradictory rulings of the IRS. Finally, using the leverage of existing pay-
ments, such as the conservation compliance (sodbuster and swampbuster) provi-
sions of US farm policy, hinges on the ability to estimate the value of those
payments to the farmer, which has fluctuated with market conditions and the terms
of the programs.

Finally, ex post evaluations of rural amenities programs depend on market and
nonmarket valuation techniques to estimate whether programs actually imple-
mented achieved successful results. These analyses may inform decisions to continue
existing programs, or may be the basis for reformulating or refining programs to
more effectively or efficiently provide rural amenities. Ex post evaluation is often lit-
erally an after thought, or is prompted by problems brought to light only when the
program is implemented. In these cases, data on specific characteristics of the par-
cels affected by the program, either before or after the program was implemented,
have often not been collected. Other factors that influence the values, particularly
market values, almost certainly have had an influence that must be controlled for,
but which may be difficult to determine.

3. US incentive programs for promoting rural amenities from agriculture

Since at least the 1930s, the United States has had a variety of voluntary incen-
tive programs related to the use and management of rural land. While the focus of
many of the practices installed under these early programs was on the farm, they
were motivated at least in part by dramatic floods, siltation, and dust storms that
stemmed from deforestation and poor land management on farms.

3.1. Cost-share programs

Some of the first voluntary programs offered to share the cost of installing soil
and water conservation practices. In these early days, cost-share was a viable concept
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because the transaction was viewed as a joint investment between the landowner,
who protected or enhanced his capital investment in land as a productive asset,
and the public, who derived benefits from reduced flooding, siltation, and wind
blown dust. Born in the Great Depression, these programs also had a strong social
purpose in providing income assistance to farmers who might otherwise abandon
family farms and migrate to cities, further contributing to an already large public
assistance burden. In this context, cost sharing contributed to farm incomes
because the labour and machine inputs required to install the practices were
self-supplied by the farm operator, with technical assistance from the government.

Among the first cost-share programs were technical assistance, offered under
the Conservation Technical Assistance (CTA) program, and financial assistance,
offered under the Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP), both authorised in 1936
(Magleby et al., 1995, Figure 3). The Great Plains Conservation Program (GPCP),
authorised in 1957, offered an integrated program of technical and financial assis-
tance on entire operating units to producers in the Great Plains states. The Small
Watershed Program (PL-566), initiated in 1954, and the Resource Conservation and
Development Program, authorised in 1962, were similar programs focused on
watersheds or areas, rather than individual farms. By the mid-1970’s cost-share pro-
grams explicitly for off-site concerns with water quality and other environmental
problems emerged in the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program, initiated
in 1974, and the Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP), begun in 1980. All cost-sharing
programs were consolidated in the Environmental Quality Incentives Program
(EQIP) in 1996, which has been funded at about $150 million per year. The historical
pattern of expenditures on these programs is shown in Table 7. Much of the
cost-sharing expenditure in 1936-40 was actually for idling land. Recent cost-sharing
expenditures are detailed in Table 8. Recently, the Administration proposed
spending $325 million annually on EQIP.

Cost-share programs have evolved away from relatively straight-forward trans-
actions on specific conservation practices towards assistance for more nebulous
changes to cropping systems that involve changes to management and approach.
For example, nearly 1.5 million acres per year were cost-shared to establish perma-
nent vegetative cover in ACP between 1936 and 1985, while only 510 000 acres
annually were cost-shared from 1986-95 (USDA-FSA, 1992 and 1997). Cost sharing
for 644 000 acres of integrated crop management and agricultural pollution reduc-
tion source reduction systems per year was made in 1991-95. Costs for many of the
newer approaches are difficult to identify. Some systems, such as conservation till-
age, are actually expected to be more profitable than existing practices, so that the
“cost” share is actually more of an incentive payment to motivate adoption.
Cost-sharing for conservation tillage, reduced tillage, and no-till was paid on an
average of 926 000 acres from 1986 to 1995. Over time, the focus has shifted from
practices in which the farm operator has some self-interest motivated by expected
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cal years 1983-2000

995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

$ million nominal

0.0 538.9 529.2 541.8 547.9 584.8

9.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.4 29.0 29.4 34.4 35.0 35.3

3.5 14.0 14.0 11.2 10.4 11.7
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 81.4 72.8 50.0 47.0 43.4

3.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.8 6.0 12.0 17.7 13.2 18.3

0.0 6.5 20.0 38.0 33.1 57.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 2.5

0.0 0.6 0.1 0.7 0.0 1.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.4 676.6 677.5 698.7 691.5 754.0

6.0 4.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5.3 7.2 38.8 67.1 20.9 0.0

1.8 2.4 4.8 1.5 2.5 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8
5.9 76.9 106.4 131.3 86.3 62.8
Table 7. USDA conservation expenditures, by activity and program, fis

Activity/program
1984 1986 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1

1. Technical assistance, extension, and administration:
Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) programs
Conservation Technical Assistance 

(CTA) 293.7 286.7 366.4 396.7 426.5 477.9 515.2 523.2 50
Great Plains Conservation Program 

(GPCP) 9.1 8.9 8.7 8.0 8.3 9.1 8.9 9.3
Resource Conservation and 

Development (RC and D) 16.3 17.4 18.2 23.1 24.2 26.0 29.9 28.3 3
Watershed Investigations and Survey 

(planning) 24.3 22.7 20.7 21.1 22.0 22.8 22.8 24.4 2
– Small Watershed Program 8.7 8.5 8.7 8.8 9.2 9.5 9.5 10.9 1
– River basin surveys 15.6 14.2 12.1 12.3 12.8 13.3 13.3 13.5 1

Watershed Protection/Flood 
Prevention 75.7 77.8 67.7 63.2 70.3 74.3 80.4 77.9 7

Colorado River Salinity Control 
Program 0.0 0.0 1.8 4.4 5.9 5.9 5.5 5.5

Forestry Incentives Program (FIP) 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3
Water Bank Program (WBP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.7 1.1 1.1 0.4
Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 3.5
Environmental Quality Improvement 

Program (EQIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program 

(WHIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Farmland Protection Program 

(FPP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Conservation Farm Option (CFO) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Subtotal NRCS 420.4 414.7 484.7 518.2 559.2 618.3 670.0 673.8 64

Farm Service Agency (FSA) programs
Agricultural Conservation Program 

(ACP) 11.2 10.5 11.2 11.3 10.6 10.8 11.2 11.7
Conservation Reserve Program 

(CRP) 0.0 10.8 5.6 16.4 5.7 11.4 8.9 4.7
Emergency Conservation Program 

(ECP) 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.8 1.5 1.0
Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) 0.3 3.4 (0.0) 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.0
FSA salaries and expenses, 

conservation 35.3 37.3 61.4 60.2 73.8 72.6 65.3 67.6 6
Subtotal FSA 47.4 62.1 78.4 89.4 91.4 96.1 87.0 85.0 7
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32.2 32.2 31.7 31.7 29.6 29.3 28.2

25.8 25.9 23.4 23.4 23.9 28.8 28.8
15.5 16.0 14.5 17.2 11.5 17.3 16.3
6.9 0.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 7.0 50.0

16.4 17.1 16.0 16.8 15.0 9.0 7.0
27.0 28.3 25.5 25.5 26.8 30.5 39.5
0.0 0.0 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.0

91.7 87.3 83.6 85.4 81.7 93.4 141.7

882.7 841.8 868.8 901.0 941.4 900.5 986.7

183.0 94.0 70.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14.5 3.7 1.2 11.0 96.1 182.9 190.3

24.0 21.2 27.6 90.3 27.0 81.6 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

10.9 12.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
232.4 131.0 99.3 101.3 123.1 264.5 190.3

17.9 18.3 4.5 4.5 6.5 0.0 5.0

0.0 0.0 123.5 180.0 162.0 140.9 243.0

8.2 0.6 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11.5 6.0 5.7 5.7 5.7 15.7 0.0

16.4 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.4 9.9 8.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 15.0 7.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

43.5 22.5 139.6 199.9 192.7 171.6 250.5

293.9 171.9 243.4 305.7 322.3 436.1 445.8

Table 7. USDA conservation expenditures, by activity and program, fiscal years 1983-2000 (cont.)

Activity/program
1984 1986 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

$ million nominal
 135

2000

Extension Service (ES) conservation 
activities 16.0 16.3 18.1 23.5 29.4 31.1 31.1

Forest Service (FS) programs
Forest Stewardship 6.9 6.7 6.8 15.2 22.6 23.9 23.3
Economic Action Programs 1.2 0.9 2.0 4.2 10.2 15.2 13.7
Forest Legacy Program 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 9.9
Pacific Northwest Assistance 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Urban and Community Forestry 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.8 21.1 23.8 24.8
Forestry Incentives Program (FIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Subtotal FS 9.7 9.5 10.8 22.1 53.8 67.9 71.7

Subtotal Tech. asst., ext., and admin 493.5 502.6 592.0 653.4 733.8 813.4 859.7

2. Cost-sharing for practice installation
FSA programs

Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP) 174.5 129.7 186.6 187.8 171.6 179.1 182.8
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 0.0 12.4 284.8 118.1 40.9 39.3 32.0
Emergency Conservation Program 

(ECP) 16.4 6.6 5.7 17.9 8.8 10.3 42.0
Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) 0.0 10.6 2.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0
Stewardship Incentive Program (SIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 7.8

Subtotal FSA 190.9 159.3 479.2 324.1 221.3 230.5 264.6

FS Stewardship Incentives Program (SIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.9 0.8 17.8

NRCS programs
Environmental Quality Incentives 

Program (EQIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Colorado River Salinity Control 

Program 0.0 0.0 3.1 6.0 8.9 8.8 8.2
Forestry Incentives Program (FIP) 11.1 9.8 10.6 10.2 12.4 11.5 11.2
Great Plains Conservation Program 

(GPCP) 12.3 11.5 11.8 12.9 16.4 16.2 16.4
Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program 

(WHIP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Conservation Farm Option (CFO) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Subtotal NRCS 23.4 21.4 25.5 29.1 37.6 36.5 35.8

Subtotal Cost-sharing 214.3 180.7 504.8 353.2 278.8 267.8 318.2
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0.6 59.1 186.7 80.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 6.0 6.0 7.5 7.8 4.3

2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 34.0 34.0 45.0 44.6 35.7

3.1 99.1 226.7 132.5 52.4 40.0

1.7 1 710.0 1 659.7 1 594.9 1 324.8 1 387.6
0.9 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.8 58.0 73.0 211.8 118.1 190.8
0.0 14.4 1.9 17.3 0.0 26.4
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.4 1 783.1 1 734.6 1 823.9 1 442.9 1 604.8

5.5 76.0 73.5 74.7 74.5 92.8
0.1 42.8 60.2 64.4 64.3 65.9
5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
3.5 177.9 179.8 187.9 198.1 234.6

0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

2.6 76.2 76.4 76.4 78.3 80.6
8.1 8.9 8.8 8.8 9.0 9.2
5.6 5.9 5.8 5.8 6.0 6.1
6.3 90.9 91.1 91.1 93.3 95.9

0.7 392.9 409.8 423.3 435.5 494.5

es are included in other programs listed above)

8.9 3 387.4 3 577.8 3 643.5 3 267.4 3 572.0

 years 1983-2000 (cont.)

995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

$ million nominal
3. Public works project activities (NRCS)
Emergency Watershed Protection 22.0 79.7 13.5 94.9 20.0 70.0 73.1 133.2 29
Flood Prevention (operations) 9.9 19.1 11.3 16.0 12.8 21.4 23.8 22.9
Resource Conservation and 

Development (RCandD) 9.7 7.7 7.0 4.2 5.7 6.5 2.6 4.6
Small Watershed Program (operations) 87.6 80.8 83.4 81.7 82.6 89.6 101.3 106.9

Subtotal NRCS public works projects 129.1 187.3 115.2 196.8 121.1 187.5 200.8 267.6 29

4. Rental and easement payments (FSA and NRCS)
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 0.0 0.0 760.1 1 393.7 1 590.1 1 612.5 1 510.0 1 728.8 1 71
Water Bank Program (WBP) 8.8 8.4 8.4 12.2 13.1 17.1 17.1 7.4
Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4 86.9 7
Farmland Protection Program (FPP) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Conservation Farm Option (CFO) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Subtotal rental and easement payments 8.8 8.4 768.5 1 406.0 1 603.2 1 629.6 1 531.5 1 823.0 1 79

5. Conservation data and research
Agricultural Research Service 63.7 62.4 60.5 73.6 73.6 73.9 74.3 76.7 7
Cooperative State Research Service 29.6 31.3 33.1 40.6 50.6 53.9 49.8 48.0 5
Economic Research Service 7.7 4.0 3.1 4.6 5.5 5.8 6.3 5.0
Forest Service (forest research) 109.4 120.1 135.5 150.9 167.6 180.5 182.7 195.0 19
National Agricultural Library 

(water quality) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
NRCS programs
– Soil surveys 53.5 54.3 67.7 68.1 69.8 72.6 72.6 73.9 7
– Plant materials centers 4.0 3.9 4.9 7.2 7.9 8.1 8.1 8.9
– Snow surveys 3.9 3.8 5.4 5.4 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.8
Subtotal NRCS 61.4 62.0 78.0 80.7 83.2 86.3 86.3 88.6 8

Subtotal conservation data and research 271.8 279.8 310.2 350.7 380.9 400.6 399.7 413.7 41

6. Conservation compliance 
and sodbuster (FSA and NRCS) (expenditur

USDA total 1 117.5 1 158.7 2 290.5 2 960.0 3 117.8 3 299.0 3 310.0 3 680.9 3 50

Source: Aministration's budget request submitted in February, 1999.

Table 7. USDA conservation expenditures, by activity and program, fiscal

Activity/program
1984 1986 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1
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on-farm benefits to practices, which provide public good benefits. The share of ACP
expenditures devoted to practices with a primary purpose of erosion control
declined from 71 per cent in 1998 to 51 per cent in 1995, while the share for prac-
tices whose primary purpose was surface water quality improvement grew from
7 per cent to 27 per cent. (USDA-ERS, 1997, Table 6.1.2). 

3.2. Land rights programs

By far the largest US voluntary incentive programs have paid producers to idle
cropland and restore the vegetation to conserving uses. Since the Great Depres-
sion, an unstated objective of such programs has been to reduce production of agri-
cultural commodities, thereby reducing supplies and increasing prices (Heimlich
and Claassen, 1999). Consequently, land retirement programs have generally been
instituted during agricultural recessions, as can be seen by the relationship
between US land retirement and agricultural prices. The limited term, usually
10-15 years, to which US land retirement programs have aspired is another conse-
quence of this preoccupation with supply control. While permanent easements
would have cost little more than the 10-15 years of annual rental payments, they
would not have accommodated a return to production when commodity prices rose
again in their cycle. The evolution of the oldest and largest land retirement pro-
gram, the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is discussed in a case study in the
next section.

More recently, land has been permanently retired from agricultural produc-
tion using easements that make a permanent change in the bundle of property

Table 8. Economic losses associated with wetland losses, 1954-1992

Economic activity

Studies Mean Range
Estimated 
wetlands 
affected1

Total economic 
losses

Number 1992 constant $ per acre Thousand acres
Millions of 1992 

constant $

Direct economic losses
Commercial fisheries 7 $733 $7-1 390 573.6 $421

Damages to public goods – use values
General recreation 4 $2 710 $105-$9 859 12 850.0 $34 824
Recreational fishing 7 $6 571 $95-$28 845 12 850.0 $84 442
Waterfowl hunting 8 $1 244 $108-$3 101 12 850.0 $15 981

Damages to public goods--nonuse values
Nonuser values 6 $121 471 $1 155-$347 548 12 850.0 $1 560 906
Nonuser values 
alternate estimate

4 $118
per capita

$12-$280
per capita

n.a. $462 576

Note: Based on coastal wetland losses for commercial fisheries and total net losses of 458 000 acres per year
in 1954-74, 290 000 acres per year in 1974-83, and 79 000 acres per year in 1982-92 for public goods losses.
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rights encompassed by land ownership (Wiebe et al., 1996). Long used to acquire
rights of way for roads and utility lines, permanent easements have been used
since 1929 to acquire easements over land for migratory bird habitat under the
Migratory Bird Conservation Act (16 U.S.C. 715), administered by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service. Since its inception, the program has acquired more than
4.5 million acres of land for the 93 million acre National Wildlife Refuge System
(US-FWS, 1999).

State and local governments have purchased development rights on farm
and other rural land to prevent development since 1977, when Maryland and
Massachusetts inaugurated the first such program (Buis et al., 1995). As of
February 2000, 19 states had purchase of agricultural easements (PACE) programs
which had acquired more than 4 000 easements covering more than 663 000 acres
(AFT, 2000). Local programs accounted for another 1 186 easements on an addi-
tional 156 000 acres. Funding mechanisms include State appropriations, dedicated
tax revenues, such as cigarette or real estate transfer taxes, and bond issues. Crite-
ria for eligibility and prioritisation for purchase are as varied and distinctive as the
States involved. Selection often turns on the degree of development pressure, the
viability of the land and location for agricultural production, and synergy with other
parcels in the program, or with other programs aimed at similar objectives
(AFT, 1997).

Purchases of development rights programs have been the domain of state and
local governments since their inception. In the 1996 FAIR Act, Congress passed the
Farmland Protection Program (FPP) which, for the first time, provides Federal
funding to State, local, or tribal entities with existing farmland protection programs
to purchase conservation easements or other interests in order to keep agricultural
land in farming. The goal of the program, run by NRCS, is to protect
170 000-340 000 acres of farmland. Priority is given to applications for perpetual
easements, although a minimum of 30 years is required. In fiscal years 1996-98,
USDA signed co-operative agreements with states and local governments obligat-
ing $33.4 million for development interests. The Administration has recently pro-
posed $65 million per year in additional funding for FPP.

Despite the preference for the flexibility offered by annual rental payments,
the large investment required to restore cropland to wetlands justified the use of
permanent easements in the Wetland Reserve Program, authorised in the Food,
Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (Heimlich et al., 1998). Enrolment is
nearly complete on the 975 000 acres of former cropland to be restored to wetlands.
WRP is discussed further in the wetlands case study. The Administration has
recently proposed replacing the overall enrolment cap with an annual goal of
250 000 acres per year.
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3.3. Tax programs

Policy makers are fond of providing incentives for voluntary programs through
the tax system, possibly because of a kind of “money illusion” associated with tax
expenditures. Two examples from the US experience are use value assessment of
agricultural and rural land under state property tax law, and deductions for charita-
ble easement donation under the Federal income tax law.

A factor hypothesised as contributing to development of farmland near cities
is the disparity between the value of the land, which increasingly reflects the expec-
tation of development, and the stream of earnings available in agricultural produc-
tion. When land is assessed at development prices for property tax purposes, a
very real cost burden is imposed on the operator, which reduces farm profits and is
thought to contribute to decisions to abandon farming. Relief from property taxes
was first enacted in Iowa in 1939, and Maryland was the first State to enact use value
assessment in 1956 (Tremblay et al., 1987). By 1989, all 50 States had enacted some
form of use value assessment (Aiken, 1989). While details of each state program dif-
fer widely, their success in preserving rural amenities depends on the effective tax
reduction and the restrictions imposed against development (AFT, 1997).

Effective tax reduction is partly a function of how use values are calculated
– that is, the discounted value of agricultural production relative to current land val-
ues (Tremblay et al., 1987, p. 15). How the property tax is administered also plays an
important role in real tax reduction because de facto assessments at use value and
failure to equalise tax effort across jurisdictions can negate the apparent tax reduc-
tion (AFT, 1997, p. 158). In rural counties where few other residents or businesses
can assume the assessment burden, increased millage rates can offset any gains
from reduced assessments. Restrictions on development coupled with use value
assessment range from relatively tight contractual agreements, as in California and
Minnesota, to relatively weak "rollback" provisions designed to recapture the taxes
forgiven (Tremblay et al., 1987, p. 17).

Overall, use value assessment has not been a strong incentive to forego devel-
opment, and has not been judged as successful in preserving farmland or rural
landscapes (AFT, 1997, p. 163; NALS, 1981, p. 63). Based on the $0.73 1995 average
tax rate per $100 of assessed full value, US agriculture’s $740 billion in land was lia-
ble for $5.4 billion in property taxes, while farm real estate taxes paid were
$4.9 billion (ERS-USDA, 2000). The $497 million difference is a conservative esti-
mate of the tax expenditure represented by use value assessment because much
rural land granted use value assessment is probably not represented in the ERS
sampling. Nevertheless, an expenditure of nearly half a billion dollars represents
one of the largest programs intended to provide rural amenities.

Politicians have used another aspect of the US tax system, the Federal income
tax, to promote certain behaviours related to land ownership deemed to be of
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social value. Easements are an old and well respected legal means of separating
certain rights in land. Congress significantly encouraged private donation of ease-
ments on land for conservation purposes in 1964, and later enacted Section 170(h)
of the Internal Revenue Code in the Tax Treatment Extension Act of 1980, although
some categories of particular interest to agriculture were not clarified until 1986
(Hambrick, 1981; Federal Register, 1986). When a landowner grants a conservation
easement to a qualified organisation at less than fair market value, the difference
between the compensation paid and the fair market value can be deducted as a
charitable donation. “Conservation purposes” include land for outdoor recreation,
for fish, wildlife, or plant habitat, for open space, including farm and forestland, and
for preservation of historically important land or structures. “Qualified organisa-
tions” include units of government and certain tax-exempt entities such as land
trusts. This tax treatment of conservation easements has become an important tool
in estate planning and is the most important economic factor in the growth of land
trusts in the US. It has been used for farmland and habitat preservation, and has
been contemplated for use in erosion control and water quality protection (Ward
et al., 1989).

Issues of valuation loom particularly large in the process and oversight of
Section 170(h). Not only is the current appreciated value of a particular parcel a rel-
evant consideration, but differences in the tax status and basis of the different land-
owners also make a huge difference in how successful a bid for donation of an
easement becomes. An individual with little or no taxable income (like many farm-
ers) or who has recently acquired the land (thus having a large tax basis in it) will
not find such a donation financially attractive. A similar parcel held by an individual
with high taxable income in need of sheltering who has held the parcel long enough
to accrue significant appreciation can realise significant income tax and estate and
gift tax savings that can be carried over several years (Ward et al., 1989). Lawyers
specialising in estate and the environment have become skilled in the law and eco-
nomics of such transactions and in brokering such deals for non-profit organisa-
tions. Often, such organisations as The Nature Conservancy play key roles in
Federal and state agency acquisition of significant parcels because they can set up
deals and pass on the partial interests to government partners when funding
becomes available.

3.4. Conservation compliance

One class of US programs is viewed as quasi-regulatory, despite the technically
voluntary nature of the disincentives offered. Conservation compliance provisions
covering highly erodible land and wetlands were first introduced in the 1985 Food
Security Act (Reichelderfer, 1985; USDA-ERS 1997, Chapter 6.4). Producers cannot
receive farm commodity program payments if they farm highly erodible land with-
out a conservation plan that reduces erosion to acceptable levels, convert highly
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erodible land to crop production without such a plan (sodbuster), or convert wet-
lands to crop production (swampbuster). Participation in commodity programs is
voluntary: Producers who do not wish to comply can simply opt out of the programs.
However, because the economic survival of many farms depended on commodity
program payments in the mid-1980s when these provisions were enacted, produc-
ers felt that conservation compliance was not voluntary at all.

Over the course of the first decade in which compliance provisions were in
force, only about 3 500 producers were found to be in violation of highly erodible
land provisions, and about 1 000 in violation of wetland provisions, with a total of
about $23 million in commodity benefits denied (USDA-ERS, 1997, Tables 6.4.2 and
6.5.5). Compliance is recognised as at least partly responsible for increasing conser-
vation tillage from about 25 per cent of cropland in 1989 to about 36 per cent in 1996
(USDA-ERS, 1997, Table 4.2.1). Compliance, along with agricultural recession in
the latter half of the 1980’s and early 1990’s, is also partly responsible for reducing
conversion of highly erodible land and wetlands to crop production (Heimlich et al.,
1998; Heimlich and Melanson, 1995).

4. Evolution of incentive program design: CRP and Wetlands case studies

In this section, two case studies of US experience with voluntary incentive pro-
grams at the Federal government level are presented: the Conservation Reserve
Program and wetland programs. The emphasis is on how the programs were actually
implemented, their evolution over time as experience was gained in operating
them, and the roles valuation played and did not play in their implementation.

4.1. Case Study: Conservation Reserve Program

The first US agricultural land retirement program began in the Depression of
the 1930s. The Cropland Adjustment Act of 1934 retired about 20 million acres in
the two years of its existence (Crosswhite and Sandretto, 1991). Most land retire-
ment in the 1930's was actually accomplished under cost-share programs rather
than explicit CRP-like programs (Kramer and Batie, 1985). The original Conservation
Reserve Program was established under the Soil Bank Act (70 Stat. 188;
7 USC 1801-1837) in 1956 as agricultural prices declined following World War II.
Landowners received cost-share payments to establish conservation cover and
annual rental payments for 3 to 10 years. At its peak in 1960, 306 186 farms enrolled
28.7 million acres. The last land in this program came out of contract in 1972
(ASCS, 1970; Aines, 1963).

Under the Soil Bank, CRP was generally regarded as a very successful program.
It reduced acreage and stabilised production after the World War II expansion, put
money in the pockets of farmers at a time when commodity prices were falling, sta-
bilised fragile soils in the Midwest and Great Plains states during a time of drought
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when conditions resembling the Dust Bowl could have emerged again, and pro-
vided observable changes in habitat and populations of pheasants and other wild-
life (Berner, 1989, Edwards, 1983). Little or no evaluation of these programs was
ever conducted, especially any studies to comprehensively estimate monetary
benefits from the costs incurred in retiring land and establishing cover. There was
an analysis of the reuse of land released from CRP contracts, and a limited formal
evaluation of a much less extensive pilot program, the Cropland Conversion Pro-
gram, which operated in 1963-1967 (Aines, 1963; Vermeer, 1967; Kurtz et al., 1980).
Most of this evaluation concerned itself with slippage in providing supply control,
the cost of reducing output, and the extent to which cover was retained after con-
tracts expired.

The modern Conservation Reserve Program was enacted in the 1985 Food
Security Act (FSA) and authorised initially at 45 million acres. At the brink of agricul-
tural recession, there was little need for ex post analysis of the previous CRP, nor
ex ante analysis of the proposed program to convince Congress that retiring cropland
could help improve the agricultural economy and contribute to soil, water, and wild-
life habitat objectives. Analysis that was undertaken by economists focused largely
on the how the supply control mechanism would work, and how auctions could pro-
mote efficiency in running such a program (Boggess and Heady, 1981; Dicks, 1985;
Ervin and Mill, 1985).

Most of these considerations were not relevant as the program was actually
implemented. The 45 million acre goal effectively precluded auctions because it
was impossible to enrol that much acreage in a short period. Multiple enrolment
periods and the obvious pressure government officials were under to enrol as much
land as quickly as possible opened opportunities to game any bidding system in
favour of the landowner. The sheer volume of offers overwhelmed local officials
ability to judge even appropriate rental rates, let alone the relative benefits offered
by respective parcels. Some 65 000 contracts for 8 million acres were accepted in
3 signups in 1986 (Osborn et al., 1995). What began as an auction experiment quickly
became an offer system as landowners tested the program’s limits and maximum
acceptable rental rates (MARR) were established. Even if benefits could somehow
have been estimated that accurately reflected relative differences between so
many parcels, the overwhelming mandate to enrol acres would have negated any
cost/benefit or cost/effectiveness enrolment criteria.

In terms of the earlier discussion in the first section of this paper, by accepting
offers based on prevailing cash rents, government chose to deal in the agricultural
land market, rather than a market for rural amenities. It also implicitly chose to
exclude land in urbanising areas because the MARRs were based on agricultural
rents, rather than rentals implied by values in developed use. Finally, the MARRs
were a tacit admission that government officials implementing the program in local
offices were unable to apply even the rudiments of market valuation for agricultural
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land, which are well understood and practised in appraisal technique for specific
parcels, let alone attempting nonmarket valuation of rural amenity attributes.
Beyond lack of valuation training, the principal practical obstacle to developing
systematic appraisals of the offered parcels was the volume of parcels offered and
the short time frame for enrolment decision making.

Only one innovation over the original CRP of the 1950’s was adopted for the
new CRP: enrolment was targeted to highly erodible land (Heimlich and Bills, 1984).
The highly erodible land criteria were originally developed to implement the con-
servation compliance and sodbuster provisions that attempted to rationalise
incentives created for cropping highly erodible land with erosion control objectives
(Reichelderfer, 1985). Conservation compliance and CRP were seen as being cou-
pled: CRP offered an economically feasible way for a farmer with highly erodible
land requiring expensive conservation practices to meet compliance requirements.
This provision implicitly recognised that soil erosion reduction was the primary
environmental objective of the program and focused CRP on the land with the
greatest inherent capacity to produce erosion. As implemented, however, the
highly erodible criteria were so diluted that nearly 101 million acres were eligible
to bid (Osborn et al., 1995). With minor exceptions, every eligible acre bid at a rent
under the MARR was accepted.

Criticism of various aspects of this program surfaced in the late 1980s, several
touching on valuation issues (GAO, 989; Richelderfer and Boggess, 988). The pri-
mary criticism derived from single-minded pursuit of the acreage goal: the “best”
acres were not being sought because every eligible acre was accepted. However,
even the critics had a rather narrow focus on soil erosion, ignoring other environ-
mental problems that could be addressed with the program. Another criticism was
that the MARRs, set for multiple county areas, were often much higher than average
county rents resulting in a higher cost for the program than necessary (GAO, 1989).
Even where the MARR approximated average rents, a single payment rate created
windfalls for landowners with less valuable land and discouraged landowners with
more valuable land from participating. Despite these criticisms, a cost/benefit anal-
ysis of the program conducted using benefits transfer methods after 26 million
acres had been enrolled estimated that the full CRP would produce a net benefit
of $3.4 to 11 billion (Young and Osborn, 1990). Income gains to landowners were
expected to be more than $13-25 billion, while benefits to natural resources and
the environment were valued at only $6-14 billion. Consumer costs were estimated
to rise $13-25 billion, due to increased food prices related to reduced production.

Reforms after 1990 FACT Act

The estimated benefits, and continuing problems with the agricultural economy,
influenced Congress to extend the program. However, as a result of these criticisms,
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and because conditions were improving in the agricultural economy, Congress
called for changes in the way CRP was administered. In the 1990 Food, Agriculture,
Conservation and Trade (FACT) Act, the acreage cap was reduced from 45 million to
36 million acres, reducing pressure to enrol all eligible acreage and creating condi-
tions for more truly competitive signups for the 5 million acres remaining under the
cap. Congress also reiterated their 1988 appropriations act direction that CRP rental
rates reflect prevailing local rental rates for comparable land. Finally, Congress
emphasised a more complete range of environmental goals beyond reducing soil
erosion.

In response to this congressional direction, USDA completely revised the CRP
bid acceptance process in 1991 (Barbarika et al., 1994). First, the MARRs were
replaced by soil-specific rental rates that adjusted the observed county average
cash rent up or down based on an index of relative soil productivity. Landowners
could bid less than this rate, but the soil-specific rental rate offered to prospective
bidders more closely matched the true value of the land being offered. Second, an
environmental benefits index (EBI) designed to proxy for the range of environmen-
tal benefits being sought by enrolling the land was evaluated for every parcel of
land offered. The EBI included terms for:

• improvements in surface water quality;

• improvements in groundwater quality;

• maintenance of soil productivity;

• assistance to producers with potential problems implementing conservation
compliance plans;

• acreage planted to trees;

• acreage within identified critical water quality problem areas;

• acreage within conservation priority areas designated by Congress.

A national cost-effective ranking based on the EBI score and offered rental rate
was constructed for each signup. Bids with the highest ratios were accepted until
the acreage enrolment objectives for the signup were met.

An important aspect of any such system of indicators intended to proxy for the
rural amenity values produced is the relative weight given to each component
(e.g., Is water quality twice as important as tree planting? Or half as important?).
While traditional textbooks on policy analysis leave such choices to the policy-
maker, in the case of CRP’s EBI, policymakers refused to explicitly judge the relative
weights appropriate to each part of the index, deferring to a committee of technical
experts which had devised the index components. They, in turn, were unable to
agree on anything other than an equal weighting for each component. In practice,
policymakers insisted on estimates of where future CRP enrolments using the new
processes were likely to occur and seemed satisfied with the geographic shifts from
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the Great Plains to the Corn Belt and Northeast that were expected with the new
system. If equal weighting had not produced a satisfactory geographic shift, it
seems likely that some adjustment of factor weightings would have been required
until expected enrolment conformed to policymakers’ prior assumptions.

The cost-effective criteria adopted for the CRP bid assessment do not provide
an objective cost/benefit measure to endogenously judge the program’s accom-
plishments. However, differences between results achieved in the first 9 signups
before 1990 and the post-1990 signups indicated improvement in the following
ways:

• only 27 per cent of post-1990 enrolment was located in the Great Plains,
whereas as 59 per cent of pre-1990 enrolment was located there;

• post-1990 rents averaged $60 per acre, compared with $49 per acre in previ-
ous signups;

• 12 per cent of post-1990 enrolment was for tree planting, compared to 6 per
cent in previous signups;

• post-1990 erosion reduction averaged 16 tons per acre, compared with
14 tons per acre in the last pre-1990 signup;

• two-thirds of erosion reductions after 1990 were water-caused erosion, while
previous erosion reduction was dominated by wind-caused erosion;

• 15 per cent of post-1990 enrolment was in designated conservation priority
areas, compared with 2 percent in previous enrolments (Osborn, 1993).

These results indicated that the post-1990 bid acceptance processes were tar-
geting more expensive land in the Corn Belt and Northeast, with higher sheet and
rill erosion rates, impacting water quality problems. Reforms of CRP bid acceptance
processes were developed after all but 5 million of the 36 million acres authorised
for CRP had been enrolled. Despite this, these procedures were given a good test
prior to reauthorization of the program in the 1996 Federal Agriculture Improve-
ment and Reform (FAIR) Act.

A more formal validation of the new procedures was accomplished in an ex post
evaluation of signups 1-12 and the new procedures (Feather et al., 1999). They found
that EBI criteria increased freshwater-based recreation and wildlife-viewing bene-
fits, and decreased pheasant-hunting benefits compared with CRP acreage
accepted prior to 1992. Based on this partial accounting of benefits, the new proce-
dures increased the benefits $370 million. They also summarised valuation litera-
ture associated with various components of the existing EBI.

Reforms after 1996 FAIR Act

Reauthorization of CRP in 1996 FAIR appears to contradict the general trend for
land retirement in periods of agricultural recession. In the early 1990s, agricultural
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prices were rising and US agriculture was finally emerging from a trough that bot-
tomed in 1987. Two forces united to ensure that CRP would be reauthorised. First,
a broad coalition of environmentalists, farmers, hunters, community leaders, and
wildlife managers who had seen benefits from CRP lobbied hard to prevent
36 million acres in established cover from returning to crop production (Wildlife
Management Institute, 1994; Diebel et al., 1996; Taff, 1993 and Cook, 1994). There
was clear recognition that much of this land had been idled in the programs of
the 1930’s and 1960’s, and that the current program represented a significant
($25 billion) investment in the environment that should not be casually aban-
doned. Second, a conservative coalition in congressional agricultural committees
pushed through fundamental reform of farm income and commodity programs, dis-
carding price support and set aside programs going back 60 years to the Great
Depression (Orden et al., 1996). One part of the transition to a more market-based
agricultural system was to prevent the supply increases that 36 million acres of
cropland returning to production could create (Heimlich and Osborn, 1993; Osborn
and Heimlich, 1994).

The new bid acceptance procedures developed after the 1990 FACT Act were
judged successful, although adjustments to some terms were deemed necessary.
Several iterations were tried in successive signups, eventually resulting in the cur-
rent version of the EBI (USDA-FSA, 1999). Because land included in designated
conservation priority areas (CPAs) did not have to meet highly erodible land or
other eligibility criteria, many proposals were put forward for additions to this list.
Much of North and South Dakota and western Minnesota was included in the Prairie
Pothole CPA, focused on restoring pothole wetlands for duck habitat, and a large
crescent of land across the Southeast was included in the longleaf pine CPA,
focused on reforestation with a declining native tree species. While these additions
added greatly to the pool of eligible land, committing to wetland restoration or
longleaf pine replanting is rather expensive and served to limit the number of offers
actually accepted in these CPAs.

Another feature added to CRP was the continuous signup for filter strips and
other partial-field enrolment. This was part of a compromise with critics of the high
cost and limited effectiveness of whole-field land idling in addressing environmen-
tal problems associated with agriculture, and partly with agricultural commodity
groups who objected to continued land retirement (Hoefner, 1994; Abel, Daft and
Early, 1994). They advocated putting more resources into intensive margin pro-
grams such as the new Environmental Quality Improvement Program (EQIP) that
consolidated all previous USDA cost-sharing programs. The continuous signup pro-
vision for filter strips, windbreaks, and other partial-field enrolments met some of
these criticisms because it enrolled less land, focused on intercepting sediment,
nutrients and pesticides in runoff from upstream fields rather than idling those
fields, and was thought to be more acceptable to farmers in urbanising areas of the
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Northeast and California that had previously not enrolled in the regular CRP. The
continuous signup and a related Federal/State program called the Conservation
Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) eventually became a focus of USDA’s contri-
bution to the Administration's Clean Water Action Plan (Clean Water Action
Plan, 2000; USDA-NRCS, 1999).

The reauthorised CRP now had to contend with the massive and predictable
number of contracts expiring from the original enrolments in CRP under the 1985
FSA, as well as leave some acreage for the continuous signup (USDA-ERS, 1997,
Chapter 6.3). With the 13th signup, it became obvious that merely taking the high-
est ranked acreage offered in each signup would not necessarily lead to enrolling
the best acreage over the life of the entire program. Enrolling the lowest ranked
acreage in the 13th signup could preclude enrolling higher rated acreage in con-
tracts that did not expire until later signups. To avoid this, a process of simulating
acreage “likely to bid” over the life of the program was developed to estimate the
36 million “best” acres likely to be offered over the entire signup history. The EBI
cut-off for each signup was then based on the EBI of the marginal acre in this “long
run likely to bid” simulation. An acreage allowance was made for the continuous
signup and CREP, assumed to have higher environmental benefits and lower costs
than whole-field enrolment in the regular signup, which would be enrolled later.

The continuous signup and CREP pose other valuation challenges. When
offered, enrolment was less than expected, prompting calls for “bonuses” and other
signup incentives. Rationales for these bonuses range from limited (50%) cost-share
rates for fencing and other expensive required practices, supposedly higher value
for smaller parcels, thin cash rental markets in North-eastern States, and high trans-
action costs for the relatively small total payment for a few acres. Determining what
are appropriate market rates for such partial-field enrolments is difficult because
relatively few transactions of this kind occur in the usual agricultural land markets.
Although government would like to be just another buyer in a well-defined rental
market, the characteristics of this program push it toward being the sole buyer in a
very limited market, with few market signals as to the appropriate rent to elicit
participation.

Under US regulatory policy, the proposed rule implementing the reauthorised
CRP was determined to be Economically Significant and was reviewed by the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) under Executive Order 12866. An initial benefit/
cost assessment was prepared, which was admittedly incomplete because it did
not attempt to include any measure of the value of the benefits gained from enroll-
ing the environmentally sensitive cropland in CRP, which is the primary purpose of
the program (Federal Register, 1996). Subsequent to issuance of the final rule, a
more complete benefit/cost and environmental risk assessment was conducted
(Federal Register, 1997). It analysed the economic, environmental, and budgetary
impacts of three alternative simulated CRP enrolment scenarios. While demurring
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any attempt at comprehensive estimation of CRP benefits, the assessment esti-
mated soil productivity benefits ranging from $150-$195 million annually, water
quality benefits ranging from $350-$455 million, and increased consumptive and
non-consumptive uses of wildlife ranging from $1.5-$2.0, totalling $2.0-$2.7 billion
per year for a partial accounting of the environmental benefits.

Enrolment was expected to increase annual net farm income by $5.8-$7.6 billion.
The net economic costs, summing the impacts on farm income, increased CRP out-
lays, and increased expenditures for a smaller quantity of commodities, ranged
from $0.9-$1.5 billion per year.

Comparison of the rough approximations of environmental benefits derived
from the estimates for currently enrolled acreage, with the economic cost estimates
resulted in total estimated annual benefits to society that exceed costs by
$1.1-$1.2 billion. However, due to the uncertainty of the magnitude of errors of the
environmental benefits estimates, the authors concluded that likely net impacts to
society from CRP would be greater than these estimates.

4.2. Case study: Wetlands Policy

Wetlands are another rural land use that provide a wide variety of benefits, but
which have public goods characteristics. Most of this case study is drawn from
Heimlich et al. (1999) and Heimlich et al. (1998).

It is now commonly accepted that wetlands provide valuable environmental
benefits. However, in the United States they have been converted to other uses,
destroying and degrading wetland functions and values from the earliest colonial
times. Wetlands were considered a hindrance to settlement and land develop-
ment; a nuisance that needed to be eliminated. As settlement spread across the
land, wetlands were converted for other uses, primarily agriculture, with the pace
increasing as available nonwetlands decreased and drainage technology improved.
By 1992, 45-50 per cent of the original wetlands in the 48 states had been converted
to other uses, with losses approaching 90 percent in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri
and Ohio (Dahl, 1990).

Market failure is a principal underlying cause of wetland conversion in the
United States because the interplay of market forces cannot sustain the socially
optimal balance between conversion and conservation. The costs of losing wet-
lands are shifted to society, rather than internalised by the producer. The cost of
conversion is artificially lowered because the public functions and values gener-
ated by wetlands are not marketable and are not considered in the private land-
owner’s calculation of benefits and costs (OECD, 1996, p. 51). Another underlying
cause of conversion in excess of socially desirable levels is that information about
wetlands is not complete. Scientific information is less than complete, including
knowledge of how wetlands and other components of ecosystems function
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together. Practical application of wetland science to the problem of delineating
wetlands to be protected from other lands is also a problem. Most important, the
economic linkages between wetlands functions and services that have values to
humans are not well understood.

Losses from Wetland Conversion

Direct economic losses from losses of US wetlands have not been systemati-
cally measured. Most well documented are estimates of the marginal value of wet-
lands for commercial coastal fisheries. The mean value per acre from 7 studies in
Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, and Virginia is $733 (in 1992 dollars), with estimates
ranging from $7 to $1 390 (Table 3; Farber and Costanza, 1987; Lynne et al., 1981;
Fischer et al., 1986; Bell, 1989; Batie and Wilson, 1979; Farber, 1996; Amacher et al.,
1989; summarised in Heimlich et al., AER). With losses of marine and estuarine wet-
lands totalling 370 900 acres in 1954-74, 118 900 acres in 1974-83, and 83 800 acres
in 1982-92, these values imply losses of $421 million since 1954.

Economic values associated with nonmarketed goods associated with species
dependent on wetlands include values for general recreation, recreational fishing,
and hunting. Mean estimated recreation values from 4 studies averaged $2 710 per
acre (in 1992 dollars), ranging from $105 to $9 859 (Farber and Costanza, 1987;
Farber, 1996; Leitch and Hovde, 1996). Estimated values for fishing in 7 studies
averaged $6 571 per acre, ranging from $95 to $28 845 (Amacher et al., 1989;
Thidodeau and Ostro, 1981; van Vuuren and Roy, 1993; Bell, 1989 and Farber, 1996).
Values for waterfowl hunting from 8 studies averaged $1 244 per acre, ranging from
$108 to $3 101 (van Vuuren and Roy, 1993; Thibodeau and Ostro, 1981; Gupta and
Foster, 1975 and Farber, 1996). Assuming all wetlands have these values, losses of
12.9 million acres in 1954-92 imply losses of $34.8, $84.4, and $15.9 billion for gen-
eral recreation, recreational fishing, and waterfowl hunting, respectively, from wet-
land losses since 1954.

Economic losses from nonuser’s willingness to pay (WTP) for existence and
option values of wetlands per person are estimated to average $118 per year, rang-
ing from $12 to $280 (Whitehead and Blomquist, 1991; Loomis et al., 1990 and Poor,
1997). The per capita WTP yields an estimate of $462.5 billion for nonuser values.
Per acre values estimated from 4 studies have a mean of $121 471 per acre (in 1992
dollars), ranging from $1 155 to $347 548 per wetland acre. Assuming that all wet-
land losses affect these nonuser values implies an economic loss of $1.6 trillion for
wetland losses since 1954, valued per acre of wetlands lost. Large values per acre
result from relatively large willingness-to-pay values per individual derived from
contingent valuation studies that are then applied to large populations, and prob-
ably overestimate these values.
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Restricting consideration to direct economic losses and losses of public goods
by wetland users reduces total estimated economic losses to $136 billion, or an
imputed average of $10 558 per acre of wetlands lost. Adding the alternate estimate
of nonuser values brings the total to $598.2 billion, or $46 556 per acre lost
since 1954.

Wetland Conservation Incentive Programs

Over the course of the last 25 years, the Federal government of the United
States has implemented four major classes of wetland conservation incentive mea-
sures. These measures spanned the gamut from direct regulation, through elimina-
tion of direct and indirect wetland conversion incentives, to subsidies for wetland
conservation (Heimlich et al., 1998). In general, measures adopted in the 1980s and
1990s were implemented in an incremental fashion, on the pragmatic grounds that
measures adopted earlier failed to control wetland losses, presented inconsisten-
cies with previous policies, or proved inadequate to support ecosystem function
with conservation alone.

While it might be expected to be a last resort after other measures were
enacted, direct regulation of wetland conversion was the first measure enacted.
Section 404 of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments directs
US Army Corps of Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency to regulate
discharge of dredged and fill material into “waters of the United States” (PL 92-500).
Section 404 was preceded by a few State laws, and spawned more, resulting in
some form of wetland regulation in 44 of the 50 States (Kusler et al., 1994).

The second major policy measure was Executive Order 11990, signed by Pres-
ident Carter in 1977. This order directed federal agencies to minimise destruction,
loss or degradation of wetlands and to preserve and enhance the natural beneficial
values of wetlands in all actions involving federal lands, federally financed or
assisted construction projects, and other federal activities affecting land use. The
practical impact of the order, as implemented throughout the Executive Branch
Departments, was to deny direct subsidies for wetland conversion (USDI, 1988,
p. 27).

The third class of incentive policies eliminated important indirect incentives
for wetland conversion. Indirect government assistance for wetland conversion, in
the form of farm program benefits and income tax deductions, was largely elimi-
nated by the so-called “Swampbuster” provisions of the 1985 Food Security Act and
changes in the 1986 Tax Reform Act (PL 99-198 and 99-514; Heimlich and Langner,
1986 and Heimlich, 1994). A condition on continued receipt of payments from a vol-
untary agriculture subsidy program, Swampbuster provisions deny most farm pro-
gram benefits to farmers who choose to convert wetlands. Benefits at risk include
direct payments (e.g., production flexibility contract payments), price support
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loans, agricultural disaster payments, conservation payments, loans for farm stor-
age facilities, and certain federally insured or guaranteed loans. Benefits may be
denied for all fields and all farms in which the violator has a financial interest.
Although not specifically directed at wetland conservation, provisions of the Tax
Reform Act (TRA) of 1986 also eliminated preferential tax treatment of conversion
costs and preferential capital gains treatment from selling land that had appreci-
ated in value due to drainage.

The fourth class of policies provided positive incentives for wetland conserva-
tion. Included here are various programs to pay landowners to conserve or restore
wetlands, primarily on agricultural land. Not included are programs for outright pur-
chase of title to wetlands for addition to the National Wildlife Refuge system or
National Parks (Stewart, 1996, pp. 55-56).

Programs under the US Fish and Wildlife Service include the Small Wetland
Acquisition Program (SWAP), wetland restoration efforts under the Partners for
Wildlife Program and co-operative efforts under the North American Waterfowl
Management Plan. Agricultural wetland conservation and restoration programs
include the Water Bank, the Conservation Reserve Program, the Wetlands Reserve
Program and the Emergency Wetlands Reserve Program. In general, all of these pro-
grams are voluntary efforts to acquire property rights in wetlands varying from
short-term rental agreements for 10 years (Water Bank, CRP), through longer-term
or permanent easements (SWAP, WRP, EWRP), to outright acquisition (SWAP). All
involve some degree of cost sharing for wetland restoration or enhancement.

In the 1990 FACT Act, Congress created the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP)
to purchase permanent easements on former wetlands that had been converted to
crop production and restore them as wetlands (Carey et al., 1990 and ERS-USDA,
1994). Ex ante analysis of potential benefits had been helpful in getting the legisla-
tion passed but was far too aggregate to be a useful guide in implementing the pro-
gram (Ervin et al., 1991). Methodological studies demonstrated the potential for
inconsistent results using positive and normative methods for ex ante analysis of
such programs where little prior experience provided a database for analyses
(Parks et al., 1995). Beginning in 1992 as a pilot program in 9 states, WRP has been
expanded to the entire nation. WRP was supplemented with an Emergency Wet-
land Reserve Program (EWRP) authorised after the 1993 Midwest floods to buy out
flood-damaged croplands converted from wetlands that would be too expensive to
protect through levee repairs. WRP is capped at a maximum enrolment of
975 000 acres, with nearly all enrolled as of 2000. In the 1996 FAIR Act, WRP was
broadened to include cost-sharing and 30 year term agreements, in addition to per-
manent easements.

Neither the market value nor EBI approaches developed for CRP proved to be
useful in administering WRP. In theory, average farmland prices in a county could be
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adjusted based on differences in productivity to arrive at an easement price on
which negotiations could be based. In reality, the most important factor in deter-
mining the productivity of wetlands converted to cropland is not soil type, but the
degree of drainage achieved in the conversion. Poorly drained wetlands are not
very productive in agriculture, despite the fact that well-drained fields of similar
soil are typically very productive. Unlike soil type, there is little reliable secondary
data on current drainage available. If a field visit is necessary to determine current
drainage, the rest of the information needed for a site specific appraisal can be
obtained at low marginal cost. In practice, WRP has been administered based on
site-specific appraisals.

Despite a large literature estimating nonmarket values of wetlands (see
Appendix I in Heimlich et al., (1998) for a summary), very little is known about what
features of particular wetland types are associated with higher and lower values.
The range of values in the literature for similar functions is very large, indicating that
either there is great heterogeneity in wetlands providing similar services, or there
is little robustness to the nonmarket methods used, or both. The relationships
between wetland characteristics and the physical functions and ecological services
they provide are poorly understood. Even if these relationships were determined,
there is little secondary data on wetland characteristics collected. WRP places an
additional burden on the analyst because the sites offered are former wetlands that
must undergo extensive restoration. It is the prospective functions and values of
the restored wetlands that must be assessed.

These gaps in understanding and data proved too difficult to overcome in
developing an environmental benefits index similar to the CRP’s EBI. An index that
could be used to indicate the relative cost-effectiveness of enrolling different par-
cels offered in WRP proved impossible to create. In practice, the subjective judge-
ment of officials administering WRP at the local level is the basis for choices
between former wetlands offered for restoration. Once landowners offer land to
WRP and the local official makes an assessment and an on-site appraisal, a process
of negotiation ensues that may, or may not, result in eventual enrolment. Little or
no ex post evaluation of the wetland easements acquired and restorations under-
taken has been conducted, to date.

5. Incentive programs in practice: conclusions

Based on the US experience with voluntary incentive programs, there are valu-
able contributions that economics, in general, and the economics of valuation, in
particular, can make in structuring these programs, and improving their efficiency
and effectiveness. Valuation can play an important role in ex ante policy analysis in
helping scope programs and bringing out what is to be gained and what costs and
unintended consequences may result. Market economic consequences of carefully
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specified programs often produce results that run counter to expectations of both
proponents and opponents in the debate. Valuation studies have not often played
an important role in actually implementing incentive programs because the large
number of parcels or bids that need to be evaluated and the short time deadlines
under which many programs operate. Ex post analyses, while they would undoubt-
edly provide beneficial insights, have seldom been done because the necessary
data have not been collected. Program agencies are understandably defensive
about ex post analyses because it is difficult to separate failures of program design
from failures of program implementation.

Economists are attracted to nonmarket valuation issues because there is more
unexplored methodological territory in these relatively new areas and society is
newly attuned to the importance of nonmarketed benefits. However, US experience
with reform of the CRP bid assessment process shows that program implementation
can benefit greatly from renewed attention to improvements in market valuation,
particularly improvements in data and analysis of land rental markets and ease-
ment valuation. As programs focusing on the intensive margin of production evolve,
renewed attention to farmers’ direct and opportunity costs of adopting new prac-
tices and cropping systems will also become increasingly important.

While theory suggests that cost/benefit is the primary tool for assuring program
efficiency, the lack of comprehensive benefit measures in practice generally pre-
cludes that as a possibility for program implementation. In the US, practical
schemes for assessing the cost-effectiveness of specific program choices in the
implementation phase have been recognised as improvements that utilise a basic
tool of economics and can actually be accommodated by program officials.
Cost-effectiveness analysis can also deal with the often messy multiple objective
character of real programs as well. Implementing cost-effectiveness criteria
involves expert judgement about appropriate indicators and appropriate weights
that require collaboration between disciplines, and between technical and policy
participants.

Economists can play a significant role in shaping emerging programs for rural
amenities. We have long understood the role of economic incentives in motivating
producer behaviour and are more attuned to the potential tradeoffs between pri-
vate opportunities and public benefits. In the practice of economics, it is important
that we make use of the full range of tools and techniques available and carefully
match them to the situation at hand and the constraints imposed by large, complex
programs.
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Comments by Urs Gantner, Swiss Office of Agriculture

Mr. Ralph Heimlich’s paper is clear; it shows how agricultural measures work
and how the USDA improves policy measures. In the following, I will comment on
some statements made in the paper:

“policies requiring landowners to reduce negative externalities or increase positive externalities
are not politically feasible.” (Heimlich, p. 2). Comment: In reality it is a combination
of enforcement – for example there are laws concerning water protection and
environmental protection – and economic instruments – for example there are
voluntary incentive approaches.

“government can choose what land to make offers on to purchase rural amenities.” (Heim-
lich, p. 2). Comment: This is the targeting decision. Good targeting requires
that the flows of benefits and costs under different conditions are known. Costs
can be calculated (for example governmental outlays, societal costs including
transaction costs). However, the benefits are more difficult to evaluate: What
is the value of a bird? What is the environmental benefit of an environmental
program?

“paying farmers for the value of the public good produced ... depends critically on being able
to estimate public goods values for specific parcels quickly and at low costs.” (Heimlich, p. 3).
Comment: Different approaches were discussed at this workshop, for example
the valuation of public goods and the environmental benefits index. An alter-
native approach is: set specific goals, develop policy measures, introduce
them, monitor and evaluate, correct and adapt them.

In 1991, the USDA revised the CRP (Conservation Reserve Program): First,
landowners can bid for a program. Second, an environmental benefits index (EBI)
as a proxy for the environmental benefits is calculated. A cost-effective ranking
based on the EBI score and offering rental rates (bids) is constructed. First, the bids
with the highest ratios are accepted. Comment: With this approach, efficiency is
part of the system. This is really catchy. One question remains however: What about
the transaction costs, especially the administration costs, of this approach?

An alternative to the above mentioned approach might be to decentralise
environmental measures. Those who benefit, those who decide and those who pay
should be the same persons. Why not devise measures on a more regional level
and rely on the interest, responsibility and dedication of local (and visiting) people?
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Chapter 7

Rural Amenities and their Valuation: 
Wider Questions for Policy-Makers

by
David Baldock

Institute for European Environmental Policy

While the term “rural amenities” is not necessarily familiar to the multitude of
public officials and other stakeholders concerned with rural policy, it refers to a set
of issues of growing importance in most OECD countries. Within national bound-
aries, the impact of agriculture, forestry and other activities on wider social and
environmental objectives is no longer a secondary concern, becoming an important
force in shaping new policies in many countries. The precise nature of “amenities”
varies greatly, potentially extending to a range of public goods, in some contexts
including food security, particularly in developing countries. However, an elastic
term of this kind helps to capture an expanding set of concerns, not easily satisfied
solely by the operation of the market. A similar picture is reflected at the interna-
tional level, with relatively new issues such as farm animal welfare emerging as
“amenity” concerns in a broad sense. At the international level, the intersection of
this new agenda with well-established trade concerns is at the crux of the debate.

1. The context

Part of the reason for the sensitivity of the rural amenities debate lies in the
difficulty of governments reaching a shared analysis and in the contested nature of
much of the information presented in defence of key arguments. It is clear, for exam-
ple, that proponents of multifunctional agriculture can provide numerous examples
to illustrate the types of amenities that can be generated by the farming commu-
nity. However, it may be less clear how far these cases typify agriculture in a partic-
ular sector or geographical region. In principle, convincing methods for valuing
these benefits could remove some of the uncertainties. Equally, for those sceptical
of the claims for multifunctional agriculture, valuation may address at least part of
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their concerns, particularly if it illuminated questions about the extent of joint pro-
duction and the most efficient way of providing amenities. From this perspective,
the workshop is undoubtedly topical and relevant to the concerns of policy-makers.

Agriculture and agricultural policy are the main focus of many of the papers
presented at the workshop. Given the level of interest in agriculture and rural
development policy, and the backcloth of the WTO, this is perfectly appropriate.
However, it should be emphasised that agriculture, and the farming community
engaged in it, are not the only sources of rural amenities. Other economic activities,
including forestry, some crafts and artisanal fisheries, also generate amenities while
others are effectively “provided” by nature.

It is also necessary to see the current international trade and agricultural policy
debates in a wider context. Many OECD Member countries have adopted the lan-
guage of sustainable development, echoing Agenda 21 to varying degrees. In the
EU for example, sustainable development is now one of the formal objectives of the
Union, embodied in the Treaty of Amsterdam. A number of countries are attempt-
ing to improve the integration of environmental and sectoral policies in an effort to
give substance to the often elusive concept of sustainable development. Even if
the steps towards a new policy agenda have been tentative, there is a palpable
shift away from the paradigms of the 1970s and 1980s. Much of the sustainable
development debate has been dominated by the OECD countries but arguably a
shift is now occurring. Since the failed negotiations in Seattle, there has been a
markedly more vigorous effort by some of the leading OECD states to listen to the
concerns of developing countries and to deepen the North-South dialogue.

Sustainable rural development implies a considered balance between eco-
nomic, social and environmental objectives. This is possible only if policy makers
are equipped with appropriate information and analytical tools with which to struc-
ture and inform choices which are usually political rather than technical. Methods
of valuation which answer real policy questions and create confidence amongst
leading stakeholders as well as officials with technical responsibilities would
appear to have much to offer as the sustainability debate deepens. How far existing
methods meet these criteria is a key issue for the workshop, raising questions of
methodological vigour and coherence, cost, administrative and practical utility,
basic data availability, political legitimacy and other issues addressed in earlier
papers. Policy makers in different fields, countries and settings may not answer
these questions in the same way. In the USA, for example, valuation techniques
appear to have established a greater role in policy making than in the EU.

2. Answering policy questions

Policy questions arise from a range of viewpoints. Relatively few start from a
tabula rasa, an open question about the form and level, if any, of public interven-
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tion in a particular sphere. This occurs more often with “emerging” issues, such as
GMOs than with established areas, of which agricultural policy, with a tradition of
multiple interventions, is a prime example. In the agriculture case entrenched
political decisions can greatly narrow the scope of short term policy options while
potentially creating a demand for analysis and research feeding longer term
options, especially those advocated by interests marginalised by the dominant
stakeholders. This can occur at the international as well as the national level.

In considering the future utility and demand for valuation techniques and exer-
cises it is essential to consider potential applications. These include:

• post hoc policy evaluation;

• prior project and policy cost-benefit analysis;

• valuation of non-market benefits for the purposes of policy design
e.g., setting payment rates for incentive schemes or easement values, deter-
mining the scope, focus and distribution of such monetary benefits, weight-
ing objectives where budgets are fixed, revising budgets over time, etc.;

• determining the scale of damage to non-market amenities, relevant to the
design and operation of a range of policies, including environmental liability
legislation, the level of compensation payments, etc.;

• broader policy monitoring and reporting activities, such as environmental
accounting;

• comparative policy evaluation, including international comparisons.

It is worth distinguishing between those policy applications where:

• the outcome on the ground is relatively certain and questions of valuation
follow from an agreed set of circumstances (e.g., when pollution damage to a
river has caused a verifiable number of fish deaths);

• certain outcomes on the ground are expected but not guaranteed (e.g., when
a policy is introduced to pay farmers to maintain grazing at certain livestock
density level),

• outcomes on the ground are rather conjectural (for example the result of an
increase in the target price for a specific agricultural commodity, such as
lamb).

A central purpose of developing methods for valuing public goods and exter-
nalities is to reflect real public preferences and provide greater objectivity and pre-
cision than can be achieved by policy makers making judgements in their absence.
Valuation can also introduce greater transparency in decision making if it reveals
the components within a policy equation, the weighting given to different factors
and the assumptions underlying the decision. However, this requires the valuation
method and its application to be reasonably transparent and comprehensive to an
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external audience. Often this is itself a considerable challenge, as the methods
used for valuation, the assumptions that they are built on and their deployment in
a particular policy question can be obscure to those who have not been closely
involved. If used inappropriately, valuation can provide merely technocratic or eco-
nomic gloss, creating a barrier to effective participation in policy making and pro-
voking suspicion rather than confidence.

It will not and should not remove the political nature of most policy questions.
If a valuation exercise suggests that a particular set of rural amenities has a net
value which greatly exceeds the cost to a public authority of a programme which
appears likely to secure such benefits, then it does not follow that the programme
should proceed. Another set of amenities/ and or market goods could generate
benefits and many other considerations apply. These include the availability of
funds, the administrative convenience of the scheme, the distributional effects in
the rural economy, the governments international obligations and overtly political
factors, such as the likely reaction of the media and the impact on groups support-
ing the ruling political party.

There are circumstances where relatively precise valuations are needed, typi-
cally where damages need to be calculated and a loss of public amenities trans-
lated into a direct cost for which one or more parties are liable. Often it will be
appropriate to have administrative guidelines indicating values in broad terms,
although individual circumstances vary considerably and damages are commonly
determined by legal process. Over time the need to value rural amenities for the
purpose of determining damages and compensation and for the evaluation of new
projects, such as roads or irrigation schemes, is likely to grow. This is not only
because of the growing scarcity of many rural amenities but also because of the
development of environmental legislation. In the EU for example, a recent White
Paper from the European Commission, sets out the features of a proposed new
Directive on environmental liability. This explicitly includes liability for damage to
biodiversity on important sites, which would require an approach to valuation,
which is workable on a pan-European scale. It would also provide a framework for
establishing liability for any environmental damage arising from the growing genet-
ically modified crops, a potentially major issue in many OECD countries. Legisla-
tion of this kind will draw the farming community and agro-food industry into realms
of environmental policy and judicial process previously more associated with man-
ufacturing industry.

When environmental legislation requires compensation, this does not neces-
sarily take a monetary form. It may oblige a party causing environmental damage to
take compensatory action. The destruction of a wetland at a particular site may be
permitted to occur only if a new wetland of broadly equivalent value is created or
restored elsewhere. In such cases, equivalence will often be judged on the basis of
biological value or worth in broader amenity terms but economic valuations will
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also have a role in some circumstances. The “flexibility mechanisms” under the
Kyoto Protocol, which would allow carbon trading, and the offsetting of national
obligations by compensatory measures in other countries, such as the planting of
forests, indicate that increasingly compensatory measures are likely to be applied
at the international as well as national scale. In this context, economic valuation
could provide support for policy decisions, especially if specific methods of
appraisal for specific types of project were widely accepted internationally. A tool
for assisting comparisons and improving consistency of decisions can have merit for
those implementing compensatory measures, even if the particular values of a
given amenity are contentious.

Where valuation is used for policy appraisal purposes, it must be applied
within a matrix that frequently contains a large number of different variations and
uncertainties in several dimensions. Often it is difficult to establish precisely what
is being measured. For example, if it is proposed to introduce a new policy to
encourage the continued management of pastoral area by livestock farmers, at a
sustainable grazing pressure, it is helpful to know the value of the resulting land-
scape in amenity terms. This can be fed into a cost-benefit equation to test whether
the policy is worthwhile. Valuation methods can be, and are, applied in such situa-
tions. However, several questions arise. Some are generic to valuation methodolo-
gies, such as the various forms of CVM that could be used in such an exercise.

These include the appropriate means of handling non-use values, the difficulty
of specifying the amenity in a precise way, questions about beneficiaries, etc. Oth-
ers may be specific to the type of policy being proposed. For example, it is difficult
to predict precisely which farmers or land managers will respond to a new incentive,
exactly how they will alter the overall management of their farm as well as the prac-
tices at which the policy is aimed and how the landscape will change over a period
of time. If there are variations in the predicted outcome, how far do these matter,
and is their spatial distribution a critical factor? If a policy has a life of five to ten
years, and it is uncertain what will succeed it (a not untypical situation), how does
this affect the situation?

Given these questions and other uncertainties arising with economic valua-
tion, it is not difficult to explain the relatively limited use of this approach in policy
design in the agriculture sector, as noted for the USA in Heimlich’s paper. A similar
situation probably applies in the EU. It should be noted that the political structure
and timetables associated with agricultural and related rural policies may militate
against the use of such techniques – more so than in the forestry sector for example.
In the EU there has been a substantial growth in the scale of agri-environment pol-
icies designed explicitly to generate non-market benefits. In practice, policymakers
face considerable constraints on the way in which they implement measures such
as Regulation 2078/92 and its successor, the agri-environment Title in the current
Rural development Regulation 1257/99. These include:
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• The highly political process whereby expenditure targets are determined,
both for the EU as a whole and for individual Member States. There may be
parallel processes determining the distribution of funds within individual
Member States.

• The clear relationship between historic expenditure and the availability of
funding for the next budget period, to 2006.

• The relatively short time available between the publication of the Regulation
and the deadline for Member States to submit national schemes to the
Commission, limited the scope for prior appraisal.

• Specific restraints, such as the need to make available incentive schemes to
farmers throughout the agricultural area as far as possible.

These conditions may not be untypical of those applying other OECD member
countries. Not do they inhibit the use of valuation techniques in the evaluation of
policies that have been put into place. However, the extent to which CVM and other
techniques command confidence varies. A recent review of rural policies in England
by the government’s Performance and Innovation Unit (PIU) is a case in point. This
identified a dozen, largely academic, cost-benefit studies of agri-environment
schemes, mostly based on CVM techniques. They indicated ratios of net value to
public sector expenditure for individual schemes as ranging from about 3:1 to 260:1.
The PIU remarked on the difficulties of carrying out such studies and the fact that
they do not generate precise estimates of environmental benefits but nonetheless
used them as evidence that the schemes provide good value for money (PIU, 1999).

3. The international arena

In the international arena the potential applications of economic valuation are
broadly similar to those arising within entities such as the EU or at a national level.
Clearly, international comparisons are especially relevant and the audience for a
policy appraisal exercise is larger, less likely to share the same underlying assump-
tions than a national audience. Where trade issues are at stake, the probability of
scepticism about certain claims is greater. Potentially the most contentious claims
are those concerned with the WTO “amber box” or “blue box”, agriculture policies
where there is pressure to reduce the level of domestic subsidy but a countervail-
ing argument about the extent to which these policies are required to maintain or
enhance non-food benefits.

In these circumstances, widely accepted valuation techniques could contrib-
ute to a broader international consensus on the extent of certain environmental and
cultural outcomes associated with farming of a particular kind. For example, it may
be possible to deepen understanding of the value to a society of a specific crop,
such as rice or oranges, and to explain the particular set of attitudes which make up
this value in different circumstances, making comparisons with apparently similar
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crops (or livestock systems) in other countries. This could help to draw out impor-
tant distinctions such as between traditional and more intensive modern forms of
cropping, or between forms of production historically associated with the culture of
a region and those introduced recently as economic and commercial conditions
changed.

Greater rigour in examining the composition and scale of amenities associated
with agriculture, forestry, crafts and other activities could have benefits for both
national policy and the progress of international debates. However, it will not offer
an equation for eliminating disputes. Similar attributes of a production system may
be valued in different ways in different countries despite apparently similar condi-
tions. Comparisons of the absolute value placed on a hillside of moorland grazed
by sheep or a terrace of small paddy fields may not be very illuminating. Nor will it
necessarily shed light on broadly factual questions, such as the extent to which cer-
tain amenities can be produced only by pursuing a particular agricultural practice.
Whether or not there is an exclusively “joint relationship” between a form of agri-
cultural production and a set of rural amenities is frequently an issue of particular
sensitivity in a WTO context. Valuation methods won’t unlock technical questions,
such as the feasibility of managing a herb-rich pasture with wild animals, such as
rabbits, rather than sheep. Potentially, however, valuation studies could reveal how
far a society might prefer either of these two forms of management and the factors
underlying preferences expressed in these studies. Is it the quality of the pasture
that is valued most highly, or the presence of the sheep?

Exposing such factors could allow a better informed and more structural
debate about multifunctional agriculture and generate research into a broader
range of rural amenity issues.

However, these remain questions about the inherently local form of many val-
uation studies, the difficulties of summing the values of entirely different amenities
in a single total, the validity of comparing results from OECD countries with those
from developing countries, etc.

In this respect, valuation studies belong in a toolbox alongside other sources
of data, appraisal systems, economic models, stakeholder consultations and other
aids to policymaking. They cannot be utilised out of context without great care; they
do not point to uniform policy solutions to agricultural or broader sustainable
development questions. They will not demonstrate whether a particular policy is
trade distorting. However, they can demonstrate the range and scale of many rural
amenities and feed into the continuing and essential refinement of policies as we
move from an era of largely incidental to increasingly planned non-market benefits,
especially from agriculture.
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Chapter 8

Contributions to the Concluding Round Table

1. Hans-Christian Beaumond, European Commission, DG Agriculture

In many countries, there are legal obligations to perform evaluation/valuation.
This is in particular the case in the EU when it comes to environmental impact
assessments or evaluation of regional and rural development policies. There is thus
a basic interest to improve our ability to value environmental goods and rural
amenities, as well as evaluate corresponding policies. Attention should be paid to
the wide range of valuation/evaluation tools that is available, including cost/bene-
fits analyses, indicators, land planing instruments and the need to improve the
understanding of the physical components of rural amenities.

Prior valuation is not a prerequisite to the implementation of policies aiming
at rural amenities. Such policies are legitimised by society demand and the demo-
cratic process underlying it. On the domestic side, the focus is on cost effective-
ness, distribution effects and transparency, as well as on the political process
leading to the implementation of such policies. Subsidiarity and devolution are
important elements of the European debate, with a view to reaching a wide partic-
ipation of stakeholders and taking decisions at the relevant political level, from
local to EC Institution level.

While some progress has been achieved during recent years on valuation of
public goods and externalities, especially in the case of environmental damage or
foregone amenities, such valuation, however, remains site specific and resource
intensive. In view of the limitations of valuation methods for non-use values, these
valuation methods should not replace informed public debates. Further progress
in this field would nevertheless be welcome. Experience sharing and stocktaking at
international level would help in making such progress and improve the under-
standing of the various issues at stake. The OECD could be an appropriate forum in
that respect. However, the development of international guidelines on valuation
would be premature. Further steps in valuation should inter alia draw upon devel-
opments at the OECD on agri-environmental indicators and rural development
indicators. Developments of landscape indicators are of particular interest, as land-
scape is the relevant unit for many rural amenities and plays thus a pivotal role.
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A better linkage with the concepts that are developed at international level is
necessary, in particular under the framework of sustainability. In this respect, more
consideration should be given to reversibility vs. irreversibility when valuing
amenities. Maintaining diversity is also key in this debate. While the main WTO
focus is to go for minimally trade distortive policies, welfare considerations need to
be comprehensive. The next stage of OECD work on multifunctionality needs to
address more specifically how public goods and positive externalities are valued
by society and highlight their jointness in production.

2. Eva Blanco, Head, International Policies Division, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Spain

In Spain, as a Mediterranean country, we strongly believe in the concept of
multifunctional agriculture. That is why we supported its recognition at the
1998 Meeting of the Committee for Agriculture at Ministerial level in the OECD, as
well as in other international meetings.

With respect to both the policies related to rural amenities in general and mul-
tifunctional agriculture in particular and the ways to assess demand and derive
value from them, we would agree that the different demand valuation techniques
that have been presented at this workshop could have some use in designing rural
policies. It seems that they have been applied for other types of policies, so they
can probably be of use in formulating policies for rural amenities as well. Limited
resources could be better allocated if the decision makers have demand studies as
a help for policy decision making.

However, given the present situation, more research is needed before we can
make full use of these demand valuation methods in assessing demand for rural
policies that generate or enhance externalities from multifunctional agriculture.
From the opinion of the speakers, we can infer that the potential use of these methods
is limited and still subject to controversy in the countries that have already used them.

We suggest that a cautious step by step approach is needed. In any case, these
methods can be one among the many practical tools to be used in the process of
policy decision making, helping to combine societal demands with the need to pre-
serve the environment. Also, it has to be taken into account that some environmen-
tal policies can be especially difficult to deal with as far as demand valuation is
concerned.

3. Bruce Bowen, Director, International Branch, Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries, Australia

There are two key messages that have emerged from this Workshop that have
implications for the “multifunctionality debate” in the OECD and the WTO agricul-
tural trade negotiations. First, the Workshop has reminded us of the need for eco-
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nomic rigour in the debate. To date we have seen some wild and exaggerated
claims as to the magnitude of the valuation of non-market rural goods. This has
included statements like: “since our government was elected on the basis of a set of policies this
implicitly means that our citizens must be willing to pay for current level and form of support pro-
vided to farmers”. From the Australian perspective this sounds to us like claims that
“we have all these rural amenities that can only be provided by support to farmers – we have not
measured them but we know they are there”. This Workshop has clearly shown the folly of
accepting these types of statements because the valuation of any non-market good
is a non-trivial exercise. We have heard during the Workshop that there are impor-
tant issues associated with benefit transfer, non-use values and the simultaneous
measurement of both positive and negative externalities that need to be taken into
account, let alone the choice of the type of methodology to be used in any valuation
exercise. These issues need to be addressed in a rigorous way before any valuation
of the non-market effects of agriculture can expect to be widely accepted.

The second key message to emerge is that market price support is clearly not
the appropriate means to provide payments to farmers for the provision of any
non-market benefits that flow from agriculture. The importance of this message
should not be underestimated because the OECD’s recent Monitoring and Outlook
Report still shows that some 70 per cent of support to farmers in OECD countries
arises because of market price support policies. Using the EU sugar price as an illus-
trative example can show the nonsensical use of market price support for this pur-
pose. If for the sake of argument the gap between EU and world prices was
attributed to the provision of non-market benefits, this would imply that the recent
increase in the gap (as a result of the collapse of world prices) was due to a sharp
and sudden increase in rural amenity. This would not make any sense.

An important implication for OECD work on ‘multifunctionality’ that can be
drawn from these messages is that whether or not rural amenities can actually be
valued with any precision is to a large degree not that important – especially given
the problems associated with valuation issues referred to above. Rather the key
issue is the type of policies being used to address the public good and externality
aspects of any amenities provided by agriculture. The OECD has a long track record
in a number of fields of advocating the use of public policies that are as direct as
possible, transparent and non-distorting. Nothing has emerged to-date in this
debate to suggest other than the same policy prescription must surely apply
equally here.

4. Carmel Cahill, Head of the Policies, Trade and Adjustment Division 
of the Directorate for Food, Agriculture and Fisheries of the OECD

From the point of view of a policy maker, I would draw the following conclusions
from our deliberations of the last two days. Yes, it is feasible to use economic valu-
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ation techniques in the valuation of rural amenities including those that belong
through joint production relationships to the “multifunctional character of agricul-
ture”. Nonetheless, it is clear that in the opinion of the various experts expressed
over the last few days use values are considered to be much more amenable to
measurement than non-use values. In particular, some scepticism has emerged
about contingency valuation methods. In general, there seems to be more confi-
dence in revealed preference methods than in stated preference methods. All
practitioners affirm that it is very important to ensure that the choices that people
are being asked to make are clear and unambiguous, specific and measurable.

Where do these conclusions lead in the context of multifunctionality?
Remember the evolving definition is “the production of multiple commodity and
non-commodity outputs that exhibit technical or economic interdependencies on
the supply side and on the demand side that some of these non-commodity out-
puts are externalities exhibiting some characteristics of public goods. The general
context is one in which OECD countries are committed to an on-going process of
agricultural policy reform and further agricultural trade liberalisation. However,
member country positions are somewhat polarised concerning the policy implica-
tions, some claiming conflict between reform commitments and the preservation or
pursuit of multifunctional outputs while others see strong complementarities.

With specific reference to multifunctionality this suggests three questions:

• Are the valuation methods available to us able to handle questions about
marginal changes? We are interested in the values of changes in the supply
of non-commodity outputs that may occur as a result of reform. Indeed, do
we even know with any confidence what those changes might be?

• Can we adequately incorporate the complementarities or substitution
effects that may exist when we try to value simultaneously the demand for a
number of linked outputs. There is evidence that adding up demand for indi-
vidual multifunctional outputs may result in significant over-estimation.

• Given the international context in which the multifunctionality debate is
being carried on, what are the prospects for the various valuation methods
achieving the degree of credibility and mutual recognition that would be
necessary for them to be used in international forums. Whatever the answer
to this question, it is clear that the hurdles to be crossed in terms of transpar-
ency and accuracy are even greater in any potential use of these methodol-
ogies in international negotiations than when their use is confined to
domestic policy decisions only.

Given these complexities and the associated risks of policy failure, it seems
prudent to explore all possible options – market creation, quasi-market mecha-
nisms such as user fees, voluntary provision, etc., before embarking on difficult val-
uation exercises. When these possibilities have been exhausted, valuation
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exercises should be designed as carefully and rigorously as possible to avoid
biases. While a lot more development is probably needed before the various
demand measurement techniques will be able to be used in an international
context, we should not be discouraged. A lot of progress can and should be made
in further developing these techniques for use in domestic policy making. The
increased transparency and rigour, which this would bring to domestic policy deci-
sions, would certainly help the international debate because, in this as in many
domains, efficient and cost-effective domestic policies are also good policies when
seen by our international partners.

5. Kenji Yoshinaga, Director, National Research Institute of Agricultural 
Economics, Japan

Dr. Yoshinaga underlined that CVM valuation is only measured to evaluate
non-use values provided by rural amenities even though it contains several biases.
It is also useful to create technical guidelines for CVM application including survey
design, scopes and cases for actual application. At present, application of CVM to
policy formulation is premature, including international criteria for valuation. How-
ever, the discussion on valuation should be continued in the OECD to identify
issues to be solved in policy application by examining various cases in Member
countries. He also stressed that evaluation of amenity values is an important exer-
cise to create monetary flow from urban to rural areas for rural development. And if
values of amenities are properly evaluated, amenity policies are not the only direct
targeted ones; indirect rural policies such as employment and tourism are also
required to support the management of amenity supply. He noted that the discus-
sion of valuation should cover all amenities that rural areas can provide, and should
not be limited by agriculture.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

1. Main results

• Economic valuation can assist in answering real policy questions and gener-
ate confidence among stakeholders and public officials regarding the
choices they make. Examples were cited where valuation studies had
resulted in more or less reliable estimates of amenity values, which had then
formed the basis for a policy choice.

• Although they provide important empirical information for policy making,
different methods often yield different results for the same problem. Down-
stream policy decision thus depends on a personal interpretation of the
results and assessment of their robustness. Moreover, many studies that are
available now were undertaken 5 or 10 years ago, when perhaps the policy
questions were different. It was clear from the workshop that policymakers in
different fields, countries and settings disagree with respect to the level of
credibility they assign to results of valuation studies. In the US, for example,
valuation techniques appear to have established a far greater role/legitimacy
in policy making than in the EU.

• Some valuations do not meet basic criteria in terms of methodological rigour
and coherence, cost, administrative and practical utility, basic data robust-
ness and political legitimacy. It is often difficult, however, for policymakers to
recognise good from poor quality valuations

• Valuation studies should be carefully designed and implemented. It is
important to pay attention to sample choice, the actual goals of the valuation
exercise, and the potential of the technique selected. There is a need for
greater clarity about the choices people are being asked to make.

• Nevertheless, even when the methodology may be sound, the fact that many
estimates (particularly of non-use values) are based on hypothetical “contin-
gent valuation” surveys, means that the results cannot be taken too literally.
There may be large differences between what people say they are willing
to pay and what people actually disburse. An example was presented of
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a willingness to pay mail survey that was followed by an invoice requesting
the sum that the respondent had claimed to be willing to pay. While many
people paid, the discrepancy was nonetheless large. There are “guidelines”
(e.g., National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) that exist to assist
policymakers in carrying out contingent valuation method studies and that
address some of the biases present in the survey results.

• As a result of these uncertainties, participants agreed that summing the val-
ues of amenities of different types or in different locations into a single figure
is problematic. While data bases targeting benefit transfers are available,
transferring results from one region or country to another is also problematic.
The implication is that the validity of comparing results from different OECD
countries is questionable. Some participants, however, noted that revealed
preferences (such as changes in real estate prices or in paid visits to an ame-
nity) provide an economically sound basis for valuation, though these meth-
ods could only be used in a limited number of cases.

• Even with simpler revealed preference approaches, important questions
remain about the audience and sample – For example, just because people
living in distant urban centres do not visit a rural area, does not mean that
they assign no value to its amenities. It is important to understand better the
nature and characteristics of what rural amenities are if appropriate valuation
exercises are to be designed, and policy instruments created.

• There was general agreement among participants that valuation studies
belong in a toolbox alongside other sources of data, appraisal systems, eco-
nomic models, stakeholder consultations and other aids to policymaking.
They cannot be utilised out of context; they do not point to uniform policy
solutions to agricultural or broader sustainable development questions.
They will not demonstrate whether a particular policy is trade distorting.
However, they can demonstrate the range and scale of many rural amenities
and feed into the continuing and essential refinement of policies as we move
from an era of largely incidental to increasingly planned non-market bene-
fits, especially from agriculture.

• A better understanding of this general policy field will also require greater
recognition of the importance of property rights, which differ from one coun-
try to another, in shaping what governments can and cannot do to support the
production of amenities.

• Finally, it is clear that as accountability/transparency and benefit-cost assess-
ment become basic principles of public administration in OECD countries,
economic valuation will undoubtedly play an increasingly important role
given that it offers a monetary estimate to set against a defined cost. Evalu-
ation units may be needed in public administrations. The challenges for
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policymakers remain how to assess the reliability of results and how to bal-
ance this type of evidence with that from other sources, how to identify the
relevant amenities for particular sites, and how to identify the appropriate
public whose demand for amenities is to be assessed.

2. Conclusions on future work

From the perspective of TDS’s work on rural policy, the workshop highlighted
the fact that harnessing the value inherent in natural and cultural amenities
remains, essentially, a site specific issue. Moreover, it is the value of the amenity
based policy in contributing to development of the rural economy that is the key
issue, not some objective valuation of the amenity itself. As such, the work pro-
gramme in this area could focus on developing a typology of policy measures that
are intended, directly or indirectly, to maintain or enhance amenities, and identify-
ing the costs of these policies and the range of benefits accruing from them,
e.g., what rural amenities contribute to rural economic vitalisation. This work could
include studies addressing how rural policies can improve the relationship
between amenity preservation and rural economic development, and the factors of
social, economic and technological changes that could affect the quality and quan-
tity of amenities in the future.

From the perspective of the OECD’s work on multifunctionality and on
agri-environmental policy including agri-environmental indicators, the Workshop
provided a very useful overview of the state of the art in measuring demand for the
non-commodity outputs, including amenities, that are associated with agricultural
production. The necessity to simultaneously assess demand for several non-market
goods that may be complements or substitutes for one another adds a further
degree of complexity to efforts to apply the various techniques. To this extent cau-
tion is required in any attempt to apply valuation in estimating demand for the mul-
tifunctional characteristics of agriculture. Efforts to develop and refine valuation
methodology should, nonetheless, be pursued to bring increased rigour to the pol-
icy making process and avoid decisions on government intervention that have no
empirical basis whatsoever. But further development is needed before the idea of
internationally agreed methodologies could be envisaged.

In any event, a review of the empirical material available on simultaneous
demand estimation for non-market outputs that are associated with agriculture will
form part of the applied phase of the multifunctionality work to be undertaken in
the second half of 2000.

From the perspective of the work on biodiversity, the workshop underscored
the need for better understanding the economic characteristics of rural amenities
and their relationship to biodiversity conservation. While valuation should not be
viewed as the ultimate answer to all biodiversity conservation questions, it is an
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integral part of an information toolbox available to policy makers. The wide range
of available techniques and the resulting disparities they produce may cause confusion
among potential users. To assist OECD policy makers in their decision of when and
where to use valuation, the Working Group on Economic Aspects of Biodiversity is
in the process of preparing a valuation handbook focused on biodiversity. In issues
such as ecosystem services, where the biodiversity and rural amenities agendas
potentially overlap, this sort of handbook may be useful for policy makers targeting
rural issues.
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